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PREFACE

The covers of this booklet hold one rural area school district's

attempt 'at developing attitude, appreciation and worth of all types of

.work in the world today.

This project, funded under ESEA Title III, is a culmination of

many people's interest and planning over a period of the last three years.

Attempts have beeniMade at all times to involve as many people from the

community, from our student body, and from the teaching staff in every.

phase of the project as possible. Any_sLiccess that has been or will be

Mrced(pere--fo this_point and beyond ts due to their ooperation, and for

this-we all wish to thank them.

The first steps of career education are contained within this docu-

ment and, with continued hard work on the,part of all concerned, we anti-

cipate that this can be useable for other school systems within Montana as

well' as outside-its borders.

Members of this project staff will be available inpart or Whole,to

those wishing consultant services.

W. J. Hoopes
Superintendent of Schools

Y.
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INTRODUCTION

The curricula and activity plans for the mini-course segment of the

experiment ''Preparation and Counseling for the Worfd of Work" were devel-

oped primarily for the Fort Benton School System. The experiment was

funded through an ESEA Title III grant to the Fort Benton Public Schools.

The development of the activities included inhis outline is the

result of a concentrated two-week effort by school personnel, citizens-

and studects. The mini-course development personnel were:,

W. J. Hoopes
Ray Grande
iPatrick Flanagan
John Jones
Peggy Lattin.
John Lepley
Ron Shoquist
Gail Stensland
Gail Stensland
Pam Woldt'vedt

Pam Woldtvedt
James Wolf
James Wolf
Hazel Dunnwebber
Inez Smith
Ruth Carlstrom
Mary Jane Larson
Rodney Axtman
Kathy Booth
Dr. Lee Spuhler

Superintendent of Fort Benton Schools
Project Director
Elementary Vocational Guidance Counselor
Photography - Writer
Lettering and Layout - Writer
Horticulture - Writer
Personal Banking - Writer
Outdoor Living Education - Writer
Practical Home Repair - Writer
Culinary Arts - Writer
Hand Sewing - Writer
Arts and Crafts f Writer
Wood Work - Writer
Elementary Staff - Consultant
Elementary Staff - Consultant
Citizen - Consultant
Citizen - Consultant
Student - Consultant
Student - Consultant
Projvt External Evaluator
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PHILOSOPHY

It is the philosophy of the Fort Benton School that each child,

kindergarten through the 12th grade, shall have the opportunity to ex-

plore and develop social, emotional and vocational* interests. It is the

responsibility of the community to provide for such experiences. There -

fore, the school, being the educational agent of the community, shall

provide each child with the opportunity to explore his personal .feelings

'with peers or an adult counselor within a sympathetic and non-critical

environment; and the child shall be given relevant educAgpnal and ?occu-
t

pational information, and shall be helped to understand' hi own4own abijities

and limitations that he may.be better able(to build a life"°style compat-

ible to his individual needs.

G
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TERMINOLOGY

-I 1. aliT17111" - -

1. ACTIVITY one lesson of a mini-course.

2. APPRECIATION - showing a positive attitude towards,but not making a
definite choice.

3. BEHAVIORAL INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE refers to those objectives used
to measure the terminal behavior of the student.

I

4. CONCEPT - mini-course title.

5. COUNSELOR - the elementary occupational guidance counselor of the Fort
Benton School System.,

5.- EXPERIMENT - refers to ESEA Title III Project 717,1026, Preparation and
Counseling for the'World ofWork-.

7. ° GOALS - refers to those twelve basic goals established by this committee
as the over-all concern of this experiment.

8. HOME-ROOM TEACHER - the individual who has the daily responsiblity.for
the group of students involved in a mini-course.

9. INSTRUCTOR - the individual who assumes the responsibility for direct-
ing the student'acttvities.in each mini-course.

10. MINI-COURSE - one unit implemented &t one grade leve(for a two4day
time blbck. ToInclude orientation, project activities, follow-up
and' evaluation.

11. OCCUPATION - referkto all types of work including professional, techni-
cal, skilled and unskilled.

lt. PROJECT - a tangible article completed by the student for him to use
or,-,retain; or a tfsk the student has learned to perform.

13. SELF-AWARENESS,- self values; interests and relevance to his occupation.
k;!

14. WRITER - Fort Benton Staff member who developed the activities for each
. mini-course. I
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GENERAL RATIONALE FOR MINI COURSES

Elementary schodll guidance and counseling is-a relatively new field

in AmeriCa's educational system, and the writers of this project beli6e

that any riewieducational program must have some realistic basis for its

existance. It is further believed that anynew program should be designed

so that its accountability can be measured with some degree of validity.

It is the intent of the writers of the "Preparation and Counseling for

the World of Work" Project to offer the proponents of elementary guidance

and counseling a realistic guidance fool to implement a program that will

(1) assist elementary children in developing an understanding about them-

selves, their values, and an appreciation for a)1 types of work in the

world in which they live; (2) develop the affective, psychomotive, as

well as the cognitive growth of the individual through the mini-courses;

(3) provide the student with a satisfaction of needs which will be neces-

sary goptually for a realistic occupational choice. It is important that

the st4eht develop an awareness and understanding of all types of occupa-

tions. This is a process that starts early in life and continues through-

out his education and should not be considered as a single decision-making

moment in life.

The mini-courses will aid the student in,developing a realistic concept

inrhis evaluation of occupations through the tasks that he will complete in

the program. He will learn that one's work/Pill determine one's life-style.

This will show the student that human adjustment takes place when his work

task is congruent with his self-concept.

41 , 2,
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GOALS

This project group identified.twelvebasic goals in the field of career

education. These goal& are stated as fo lows:

1. Develop an appreciation for t e world of work.

2. Develop an understanding of the individual through self-awareness.

3. Develop an ability to explore apd'exPand the individual's inter-
action within the'scope of family, peers and society.

4. Develop an emotional and aestbetitmeturity throue the exposure
to world of work mini-courses.

5. Develop self-confidence, sense of belOhging, personality and char-
acter.

6. Develop a positive attitude through guidance towards all aspects
of the world of work.

7. Develop a knowledge of how different jobs affect individual ana
living patterns of families.

8. Develop an understanding for the relationship of interests and
abilities involved in different occupations.

9. Develop an appreciation for the task-oriented approach,

10. Develop an appreciation for natural environment and its effect
upon the world of work.

11. Develop a knowledge of the interdependency of consumer attitudes
upon the world of work.

12. Develop an aptitude for making wise,use of leisure time.

9
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CONCEPTS AND THEIR RATIONALE

.The -- committee selected "a s'eries.of ten concept* (mini-courses) and

-- identified their rationale as listed below.

Concept Rationale'

Arts and Crafts Man was created with a unique pair of
K-6

hands which allowed him to do and build
many things. However, recently wachines
have mass producedmiost articles, and
hand work,has become unpopular. In the
eaching of arts and crafts we intend to

(4ep the projects simple anilN4rteresting
' so,that each child will gain the self-
satisfaction of having'created a personal

--prod4t. This accomplishment will help
/ devel the student's attitude that work .

with th hands is considered an honorable
occupat n. . .

'I i

Culinary Arts
K-6

Hand Sewing and ,Oothifib Art
b

All studen s,' at sometime, will be faced
with the to k of preparing'food.' With
the "housewife" moving rapidly into the
working world, the expansion of recrea-

o tional and outdoor living, and\ tne,avail-'
ability of commercially prepared mixes,
men are also becoming more involved in
food preparation, All students will
learn not Only how to prepare food, but
proper methods of cleaning' andvstorage.

7/

Creativity is one of man's most satisfying
accomplishments. The school plays a gt^eat
part in developing a person's potentials
along these lines. A,child that-is taught
to do beginning hand stitching'will be able
to make something he, can use immediately'.
To some, it will open an entire field'of
different poSsibilityies; to others it will
be no more than another acquired skill.
Today fashion design and related fields are
becoming a much broader area involving
more trained personnel than ever.' This i$
a good age to introdOc this project as the.

110
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child has developed the necessary
'motor skill to construct a useable
article.

At the elementary age the
K-6 T has-a natural curiosity about 1ifu

and growing thin0. This curiosity
can be satisfied' through the-growing _

of some kinds of plants":---either for

food or for outside. -It is important ,

that each student 'become aware of

his surrounding environment and relate
the interdependency of living things
to each other. Through this aware-
ness, each student will leatn to realize
the need not only to conserve our
natural environment and resources, but ,

to improve them.

Lettering and Layout, Manuscript writing is usually taught
4 in the first grade, and after that it

often falls into disuse and nearly
forgotten. It should be a continuing
skill and art because'of its wide
application in the work-a-day world
as is substantiated in-the accompanying
occupational related list. It can be
put to immediate use in'the intermed-
sate grades by the children who become
interested in 'taking ,posters for county
fairs, Conservation Week, announcements,
and many other events.

.

Outdoor Living Education In a few more years, because of our
6 advancement in technology, our society

may be enjoying a four-day work week.
What shall we do with "Our Three Days "?
The outdoors is rapidly becoming the
most popular choice for use of leisure
time. Wise use of our national resources
is essential, Also, occupations related
to recreation are rapidly expanding. This'
project will begin to stimulate student
awareness and appreciation.

Personal Banking Most children today have allowances
5-6 a either earned or given to them by their

parents. At an early age they learn
thara .certain amount of money buys certain
desired articles. When the child earns
enough that a deposit in a bank becomes
necessary, his knowledge immediately is
expanded, and he is introduced to the
world of business. At this time, the

11
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student should have some knowledge of
budgets and banking.

_ptiortisirapw7- -_ _ _
-- As-man-Ls--ac-t-

. .

tvtt-i-es-exp-and;so-tiv s
o... 5 -6- . his desire to record events_,J3amien-

ings, and articles. Students -will .

.

learn t'he.processes involved from uses\
of the camera to "finished" photographs!/

Practical Home Repairs
5-6

Also, the 'student will be taught-how
to utilixe photography for i nquiiCy and
learning situations.

Skills acquired through this unit a

be:applied immediately in any home,.
The student will learn tool care, us
and maintenance. He will practice mak-
ing minor repairs, as well as construct
Several projects. Boys and girls 'should
benefit equally from this untt.

tWoodworking The student receives a great amount of2-3
,,se I f-sati sfact ton .in building a project
using his creative and'imagipative

Woodworking can motivate
manymany individuals towards developing 9n
interesting vocation or hobby. Offering
this unit in the Elementary School will

- help prepare the student for required
industrial arts. at the Junior High Level

O

N

5'

5",
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THE COUNSELOR

Throughout all phases of the "Preparation and Counseling fat the World

of" Work" undertakings, ttie outward appearance indicated a strong emphasis

on the mini-course portion. This is not the intent. It .is merely a re-

flectiOn of the amount of advance 'preparation necessary in preparing for

and implementing these proje %ts at each grade level.

The role of the counselor is intended to be the dominant factor in this

lAgram. The bA.Sic objective of all concerned is to develop in the students

of 4he Fort Bentop,Schools'in
awareness of and appreciation for all types

of occupations.

After a 197 survey of the Vocational-offerings of 'Fort Benton

Schools, the_follbwing conclusions became

to:

1. The Elementary School (K4) had no curriculum in Career Education.

2. The Elemeptary School had no guidance program.

3 The, vocational offer;ings at the Junior-Senior High School were ex-
panding horizontally. However, there was little vertical contin-
uity.

4

4. There'was a growing deriand from students for more occupational
information.

These findings indicated the need for an occupational guidance counselor

1. Coordinate the entire vocational curriculum K-12.

2. Implement an elementagguidance program.

3. Implement the beginning of a career education curriculum for grades
The mini - courses will be the first experiment. Listed are

some of the responsibilities of the counselor:
,
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a: To provide the.student with opportunities to help plan,
carry out, and evaluate his experience so that he may.
learn to better understand himself, his abilities and
liniitations.

Assistteachers to guide student activities to further
growth and experiences. Assist students to guide them-
selves toward future goals.

.. ,
.

'c. Serve as a resource person with expertise in the world
,

of work.

d. Serve as a personal counselor to those students seeking
*(or referred for) this type of service.

e. Provide job placemint service for those who qualify for
certain areas.

f. Assist teachers and parents to assess their present atti-
tudes toward career evolvement and to establish, as
necessary, the meaning and, significance of vocational
development.

g. Encourage and assist'teachers to.develop learning exper-.
iences that will provide experimental exposures to voca-

__ tional behayior of a real and simulated nature (mini-
courses).

, '

h. Counsel with grOups of chilren and parents with refer- .

ence to social changes-and -the uncertainties and frus-
trations these changes,may exert on vocational develop-
ment

,.

. 6

i. Utilize community resources and personnel in activities
of his environment both as it exists and as it will be
presumed to exist:

Conduct parent study group dils,custions on aspects of
,vocational development to help dispell old stereotypes
of vocationa9 ,nchoiCe".and to help parents understand
better the process aspects of vocational development in
a changing society.

s

1 4
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Activity '46.i .-ttle

Pinch Pot

ARTS AND CRAFTS

2-A Coil Pot.

Activity

Pinching a ball of clay to form
a pot .

Making a pot by fusing coils
together

3-A One=Piece Drain Mold' Making'a bowl by slip pouring

4-A
41,

Glazing :-

* ,

Brushing glaze on bisque fired
pots

1-p Ceramics. Making pinch and coil pots

2-B . Slab Pottery Rolling, cutting and constructing
slab pottery

3-B Lids and Handles Making lids *and handles for pinch,
coil, and slab pots. ,

4-B. Two-Piece Drain Mold Pouring slip ----___..

5-B . Glazing Applying glazes

1-C Stain Glass Bottles Leading the design

2-C Staining Painting the glass ,

1-D Tying Knots and Making ' Folding and tying knots on fabrics
Folds

2=D dyeing Placing tied fabric in dye bath

. 3-D Let's Tie and Dye a Each student chooses one of the
,T-Shirt previous 'Methods and tie -dyes a

t -shirt
. /

4-D Silk Screen Printing Pulling a squeegee over a stencil

1=E , Metal Tooling Choose a pattern and transfer it
to the metal

2-E Tooling the Metal . Raiting the'metal with modeling
,,,,

tools
e ,

3-E Mounting and Finishingr buffing,"
and finishing ,-

16
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1-F

2-F

'3-F

Sand Candle

Multi -6;0 01,, Breakaway

Glass Mold Candle

Ice Candles

4-F Two-Piece Candle Mold

1-G

2-G

Leatherwork

1

Buckles & Snap Fasteners

3-G Creating Your Design

. 4-G

5-G

Activity No.

1-A
2-A"

3-A
),4-A

1-11

2-B
3-3

-; 4 -B

5-B

1-C

2-C

2-D
.3-D

1-E
2-E
3-E
1-F

4-F
4

3-4
4-G

'6 -G

'1'

Finishing Your Belt

Other Leather Projects

Cost/Student

.

.15

.15

.80

.15

.15.

.10

.25

.80.

.75

.00

.15

. 60

.90

.10

.50.

. 25

.30

.50

.50

.50'

.00'

:50

.25

.10

.25

Making candles in sand .

Making mold-colored candles i
glass ottles

Making candles with holet on
outer sutface

Making irregular-stapled-candles
in two-piece molds:

4

Measuring and cutting belt to
length.

Punching and installing snap
fastenert and buckles

Trying several designs on sample
pieces of leather and choosing
one design for your belt. .

,
Cleaning, applying dye and
finishing. belts

Tooling small quid( projects

Grade

K
K'
1

1

1

1

1

2

2

'3

3'

3
3

4
4

5

5

5

6

6

6.

6

fi
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INTRODUCTION

The student should be able to recognize clay and know what happens when

clay is firedi

Clay is basically a form of mud formed, by nature through weathering

(freezing, thawing, erosion) which breaks r ks into extremely fine particles.

Clay in its pure form is called kaolin. W n cfiwy-ivaxed with impurities,

both organic and metallic,. it takes on color of various shades in red, brown,

and gray.

Clay is classified into three groups-according-to density and. firing:

Temperature: Firing temperature

Earthenware 1800-2100-degrees F
Stoneware 2100-2300 degrees F
.Porcelain 2200-2500 degreas.F

When clay is fired, it undergoes certain changes; it becomes very hard

and champs color:,

After fring, thd clay is glazed and fired again to make-it non-porous

or to add color anedesign.

The first firing is called bisque. Raw dry clay articles are called

greenware.

-±8

k.



PINCH POT

ACTIVITY 1-A

Here's Why:

Thestudent will be able to form a pot from a ball of clay by the
pinching method.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. local or commercial water base clay (earthenware)
plaster of paris bats, approximately 6" diameter

3. keys; paper clips, pencils, hairpins, other small hard objects

*Here's How To Do It:

I. Knead the clay. Clay is ready to form if it holds its own 5.hape
and if it does not crack when squeezed.
a. If clay does not hold its own shape and sags, it is loo wet.

Kn ead it more ;, or place it on a plaster bat. and knead it
again.

b. If clay cracks when squeezed, it is too dry-. Knead'in a few
crops of water.

2. Roll a ball of clay.between the palms of the hands to form a sphere
approximately 2" in diamtter.

4 3. While holding the sphere above and in both hands, press.the thumbs
gently into the center of the sphere rotating the clay until the
ball is hollowed and the walls are of unofirm thickness (about 1/4"
to 3/8").

. If cracks appear, the clay'is too dry o&pressed into shape too:-
rapidly or forcefully. Repair tracks tospead up the repair.
If the pot is built' correctly, it will not have any flat areas and ,

will be round, oblong,'or any other rounded shapes..
6. The bottom can be flattened by placing the pot on a plaster bat',

and carefully applying pressike to,the inside of the pot. -Remember':
Keep the pot as smooth and round4,thaped as-possible on both the 161-
side and outside: The bottom should be flat on the inside and out-
side.

7. Decorate the outside of the pot by pressing gently an object or
. objects (key, hairpin, etc.) into th 'clay to create a simple and

interesting pattern. Support the i ide of the Pot with fingers
of the other hand (Diagram 1),

8. Take pot off plaster bat carefully and place on shelf. Let dry
slowly at'room temperature.. ,7;

9'. Firing w,i11 be done by the instructor when clay is completely dry.

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this ,activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced student aide for each group,of 10 students.

19
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Don't:

1.- Apply too much pressure when decorating. (Sides will become too

thin.)
2 Handle greenware. Only the instructor may handle the greenware.

Here's Where You Might Find More Information:

1. Brennan, Thomas J.i,Ceramics, The Goodheart-Willcox.Co. Inc.,
Homewbod, Illinois,' 1964, p. 96.

2. Wankelman, Willard, Wigg, Philip & Marietta, A Handbook of Arts
and Crafts for.Eledentary and Junior High Schboi Teachers, William
C. Brown Cbmpany Publishers, 135 Sota Locust=Street,"Dubuque,
Iowa.

Lic1c=i2./-)n)

20
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ACTIVITY 2-A

Here's Why:

8

COIL POT

The student will be ogle to roll-coils out of clay and press them to-
gether to form a pot.

Here's What You'll Need:

'1. local or commercial water base clay.(earthenware)
2, plaster of paris bats, approximately 6" diameter

.

3. modeling tool
4. canvas or oil cloth approximately square
5. dull knife

*Here's. How To Do It:

1. Knead the clay (refer to Activity 1-A)..
2. With a small amount, of clay form a sphere about 1" to U/2* dia-

meter, then flatten the ball onto the canvas or the cloth side of
oil cloth with the heel of the hand until it is a uniform 1/4" in.
thickness. Trim the edges to the desired shape with a dull 'knife%
The shape may be irregular curves, ovali; no sharp edges are,per-
mitted, such as those in squares, triangles, etc. Place the clay-
base on plaster of paris (Diagram 1).

3. Select a small .amount of-clay and roll it between the palms of
your hands and the oil cloth to form a rope approximately 3/8"
diameter and 6" long.

'4: Place the coil around the edge of the bottom and press it down so
that it adheres to the base.
a. The coil, may overlap the starting point-or-it may be too

short, depending on the length of the toil. 'The coils
should produckan irregularpattern on the horizontal
(Diagram 2). .

. Continu making and pressing coils to previous coils until
the,pot stands about 2" to 3" high.

c. Level off the top byadding short coils to low sides, so
that.the sides are all the same height.

d. Smooth out any ri ges-with the fingers to the011s are
even.$

5. With a modeling tool,'t t the coils together by pressing between
the toils. Support the inside of the-pots With the fingers-,of
the other hand (Diagram. ).

6, Take pot off plaster bat nd place on shelf. Let dry slowly at
room temperature. Advahc d Student: While tying-the outside
coils together, smoREMot-fETTiiiTde,of the pot so that the
coils cannot be recognized

*We suggest a qualified instroctorjea h this attpili. Also, use one exper7.
ienced.student aide for each group of I students?. MO

21.
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7. Firing will be done bythe instructor when clay Is completely dry.

Same as 1-A
J

r,

. r12011/1'

lifiCoRrirn

4.
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ACTIVITY 3-A

Here's Why:
,

1. :

ONE PIECE DRAIN MOLD.

The student will beable\to make a simple object in a one-piece drain
mold.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. slip - local or commercial water base (earthenware)
2. drain mold
3. dull knife
4. sponge
5. large metal bowl at least 6"
6. , plaster bat approximately 6"

*Here's How To Do It:

1. Pour slip into the mold until it is full., ,ti

2. Add more slip to maintain a full mold.
a. .Plaster absorbs water from slip and the water recedes.
b. As the water is absorbed, a heavy deposit of clay is formed

on the sides and bottom of the mold.
3. When the desired 'thickness is reached (about 1/8" to 1/4") pour

the excess slip into the} large metal bowl.,
a. The amount of time the slip should remain in the mold before

draining varies. A Dry mold builds up a thick wall in a
short time. A damp mold may take several hours.

b. Tip the mold to one side Alightly. This will give you some
indication of the wall thickness.

4. Tip the mold upside down and prop up one end with a stick. Leave
the mold upside down until the clay starts to harden.

5. When the shine leaves the clay, turn the mold upright.
a. Scrape the excess clay from the top of the mold with the

dull knife.
6. Remove the casting frOm the mold when the clay shrinks away from

the mold.
a. Place a plaster bat on top Of the mold and turn the mold

upside down.
b. Store the casting until it is leather hard.

7. Finish the casting by scraping the rough edges lightly with a
knife and buffing with a sponge.

8. )Carefully put on shelf to dry.
9. 'Firing will be done by the instructor when clay is completely dry.

41

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced student aide for each grourof 10 students.

a

23



/don't:

2.

.
'-.

.

Handle greenware. Only the nstructor may handle the greenware.
Pour,out excess ip without instructor's approval.
Pour slip into,ah excessively damp mold. , ,

Lift tasting from mold. -

Here's Where You Might Find' More Information:

1. Brennan, Thomas Ceramics.

I

24
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GLAZING

Here's Why:

The"student wilt; be able to apply glazet toy his bisque fired Oott:

Here's What Y

1. gla e (various colors)
2. bru hes
3. dul knife
4. bisque pots

*Here's How To Do It:

1. Wipe the pot with a damp sponge.
2. Dip the brush (soft, flat, 1/20 to 10) in the glaze and paint on

the glaze. (Follow manufacturer's instructions on glaze bottles.)
3. Glaze outside of all pots first.

a. Let pots dry for 10715 minutes.
b. Do insides of pots.
c. When dry, scrape off alts glaze from the bottom outside of

each pot.
4. You are now ready for firing. Instructor will do all stacking and

firing of pots. Students will illstack when kiln is cool under
instructor's supervision.

Don't:

1. Apply glaze over 1/8" thick.

Here's Where You'll Find More Information:

Same as 37A

*We suggest.a qualified instructor teach'this activity.
ienced student aide for each group ,of 10 students.

'25 /r

Also, use \ond exper-

,

.41t.'. 4_
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,ACTIVITY 1-8

0 Here.'s WhY:

g.
The student will be able to build and cons uct, ptnch and' coil:pots.
to a greater degree. of perfection.

-131-
.

CERAMICS

Here's What You') Need:

1. Same as 1 -A and 2-A..
4

*kere's How To *DI It:

1. Same a 1-A and 2-A.
2. Make pi ch and coil pots larg r by the addition of more clay.

.e

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this Actfyity. Also, .use one exper-
_

.ienced student aide for each'group of 10\students.

,A



Here! s Why':

ihe%student will 'be able to roll clay into' slabs and construct pottery
from them.

Here's What, You'll' Need:

1. lame as 3-8
2. stiff -paper for patterns
3.. pencil
4. simple patterns: (leaves, etc.)
'5. scissors
6.- newspaper'
7. rolling, pin

''Were How to Qo :

. SLAB :POTTERY.:

I. . Draw your pattern. on stiff paper and cut Wait with °scissori...
2., Wedge the clay.
I; Roll the clay tform a slab.

.7

a. A ',piling pih or a latge diameter dowel can he, used to -flatten
the Clay. ,

b. The stripsof wood it the right'and left of the clay serve as.,; alhicknets gauge. In making, slabs it is well' to have a , num
ter of pairs. of wood' strips of varying thicknesses. You may
select the ihickness best suited for your projeCt.

. 4. Roll the slab: on' danvas/or oil cloth- (cloth side up).
5. Place the paper template on the slab And cut around it with a

. ,., knife. v
6. ,Remove the eXcess clay, fromeithe pattern,

,.
' 7. Place the clay pattern bn a'plaster of paris bat and begin to form

your pottery;
a: 'Newspaper or small 'balls of clay can be used toraise or sup=

.port any edges.
., b. Attach, any other pieces .and buff with,a damp spongs.

B. Put on shelf and let.dry slowly at. room ''temperature.
0

Instructional Materials:

,

' Plans' for a leaf' dish t.angle .4anale holder box,and a. pitcher are
in Ceramics by Thothas J. Brennan, pp. 31-41.

40.

*We:suggest a qualified instructor teach, this activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced .studeht iitie for, each group of 10 Students.
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ACTIVITY 3-B

Here's Why:

-
ti

- LIDS AD HANDLES

I
The student will be able to_properly construct lids -and bat:Ales for
his pinch, coil or .slab pots.

Here's What You '11 Need:

.p

1. same as 1-A and 2-A
2. rolling pin
3. , pairs Of wood strips of various thickness 11/4", 3/8", 1/2")
4.

*Here's How TONilo It:

1. Lids will'be made 0.y the pinch method (see .activity
a. Pinch a OallOw bowl - until it measures 1/2" to 3/4" larger

than the diameter of your -pot..
b. Roll a smallN411 of clay about 1/2w to 3/4" in diameter.",
c.. Attach the-balT to- the 'shallow bowl. This serves as a hob.

- -Roll a coil and conne0..., the ends so that 'it Just fits in the
opening of your pot.

e. Attach the coil to the inside-of the shallow Yid. This forms
a lip, thus securing the lid on the pot.

f. Try it on for size.
Z. Handles will be made by the slab m -tcl (see activitY 2-B).

, s 1

(

.

*We suggest a -qualified instructor teach this activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced student aide for each grddup of-10 students:\

V
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30-PIECE DRAIN MOLD

ACTIVITY 4-B

Here's Why:

N

N

The student will be able to',make pottery from a tWo-pieCe drain

Here's What You'll Need:

1. same as 34
2. two-piece drain mold

. .

3. 1/2" wide rubber bands cut from automobile. tire tubes
. \ N\ N,

*Heres How To DONIt:,

.1. asting Ina\ two-piece id similar to casting in a one-piece
mod except that the two'ha3ves ust be held together.dUring the
pour g. One in wide rubb- ba Is cut from automobile tire
tubes ,11 serve this function

3. 2. ReView :

,s

*We suggest a quaTified'instructor teach this activity. Al
fenced student aide for each group of 10 students.

29

use one exper-

q



ACTIVITY 5-B .

GLAZING

Use the same proceduret as Activity 4-A.
t,

4

U

0

;
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STAIN GLASS BOTTLES -

'ACTIVITY.1-C

Here's Why:-

The student will be able to correctly apply lead tape to a desigy on a
bottle.

,

Here's.What You'll Need:
1

1. clear, smooth -surfaced;,empty` glass containers from bath salts,
wine, liquor, salad dressing, ketchup, peanut butter; etc.'.

2. glass stain
3. lead tape 1" wide (peels to 1/8" or 1/4"widih).
4. contact adhesive
5. various brushes 1/4" to 1"
6. felt tip pen
7. rubbing alcohol
8. rags
9. scissors

10. adhesive thinner
11. single edge razor blade
12. toothpickt

Here's How To Do It

1. Clean glass:surface with rubbing alc061.
2. Draw a lead design on your bottle with.a felt tip pen (Diagram 1).
3. Cut.lead tape into a strip approximately 15".long. Straighten out

on a hard surface.
a. Brush a thin ceat'of adhesive along the entire lead turface

and permit to dry thoroughly (approximately 10-15 minutes)b
Adhesive-coated lead can be stored two to three-Weeks if kept
clean and dry.

4. Stripping and applying lead.
a. Peel strips of lead as needed to cover the outlines of the

sketch.
b. Combine, both 'sizes as required (1/8" and 1/4").
c. Cut lead to fit as closely and tightly; as possible tn joints.
d. Press adhesive-coated-side of lead firmly onto!the glass.

(Complete contact will preventedges'from bleeding and run-
ning-into each other.)

e. When followlng curves, place starting end in position, press
doWn and hold. With other end. shape and press lead to con-
form to design. Keep advancing your fingers along the lead
strip as you work. Use a roller or pencil for. additional
pressure. Small circles and curves.can be formed of uncoated
lead and adhesive applied after the shape is finished.

3.1:

I
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NOTE: If lead will not adhere lecurely, the glass may be
dirty, moist or fingerprinted and should be
Excessive adhesive can be removed with thinner.

Instructional Materials:

1. Glass Stain Projects, A New Wofid of Color, Stain Glass Products,
Cleveland ;22, Ohio, 1966, pp_. 17.

NOTE: Sample diagrams are on file in counselor's office. Copies are avail-

able. Attached is an example.

A .

4"

1 A6RA tIn

]guT11:1210c.s.
/



ACTIVI

Here's Why:

The student will be ble to. correctly apply stain to the glass.4
Here's What You'll Need:

..

STAINING

Same as 1-C

Here's How To Do It:

All lead should be applied
1. Keep, the work level s that paint will flow on the glass evenly.

a. Flow paint on lib ally helping the spreading action with. the
application brush, ',,,

b. The more'-paint used the deeper the color.
c. Clean your brush tho oughly with thinnet before usilg it fdr.

the next color. , %/

NOTEI If color bleeds into an adjoining laded area, permit it to
dry. Scrape away this seep e before paInting the area.
d.- A toothpick or sharpened end obthe brush helps spread paint

into small corner areas anetaTblyg edges. A cotton swab is
,

also useful.
\e. tjase as many different colors as desired.

2. Cleanibg the applied lead.
a. Paint that accidentally gets on the lead can-be wiped off

immediately. If it should dry, paint can be cleaned off with
thinner or removed by scraping tt off with a razor blade..
NOTE: Bottles with pressed designs,should'not be leaded.
Stain. them only. Encourage using a sM9oth, cleargliss sur-
face first. -If time permits, pressed glass may be stained.

Instructional Material:

Same as-1^C7- .
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TYING KNOTS AND MAKING FOLDS

ACTIVITY 1-D

Here's Why:

The student will be able to properly form all the various fold's and tie
knots on the folds.

ere's What You-'11 Need: -

1.- fabrics - satin
and all cotton,

2. cold water
3. string
4. scissors

acetate, rayon, velveteens, velvets, silks, nylon,
approximately 1 foot squares (five for each student) r,

*Here's How To Do It:

1. Have each student do one of each of the five basic 4Olds and tie
them with string.

;a. Make all knots on wet fabrics.
. b. Knots should be snug.

1. Tie-dye polyesters, acrylics, fiberglass and metallics.
not take.

Information:-

Fashion Booklet, Box 307; Coventry, Connecticut
Free Tie-Dye Booklet 06238
Who Says Tie-Dyeing is Complicated?
If You Can Tie a Knot--You Can Tie-Dye
Rit Dye Company

Dyes will

Diagramsare on file in the counselor's office. Copies are available.
Attached is an example.

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced student'aide,for each group of 6 students

'6 34



Basic knots and Folds

1. The **setts t: Pinch fabric up;-_
. secure with s bring for'sunbOist

variation.

or
Tha DonUt knot: Make a

-.rosette knot :then push the Center

inside, fastening tightly with
stri4g.

---a. -Stripe: Place straight.. Gather
between thumb and forefingei.
Secure,with string. Make additional
stripes as Aesired.

4. GatheriMg: Start -at edge and

gather aptire piece,into both
hands secure with string.' The
mor.e....tiela-t-he _close the stripes

and visa; versa. .

An I y...7y 1

5. Two color effect: Fold fabric
lengthwise, gather through center
and tie. Immerse one sides up to
the tie, in one color. Ri se'themf
while still. tied put the osite
side in .anothef color.
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DYEING

ACTIVITY 2-D

Here's Why:

The student will be able to,properly dyd all of the various folded
fabrics he has tied.

Here's, What You'll Need:

1. liquid or powder dye (various colors)
'1/42. one large pan for each color (stainless steel or enamel pans)
3. plastic or rubber gloves
4. scissors'
5. water - sink
6. hot plate ,

7. large spoon for mixing dyes-
8. clothes line (or place to hang-and,dry)

*Here's How To DC It:-

1. Wear rubber gloves Wheh dyeing fabrics.
2. Thoroughly wet the fabric.
,3. Immerse in dye bath.

a. Most dyes work faster If dye solution is's-layering.
b. Follow manufacturer's suggested instructions. Usually 1/2

hour simmering is adequate.
4. When desired shade is reached, squeeze excess dye from fabric.
5. .Rinse in cold water.
6. Untie knots and folds and re-rinse.
7. While'wet re-tie with the same fold or choose another fortwo-

aolor effect. ,

a. Repeat steps 3,,4, 5, 6.
b. When dyeing in two or more-baths, start with the lighter

colors, and work towards the darker colors (Diagram 1).,

Don't:

1, Get dyes on clothes or hands.
2. Immerse dry fabrics.
3. ' Wear good clothes.

Information:

1. Same as 1-B.

,*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced student aide for each group of 6 students.

36
3
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LET'S TIE AND DYE A-T7SNIRT

ACTIVITY 3-D

Here!s Why:

The 'student will be able to apply oiie or more-of the. folds in properly.
dyeing a T-shirt in a design he has selected.

Here's What Yoj'll Need:

1. T-shirt
2. same as 1 -B and 2 -B

*Here's How To Do It:

I

F.

1. Have studentielect one or more designs from the five samples on
display.

2. Two colors should be used on the T-shirt. Remember: Dye in the
lightest color first.

3. Follow directions in 2 -B.
4. Rinse thoroughly and let. dry.

NOTE: The instructor will 'Mx and heat all dyes. Dyes will blend to
make different colors. Example: if you dye in yellow first
nd the -in blue -you will get some green where colors oxer-'

lappe
a

A

a

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced student aid* for each group of 6 students.

O

38



ACTIVITY 4-D

,Here's Why:

The student will be agile to letter°a T-shirt by pulling aSqueegee
over a. stencil.

25 -

yLK SCREEN PRINTING

Here's 'What 'You'll Need:

I. tie-dyed T-shirt
2.
3.

squeegee
silk screen ink - dark (black)

4. si 1 kscreen

5. stencil '(Fort Benton Elementary)
6.. paint thinner or turpentine
7. rags

backing board (large enough\'to fit inside
plywood approximately 16" x 24"

9. newspaper
10. place -to hang shirts

8.;.s

*Here's How To Do It:

L. Stretch the dry -tie-dAd'T-shirt over the backing board so that the
board is inside the shirt. (This.acts as a support for the silk
screen.)

2. The instructor will prepare the screen for !printing.
a. Make the stencil.
b. ,Apply stencil to the screen.
c: Apply ink to the screen.
d. Set squeegee do the screen;

3. With the help of the instructor, the student .will place the screen
on a light portion of the shirt and pull' the.sqUeepo across the
screen. J

4. Remove shirt from backing board.
5., Hang and let dry, 'approximately one tour.

NOTE: When performing this operation, have all students ready with
dry shirts in hand. If the silk screenAsJeft. standing for long
periods of time, ink in the fibers will dPy; therefore ,cleaning
screen will' 'be -necessary. If all students are ready.to print, only
the finished cleaning of the screen will be necessary. Work rapid,r
ly.

4

a T=siirt) mdsopite or

44-

Don't: .

1. Touch the
,
siik screen print on the-shirts ,until 'ink is Ary.

*We suggest a qualified instruator. teagh this activity. Alp; ,Use one exper-
ienced student aide for each group of 6 StOdents.

39
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444" ti,e4le

Launderin5 Hints:

Be sure.to wash tie-dyed _

colors and/other washables.

Informatio'n:".

0

-

- 26 -

,

rigs separately, tri..cool ,water -to protect

.4
I ' t .;.

.

1. Wankel atd; Wigg, Philip and Marietta, VHarsdbookgof..Aists
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CTIVITY 1-E
r

-27-

METAL TOOLING.

Here!-,swIlitky: .

J1 - ,

the Student be-01.64o
A(

_ choose a pattern ,andlrinsfer it to the
metal.

Heres What-fo(Olii Need:-

4

S

1.. tracing paper or medium hard thin paper.
2. scissors
3. copper foil
4. masking tape
5. sharp pericl4H with eraser
'6. rubber pad or newspaper.
7. a design from projectsA-7

-',Choose o e of the projeCts.,
. With a' sharp peficil f!carefaly trace the disignAll. a piece of

medium hard thin paper:
. ,

. 3. -: With a pair of scisso s cut out the design leaving /4" margin.
4,., "Select a piece of co er foil .,- .

a.- Clean both side "with fine steel wool.
5. Attach the pattern t 'the tbrfaCe of the metal with making tape.

Smooth, the pattern o, the metal.
.

6. ; Place
Smooth,

al on a r r, pad or newspaper with the face side
.

. up. .
, , ,

!-

7. With-a pencil lightly 'but firmly trace the outline of the design.
e a straight edge when, drawing straight lines,

,-,,

Instructional Materials:,

,

1. SmIth,
ing Cb.

craft,

Patterns are
Example is a.

Robert E. , Raising , Tool i ng , McKnight 8 McKnight ,Publ ish-
, 81 oomington,' Il 1 i not s , '1961, p. 88. .

Almarin IL, Copper Tooling, Guildcraft Projects '4A Handl,-
1460 E. 4th St., Los Angeles-13,Calif, 1948 ;. p. 30. ',.,

on file tn the..bounselbPs office. 'Copies are available.
ttached, r

,
*We suggest-a qualified instructor teach this, activity, -,Also,_use one exper-
ienced student aide for.each grOu.2, of 10, students.-

ti
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ACTIVITY 2-"E

Here's .Why:

v /1. .

TOOLING THE,METAL

The Student will be able -t raise the metal to form a re e

Here's What You:11 Need:

1. same as 1-E
2; tempered (hard) masonite.
3. flat modeler

*Here's How To Do It:

1. -Turn the metal with the- face side down the rubber pad---or.news-
paPer; then with a pencil draw a line abo t 1/32 of an inch -on
the traced design. Make this line soinewha heavier than-the first

. line.,
i

_ .

2.. Avoid drawing intersecting .1.1ites beyond- the p nt of intersection.
3. With the eraser end Of the pencil or modeling of use light but

firm strokes; begin a gradual depression of the etal Within -the
border of the, design. If available.; use a spoon aped,tool for
depressing.the wide areas.

4. Turn the -piece over. and examine the tooled surface,. -If the surface
has-not.-been- raised to. the height desirq, again itir the. work

,3.-piece -fate down and repeat step 3.
5. Continsie a-s in steps 3 and 4 until", the S.urface is.rais to the.

desire-d; height. .

'6. Place the work face up .on a smooth flat surface, such as heavy`
-'piece of gl ass,- marbl e, -or tempered *hard ). masOnite ... .

a. With:a flat Modeler, smooth all flat areas, working t e metal
toward the raised Surfaces .(all background areas).

.

7. With a soitabre modeling; tool, make distinct -any 1 i nes 'that ay
have becolne undistinguishable in the: raisimo process. For ex mple,,

) the veins of 'a ,1 eaf,-- or the eyes of* in animal:7r
a: When Such is the, case, some' pliala.e.,mekS of supp-ortin t

raise,d. surface is often necessary., eipecially.,when the tnd
tations involve fine. details. , \t,

b procedure recommended -is to fill 'the hick- of the. raised
surface with -plasti_cene,..then place'the oWect on a -Sf-no.othi\
hard surface. Then.,with'a Small- modeling toOt Carefully
form the designed". depressions -on'the'ratted. surface

"-.

7

z

*We suggest a qual f ed. instritctor teach :this,: " so ,
fenced student aide for each group of 10 students-7 :,

.t,
;

user one. exper-



MOUNTING-.AND FINISHING

ACTIVITY 3-E

Here's Why:
.

The student will be able -.to fill the back of hit copper-and mount it
on masonite and oxidize. .

Here 's What 'You '11 Need:

plasticene
2. masonite
3. liver of sulphur (potassium sulfide)

4.. small brittle. brushes 1/2"

5, fine steel wool

6. can of clear spray lacquer
7.. picture hanger

*;Here's How To Do It:

T.

o.

BefOre you can polish' your picture after-it 4s tooled, you must
provide support for the metal to prevent pushing. the raised portiofi

down as you steel wool. .

..

..,.,.

a. if you 'haven ' t . tooled the piece-out much 6-rif you---are'usi rig'

heavier gauge metals,- it sometiires isn't- necessary to provide'.

this support..' , ,-.. , . . *0.

b. A copper picture is a' little, like a sign saying "Wet. Paint";

g'eap3e must poke:At with their fingers- to -see if it is really-

raised or whether it is merely an optical iUoion, -
: .

2. .Knead small amounts of plasticene in han4s, until it becomes soft
-,

4 and pliable.' --.. =

a. With the face down on newspaper, fill-,the'depression Very care-

,ful ly until, they are-the same level *es- the -background. ,

3'. Mount copper on,,a piece of masonite which is one inch smaller in

length and width. Bend edges Of the copper over the masonite;

a. This. can be done with a- piece of soft wood or with the fingers..

If fingers are used, do 'not drag them ,across the metal, edge, -,' .

merely bend it. . . 0 , . ,

4.. Puff with fine steel wool until all traces of oxidation ,are remciVed:,

5. Go outside .and apply :liver of sulp r to the copper surfaces.- Keep.

,brushifig. to a minimum. --

6. When desi., steel wool the areas you be highlighted. (Usually,
-.- the, highest raised portions.). -

I. Spray with clear lacquer. (This prevents any further oxidation.)

8. Attach hanging- device on back.

"We 'suggest ,a qualified 'instructor teach this activity. Also, use , one exPer-

tenced'student aide for each group of 10' students.

4
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I

INTRODUCTION

Candle crafting is not dangerous"if normal Pfecalktions are.t0en and

comm 'n sense is applied. Listed below are some suggestions that,thOuld be

reap and remembered.
- 4

1.._ Turn handle of melting pots'away from frontiof.stove.

2. Usesa-thermometer whenever heating wax. Do not :het

wax over 300 °F.

3. Keep .baking soda and lid for melting pot near stove'. .

4.. Use hot pad: or heat resistant gloves when handling..!;

hot-wax. -

5. Never leave .heating waX'unattended. Apen wax catches

:fire it is usually in the forgotten pot.

-IN. CASE OF WAX FIRE:

If fire is in tgrmelting pot, cover...with lid and remove from heat. If

the fire is due to wax spilled on.the burner, turn heat off and sprinkle with

baking 'soda., Do not use water to extinguish wax fire.

TN LASE OF BURNS:
.

If hot'wax is spilled On body areas, quickly submerge the burned area in

. .

Pool water to remove the heat from the wax. If the skin is badly burned, do

- - , /
.

not remove the wax. Cool and contact a physician.
,

7-)



Here's

The student will be able'to prepare the-Sind for 'casting, pour the wax_

arid' set the wick,-

Here's What ,YOu'll Need:

comrnercfat-candle waix

. 2. wax- Scent.

3. wicking
4. wax colors
5. heating apparatus

6:- 'pelting pots

7: thermometer-,

8. spoon
9: ladle

10. wick clip

*Here.'s How To Do It:

1. Mix sand and water (approximately one gallon water to 50 pounds -of"'
sand).

-

a. Add .water to sand. until; it reaches a plaster consistency or-

until' it will hold its own shape.

2. After mixing the water and sand, pound the sand with hands as ft
is loosely packed and full of air holes.. The airholes will cause

d ects in your candle' and must. be eliminated.

3, 11 a thin spoon and dig a hole in the sand. Make a small hole

test' and then enlarge it to the ,desied size ,(approximately 2"
r 3" diameter by 4" or 5" in heighth).

-4. Make a cavity in the sand the -size and shape you select for your

Candle. In- additiOn to the size of the-taiity, your candle will

have 1/2" of hand on the outside surtece.
,5. Make the holes for thefeet of-the candle not lest' than 1/2," in

diameter so they will .always- .balance, ,If you use more than three,

..legs,, the ,candle will-probably wobbl., -

Tolpake a sand wall on this. candle the Wax has ,'been heated
4 280°F. '-.1.1,se a ladle: to catch the wax it isl5Oured 'or the wax--

will wash out the- sand and "destroy the shape of the bottom of the

candle. .

'Quite a rot of wa3ityill be absorbed'-into the sand.. Maintain

2. the original wax leiel:by adding vas as necestarY.

.Attach wick clip to wire; corelviCk and plaCe: in:tenter of candle.

The wick must. sit on top of the, sand forming the safety shield.

The purpose of the safety, shield-ts--to prevent the wick from, melt-,
itig through -the bottom-of-the candle,.

suggest a- qualified instructor teach this activity.. Also, use one exper-
ienced student- aide for each group OfZectuctents.
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.

a. As the wax cools, if. will shrink the same, as in the ccimierCiel

Punch-'_;;holes around the wick unttl-lt has =enough :tioteS to 'Tet the wax

dd more .hot *ix. Fill to 1/4"- 'below the top of -th-e,iantwa,

It may have to be filled: "more. than once:..:
Depending on the size of the. candle, the time requfted: fOr'the-candle
tc cool will-vary. from 2 to 8 hou)*-...lt, is bettr.to Watt-,until. candle
feels :cool and then away- the -sand: from the:i4Anolt.

10. Place fingers under the candle and', carefully 1.11ft'01:410_00 of the
sand. If the wax is quite-cool you can _place oortindre under -a.--Cold:

water faucet or wash the sand off in._ the water; bucket": POn1.- rup:thel
.sand down the sink.
If it is desirable to have a: sand casting. withP4-4RY, 4ati4$posi, the
sand' with water after .completing they ca.Vity.'-'The, water Will cause.

the wax to cool and harden quickly. Pour wax`'at-ibOUt_16,OPF and

there is no sand shell. 4

Don't:

1. Run the sand down the sink drain.

2. Heat wax over 3000F.
Leave heating, wax unattended.

m
Gick, James W., The- Candle -Makers HP 40z, Inglewood, California,.
90302, 1971, p. 33.

4

^



MULTI- CbLORED 50.AkAWAt ',GLASS MOLD DAii0LE--,

; ,
The stu'den't. will be able_ to mold:.Multi7cOlgred PalicileSTinAlass containi,
ers.
A

liere'slaat,loulill Need:

1. hammer (metal)
2.., piper or cloth bags

bottles
4. commercial- candle wax
-5. -wax colors
6. wax scents

.7 . 'wicki ng ,

8. nails, nuts, sarews or ,,Washers
.9. thermometer_

', heating apparatus
11. melting pots
12. gloves

-*Here's How To t)o. It::
lirCtically any, cOritainer, that will not mett'at -00°F. and is, not
.pOrogsaati. be used As, a/mold; to form ,candies-:
00'.'nOt ,pOur 'heated wax at more -than- 0,00F' 'fntotheSe :containers ,

AS the glass may .breakr, -"-
3. Pour about 1" of ,wax into bottom of ilass';001,d-,:,Hang a wick with

a nail, nut, 'sorely. or washer on Oa; encj, of wick into "the center of
the wax. (Allow about 1/4" 'between; :wick,- ,1)00(50-

4. When hard, add about 1" of Another :color ''.4Bottle-ifia,V. be tilted,
a little for unusual, effedts, to-Ice#P-V*1410 centered t

--*\ the bottle, ,--":' :;
`a( gortifh`ui -adding colOrs'ai in step- 4 - MItil,t-cleVtiied-*2,-.,

5. After- wax has completely cooled anct-ft hard., place the container
paper .bag. Mast shi,pt:Can Alfiey 'bottle* are :*g

this safety-Th*00'On_ to )504Ccit,,21(60
a,. Close bag and strike'Wfth,,a*artt .90061'0,0 as A hareno.',

break the ,Container, don't 'Strike aii.y.harder,than necessary
as. you Can bruise the candle AI

Instructional ,MaterialS:
1 .4.;

Same,

4 .

441,e, 4499est a qualified instructor teach this a tlitcy Also, use one exper.
IenOed .student aide -for' each oocip, of 5 ,Sictdent
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ACTIVITY 3-F

Here's Why:

ICE CANDLES_ -

The student will be-able to mold an ice candlethat has irregular holes.

Here's. What You'll Need:

1. commercial Wax
2. wax-colors
3. wax scent
4. wicking
5. thermometer
6. heating apparatus
7. melting pots
8. two molds (one small tapered mold and one mold 2" larger in dia-

meter but same heighth)

9. ice cubes

*Here's How To Do It:

1. Pour a;- small taper mold)

a. Attach wick to bottom of mold. 4t

b.,- Pour wax about 1" from top of mold. Refill when necessary

200°F.

2. When cool, place small wax candle into center .of large mold. There

should be about 1" space around small mold.)

a. Pour about1/4" of different colored wax to the base of small

candles.
When hard, fill space between core and mold with 2" layer of crushed

Ice or small ice cubes.
a. Pour wax to within 1/2" top of ice.

b. Add another layer of ice and then wax.

c. Repbat layers until candle is heighth desired.

d. Set aside to cool. Remove candle,from mold and ice has turned

to water.

e. Allow dandle to dry changing its position, from time to time,

so' water will drain, out through-holes.

Instructional Materials

1., Same as,1

2. P6ired les and Trim, #156 Craft Course Publishers, 'Inc., Rose-

mead-, California, 1965, p., 23.

*14e'suggest a qualified instructor teach this activity. Also, use one exper;

ienced student aide for each group of 5 students.
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ACTIVITY 4-F

Here's

TWO-PIECE CANDLE' MOL

The student 'will be able to, mold, a, Candle,from-,.a ;plastic MOld.
.

Here's What You'll Need:

1'. aame_ks 3-F
2. two -piece 1:11 astic mold

3. knife

*Here's ,How To AN), It :

I. Attach wick and secure mold pieces tightly togethe. ,

2. Pour wax about 2000E into mold. Refill any "wells" made by shrink-

41i

age. Allow wax to harden ,.

a. Wax mold can be subm rged in cool water to-speed-up cooling.
3. Remove candle from mold d trim seam marks, wIth a 'knife.

`4.. If Casting has aAull fiqlh, dipp into lbOOing witer-04-thes
immediately into cold water for -a shiny filiith:. 4^'-: Illr

Instructional Materials:

Same as 3-F.

, t.

*We .suggest a qualified instructor teach this activity. so use one `exper.7
fenced-student aide ,for each group of t stUdents.-.

8:d



ACTIVITY 1-G

Here's Why:

The student will be able to measure and cut his- belt 'to the proper

length.

r37s-

lEATHERWORK

:Here's. What You'll Need:

1, a strip of nature tanned leather

than waist measurement.

1/29 wide and -at least 169 longer

2. sharp knife it '

3. ruler
4. pencil rjr
5. straight edge
6. wood for.backing 711

7. :-beveler
8. a pattern belt

*Here's How To Do It: ,
:

1. Place leather strap around Waist and add 10",,onto the waist length..

2. Cut both edns with the sharp, knife using a straight edge (Diagram

1).

3. Bevel all edges.
.

, 'Donit: , ,

T. Put pencil marks on grainside of leather. (Put them on the edge

or flesh side.)

Instructional Materials;

1. Cherry, Raymond, General Leathercraft, McKnight .& McKnight Publish-

ing Co., Bloomington, Illinois, 1935, p. 144.

2. Stohlman,.A1; Patten, A. D.;Wilson, J, A. Leitherwork Manual, Tandy-

Leather Company, Fort Worth, Texas, 1969, p. 166.

3. Nature Tanned, Tandy Leather Company, p. 16. ,

*We suggest a qualified-instructor teach this activity. AltO, use one exper-

ienced student aide for each group of. -6 students.-
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The :student ;t_ be able, to punch holes and apply iiiiap,:fasteners
proper= fashiOn

rerS1 What You'll- .Needt:

same as' 1-q'

leather punch.

3. sockets and buttons

4.:- studt aid eyelets

'5. budkl

- 6. "Snap.:All" set

wooden mallet
£3., dividers.

*Heres, How To bo It:

Lay but lines= fOr buckle 'tongue 0004,, and-$Ockets
(Diagrams 1. & 2) .

a. The buckle tongue holes and inserts --oh the ftesh side of t

leather should - be larger than the 4iinieter,tif',,the bUOkl

gUe.

b.
=

the socket= and -Stud.

Use divider to, find center line. Scribe' llghtl-yOn: the flesh:.op:
side, of ihneather.,

Install faSteners. as in Clagrams:1

Make ,e tongue .keeper.:

a.----Dut.-,,a,leather strip /2" wide and 3 3/4" -;long, and iSevel,

b. Do not bevel the e s.
holes mfth a single propg-ctiite1118",: fronic each

emir' ,Wb.hdles on each_ _end:,;), . ;.!

,d. Put flesh 'tides together. and,-.stitch: Teathe.1SC

:e. Open it as in Dcagram 1 and ft; , gently with a woodeni'
will ,crease the- edget of the ,leather and; rtote

the stitchet-4
4. Assemble the, tongue keeper, buckle,. anl*:snapsi,
'5. Try, it On, for size.

6. Take off the buckle and tongue-keeper, unfasteit-,the snaps. YOU

-ready' to start tooling:

c...

Socket and stud holes should' be flout: the same diameter Si'

.stiggest. a qualified instructor teach this. activity. Alsb, use one,exPer.,

iePceid' Student aide, for each group of ,6 students'

I 52
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The illustrations below show the.-prOjess of aett14,Snaii on a belt. The ,

same procedure is.used.on key cases, pocket df,a biliSold, or huy:other

artidle.

SO e ic" S .

a
s , ===3 - ,'..', - _,

a

5. .

g DS+.

48 8

0 a

EYELETS

.,Snaps attach to belt as shownkabove

"Snap-all Set"

This tool set can be used#Cith
"Segura" line and "Bird Cage"

line snaps.

go. 16$B Punch
for'16 Line

Segma Belt
snaps

7t.trrom

MM.

.s.cocnei- EYE. L.ST
"legma Belt Snap Parts (line 16)

't....A/d.H

J

Hole in punch fits over
snap stud

r

t115E I. ET -

An/v!2--

-7,2-

t



I ''
; 2,,

4 .t.' * , I '
,'. I t

..,,-Plade. the snap eyelet over the small any.il-in the :cenfe*.-Of. th:e.-anvil,plate,
Place. belt over eyelet (through hole eis indicated) ined_;.00:-.604,9 'i.".1)0 49t
eyelet. Set he proper numbered puiCh_Over 64,40. and ittike 'la- ia1y.....ttSO
sharply with' the piellet. ,

.

Use.thelargePtith.i.rith conCEiVe'sitrfeCs on
top of -snap button to set button` -arid- -soclet-_

together.

r.

4SoC. El"
Place socket over platching numbered anvil plate -(see chart okback'of
Snip-A1). tool set) Pugh belt over socket;, set button on top`of socket and
set concave punch over button.. Strike, firiniY mallet-Ito set the parts.

.0
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ACTIVITY 34 -

.Here's Why:

t. The student will` be able to create 's4teral designs on, scrap leather a
choose-one for his belt. .

,

Here's What 'toil Need:

1. several leather stamping tobts.(2 or 3 for each' student)
2.' wooden Mallet - -. n,

_,3, a hard surface ,(desk) .. ,.
...,..4.- dividert

5., nature tanned leather scraps I 1/2" wide'
6. several examples cif designs,. Diagrams 4-11
7-. student's belt ,. ,

*Here's How To Do It:-
r

1. Placelleather on a hard surfa.te with the grain side up.
2.. Stemp- each tool given you, into the leather (1/16" depress-ion).

Create a ,syntetrical designfrom vile or More of the , stamping
tools by, repitition,(looleat examples, diagrams'4-1i}.

4. Dividert are used to inark,gkidelinet Along the width' mark very

5. Iitlf. 4duCeintS alongengti OW1d,beestiMated'
6. Have student create asi many combinatio as possible.,
7. Get approval from instructor to start ooling your belt.

a. ".Show him-the ,sample ybitmant to e. I
b.' .RemeMber this design, Should be ur own. Examples 'given for

-ideas and -not ,for 'cop flg,
Stamp your belt hy_'repeating your design over the 'length of your.
belt. -,Stop stamping at the buttons.

Instructional Materials:

Diaglams are on file in, the ,Counselor is, office. Copies are available.
An- exabple is attached-.

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this. activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced, student aide for each group .of..6 students.:





'AerIVIIY.414

'Here's Why:

The student will be able -to properl,

belt.

-Here's What iYoU.91 Need:

1. several colors of leather dye
2.. cotton cloth (small pieces)
3. small *block of wood

., 4. solvent
5. 'plastic or rubber gloves

.
6. .carnauba cream
7. ',dauber

*Here's How To Do It:

1. .Wrap a length of cloth -around a wooded block, Apply dye to the,,,

cloth with dauber-and blot op-a paper towel: until clOth .hat.

enough dye remaining tb color only Ow SurfiCe of the.leather.
If too much dye remains, .ft-thay Hirt Into-thje inifreisionS.

, 2. With the cloth, apply the \dye to surface -of-leather., -rubbing

briskly so a burnished effect is achieved. _APply,more dye_ to

cloth. as needed, blOtting 'before applying to. leather. Dye all

040,-. The -basic colors recommended- are:-., dark _brown, medium

brown, tan -or e ambtriation 4of :red lapplied first) and_ dark ,

brown_., ,

3. , After dye has been applied, 'Wait 'until leather drie-s, beroYe

applying- a finish', Carnauba cream makes an excellent finish fir

this type-Of leather.. With, ft, damp cloth, appist a, light coat of

-caenauba -cream 'to stirtice--of leather, then
x.
buff;

-

4. Aisemble .belt.

NOTE:, :If the, student finishes early, some small -quick projects
will be available. They are In kit orm so- all the student has

to do is tool, assemble; finish,. -ExaMples:,:;ctinibcase., 'coin

purser-and. key- case. See Activity 5-4,

*We, suggest a qualified instructor teach, this activity, Aleo,,Luse one experr.,

fenced .
student aide for each groUp of 6 students..



:ACT .1 V.111,451-: G
: .`

Here's Why:

The student will be able to properly complete =':a selected kit.

Here's What YOu'llAieed:

1. a selection of kits
"2.- Tseveral stamping tools
3. wooden mallet
4. ahard surface
5. dividers

*Here's How To Do It:

1,. Apply selected design and assemble as per directions on kit.

L.

A

4
,

*We suggeit a-qualified instructor teach this activity. also, use, one exper-

lenced.student aide for each group of' 6 students: ,
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CULINARY ARTS
N.

ACTIVITY NO. TITLE ACTIVITY

1-A It's Cookie Time Simple cookie preparation

., 2-A Let's Trim a Cookie Decorating a cookie

1-B Mix It Up Bread making

2 -B . Get It Together Bread making from/gimix

3-B 'Easy Does It Preparing convenience feods
1 .

1-C What's Your Name and Use

Let's Set the Table-

3-C I'm Hungry

4 -C Spic & Span

1-D How.MuchDo I Need

2-O Lees Flip the Greens,

3-D Let's Bake It In A Pot

1-E Early To Rise

2-E What Makes It Tick

1-F .PotpoUrri

Learning utensils

Table'setting

Making lunch

Washing dishes

Measuring ingredients

Preparing vegetables, for

Making casseroles

Making breikfait

How the stove works

Fbreign, foods

1-G Baking In The Breeze Campout cooking

ACTIVITY NO; COST/SVEN" ,- GRADE LEVEL

14
2-A'

1 -B

2-B
3-8
1-C
2-C
3-C
4-C
1-D
2-D
3-D
1-E
2-E
1-F
1-G

less than .25
less than. .25

less than :05
less than .25

. less than .50

.00

.00

.50

less than .05
.00

less than .15
,58

.50

.00

.70

1.60

-1

1

1

2

2

2

_3

3

4

. 4 ,

6

'I

a, salad



TERMINOLOGY

1. CAULIFLOWERETfES - if you compare
.bouquet,thecaUliflowerettes are

2. . CELERY CURLS - slicing the' celery
are the celery curls.

...COLD CUT MEATS - meats, such as bologna, salami,e
ally eaten cold in, salads or sandWiches.

the cauliflower head with a floral
each flower in the-bouquet. .

stalk across the grain. The slices

-

c., that are

4. CORE OF LETTUCE - the solid stem-like fiber's found in the heart
head of the lettuce.

DIAGONALLY - a'straight iine,drawn from one corner of
figure to the opposite corner of the same rectangular

6. GRATER - a tool of aluminum, stainless steel, or tin
various shapes and sizes. It has various size holes
in sides. It is used.to grate fodd.

SCRAPE r using a paring knife, scratch the peel off instead of peeling.
Scrapingremoves less of the peel, thereby retaining the nutrients that
lie,just beneath the peel. Usually done to carrots and sometimes.

'potatoes.

gener-
o

of the'

a rectangular
figure.

that comes in
punched or drilled-

,

I
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IT'S. COOKIE TIME

ACTIVITY 1-A

Here's Why: #.

Given a ball ofcookie dough, the student will roll out, cut and bake

six. cookies.

Here's What. You'll Need:

3 4

1.. the ingredients are included in the recipe which follows .

2.. cookie sheets (one for every, two students)
3. 'rolling pins (one for each student, if possible), two sticks 1/841

thick and about 1-131 feet long (width is irrelevant)
,various shapes, of cookie "cutters

5. spatulas (one for every two students)
6. cooling racks-{one for every two 'students)

.7. enough cupboard or table.tpace to roll out dough.
8. ovens
9. floUr fOr rolling out 'dough

10. shortening to grease baking sheets

Here's How 'To Do M.__

1. Follow the recipe for sugar cookies; showihg the,students how the
dough is' mixed. -

2. Let the students-add the ingredients while the instructor mixes.

SUGAR COOKIES RECIPE

2'C. pre - sifted all-purpose floUr

1/2 tsp. salt

1 tspt_baking powder
1/2 C. margarim. ''
1 C: sugar
2 eggS, well beaten
1 tsp.: vanilla . 1

Yield: 40*cookies
Oven:

1 Time: 10 to 12 minutes'

Combine flour, salt, and baking powder,'Cream together margarine and
sUgaunti.l fluffy. Add eggssand'vanilla to creamed mixture. Stir..

Add flour mixture to creamed mixture and stir until mixture rolls
around fn, bowl. Chill in refirgerator until class ,is ready to work

with.
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Variations of this red*
. Orange Cookie:

Add: ltsp. orange joice, grated rind of 36 orange
'Subtract: ' 1 tsp. vanilla
Peanut Butter Cookies:.
Addt,"1/2 peanut buEter
Subtract:. 1/44. -margarine

Lemon Cookies: ,.
Add: 1/2 tsp. lemon extract

2'ttp. grated lemon rind
Subtract: 1 tsp. vanilla . ,

, 1. Let the students practice rolling out dough.
a. Place the two flat sticks beside thi dough, one stick on each

side of the, dough so the sticks are parallel to'each-other.
They should be close enough together that the rolling pin
will rest on the sticks- When-the dough is 1/84 thick.:

b. Place dough on a slightly floured surface between the two
sticks. 'Lightly make one stroke with-the rolling, pin.

c. Turn dough to the other side and repeat: .Continue this pro-
, cess until dough is rolled to a thickness of 1/8 ". (If the

rolling pin is resting on the'sticks, the student will hot
be' able to roll the dough too thinly.) '

d:' On these practice cookies, the students should-not decorate.
e. With a spatula.,. lift cookies onto greated baking sheets, -

f. Bake 10 to_12 minutes at 3500F. -

g. .Remove from cookie sheets and cool on cooling racks. An adult
should remove the cookie -sheets from the oven. -

.4.

4

c
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LET'S TRIM A COOKIE

ACTIVITY 2-A

Here's Why:

.14

Given a ball of cookie, dough, the student will roll out, cut, bake and

decorate six cookies.,

Here's What,You'll Need: O
GS

1. same as Activity 14
2. decorating equipment:

a. ..sugar

b. 'sugar and cinnomen'
c. raisins
d. colored decorettes

e. chopped nuts

3. egg white to:brush on dough before decorating,(about 2 per 3 stu-

:dents should be adequate)

Have You Done This_Yet:

1. Rolling out process

Here's How To Do It:

1. Dethonstrate cookie cutting process: Dip cooky cutter into a little

flour. *Cut dough with cooky cutter. After each timea cookie is
Out, the cutter should be dipped in flour before another cookie is

cut.

2. Demonstrate decorating. I

a. After cookie has been cut and placed on cookiecsheet, brush
each cookie with beaten egg white.

b. Sprinkle toppings on cookies. Toppings that can be used:

sugar, sugar and cinnamon mixture, raisins, colored decor,

ettes, chopped nuts and others.

3. Give each student a ball of dough about the size of a baseball.

4. Let him roll out the cookies, cut with cooky cutter and decorate. ,

5. Place cookies on greased cookie sheet and place in oven for 10 to

12 minutes: See part 4 of Activity 1-A.

DOn't:

1. Let students take cookies out of oven,

2. Let students remove cookies from the cookie sheets without,using

an oven mitt.
3. Let students frost cookies. 1

65
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P4
Here's Where You-Might Find More Information:

1. Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book, Meredith. Press, New York,
1968.

2. Barclay and Barclay, Teen Guide to Homemaking, McGraw-Hill Co.,
New York, 1967, p. 482.-

The Following Publications, Were Utilized in Preparing This Unit:

1. McDermott, Irene E., Food For Modern Living.

st

/
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MIX IT'UF

ACTIVITY 1-8

Here's Why:

Given a.batchef-dough, the student will be able to form a loaf And
bake the bread.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. Perfect Bread Recipe

2 pkg. dry yeast .

1- C. warm water (not hot water)
4 scalded. (water can be used) A

C. sugar
3 tsp. salt
2 tbsp. shortening
12-14 C. all-purpose flour
(1/2 lb. butter and sugar and cinnamon for eating the bread)

2. various sizes and shapes of baking pans
3. Kool-Aid
4. oven
5. mixing utensils

Here's How To Do It:
1

1. Soften dry yeast in warm water.
2.' Combine,hot milk, sugar, salt and shortehing. Cool to lukewarm.

Liquids must be cooled before adding the yeast or the heat wilp
kill the yeast. .

.

3 3. Add yeast to liquid mixture. .,, .

4. Add 4 cups of flour to mixture and mix well. I -

5--,Add another 4 cupsof flour and mix as much as possible with Spoon.
To finish mixing, grease hands and mix with hands.

. ,

6. Add remaining 4 cups of flour and continue mixing with your hands.
May need more flour. Dough should not stick to hands. For best
results, work at least 10 minutes kneading the dough.

7. Grease bowl. Shape dough into bowl and plittfin bowl. Lightly,
grease, top of dough. Put in warmiplace away from drafts and let
rise.until the dough is double its original size,

S. Punch down with one thrust of the fist through the center to the
bottom of the bowl. Only punch down once. Flip the dough over so
the bottom is on top. Let rise a secondtime until double it$ size.
NOTE: It usually takes longer tfor the bread to rise'the first,time

.
than it does the seconetime. I ,.

9. Place the bread in lightly greased pans and lightly grease the top
of th dough.

10. Bake at 400°F. The bread is dpne when it is golden brown and has
'a hollo sound when tapped with the fingers.

r
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4.

11, Remove from oven and immediately remove bread from pan.. Butter
tops for a. softer crust.

Don't: . ,,

1. Let students take bread out-of oven.
2. Be concerned if the bread.is lumpy or gray. This is forthe expe -

iAnce more than for the finished product.

a*.
4

The Following Publications Were Utilized in PrepIring This Unt:

1. Better Homes & Gardens New Cook Book, Meredith Press, New"York,
1968, p. 35.

.0

0

4'
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GET'ITTOOTHER

TIVITY 2 -B

Here's Why:

The student will be able to bake bread from a commercial mix.

Hue's What You'll Heed:.

1. coMmercially refrigerated doughmix per group of 3 students

2. pan or cookie sheet required by mix .

3. oven

Here's How To Doi It:

1. Follow instructions on package.

I

O

69
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.ACTIVITY 3-8

Here's Why:

,
frx.

EASY DOES IT

Gives hp ingredients.fOr several "convenience food's", .the-Student

prepare the food.

What You'14'Need: . .

The ingredients,are listed with each sspar*te activity: The teacher

may,,choose the activities he or she wishes. All activities do not -have

torbe completed. Theie activitievarelo be'done the second day of the,

,thini-course; the first daybeing involved :in bread prodUdtion:,
.

fere's How To Do It;

I

1. Divide students into groups of three.

2. To mixdOackage mixes with liquid, use an air-tight covet for stu-..4

dents to shake ingredients.

3. ,Show studints.how -to measure itqufds'idth-a measUring cup.

4. Foll& instructions for mixing; cooling and/or baking on package.

5. Let butter soften at,oionl temperature.

6. For eaQh activity chosen, each'grouppf 3 students should do each

one. Epch group of 3 students will .complete the chosen activity.

ACTIVITIES:

No-Bake,COokieS:.
.

ORANGE NO-BAKE COOKIES

3/4 box -powdered sugar

1 1 -lb. pkg. vanilla wafers, crumbled'
.

1 stick margarine, melted- .,

1 C. chopped nuts .

i 1 6-oz. can frozen orange, juice

1 can coconut
Mix all ingredientsexcept coconut in large bowl with hands.

Shape cookies; roll in coconut.

Yield: 30 dozen , ..
V

A

. N D

Milk Shakes:
I- Cs, cold milk _

1/4 C. chocolate syrup ( or other favoriti_syrup flavors).

Kool-Aid:

1 pt. vanilla ice cream
Mb( just to blend. Yield: 3 servings .

,

,
; .

...-6

, 1

. ..
.

.

.

:11

If this was not used the-ffrst dya,. it should be an activity, for the

second day. -
-\
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Instant Pudding:
Purchase the instant. pudding that requires no cooking.

-
Students may shake the pudding mix and liquid in an air tight Container.

Don't:

1. Clean up after children. Let them weSh dishes and clean area.

.
pophasize this is a part of cooking,

The Following Publications Were Utilized In Preparing This Unit:

1. Better Homes & Gardens New Cook Book, Meredith Press, New York,

1968, p, 20.

2. The Home Economics Teacher's Cookbook, Favorite Recipes Press,
1D70v p. '270,

71
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ACTIVITY T-C,

-55,

WHAT'S YOUR. NAME AND USE

.

Here's Why: ,.

The student will learn-the various uses of dining utensils.

Here's What You'll Need,:f

-1. 4 plates; dinner, luncheon, salad, saucer'

2. 2 bowls.; cereal, -fruit'

3. 2 glatses;'tuMbler, Juice
4. 2 cups;. cup and, mug

.5. 1 knife; dinner
6. 2 forks; dinner salad

7. 2 spoons; tables&I, teaspoon
8. 1 napkin

Here's How To Do It:
- ,- . _:.

-,4 1. Explain 'the use of each article while holding it for the students

to see. NOTE: May point out smaller utensils are often used for

smaller members of the familybecause they can handle them better

than the large utensils. . .,.

a. Plates',- dinner, luncheon, salad,' andsaucer.

b. -Bowls - cereal bowl and fruit bowl
.

;.,

c. Glasses- --tumbler and juice -.

d. Cups , cup with saucer and: g

e. "knives - dinner knife

-' f. :Fifts - dinner fork aid salad fork

g. 'Spoons - soup spoon and teaspoons ;-1,,

h., Napkin§

:,

1 el-

4
4

'72
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ACTIVITY 2-C

, Here's Why:

56 -

LET'S SET THE TABLE

.
The student will be able to properly place usetting on the table.

Here's What 11)011 Need:

For each student you need one place setting consisting of the followiN:

1.. 1 dinner plate

2. 1 cup and saucer

3. . 1 tumbler,
4. 1 dinner fork

1 dinner-knife
6 1 teaspoon
T. 1 napkin

.1

Have You Done This Yet?

1. .Activity 1-C.

Here's How To'D4 It:

'1. Give each student the utensils for one piece setting and have him

arrange them properly. .

2. Using the prepared transparencies, show the students- where each

utensil goes-and why4it is placed there. (Use the following, order.

This is for a-- dinner meal.)
Dinner plate, about 1" in from edge of table. Center of place.

Knife, to right of plate 7 sharp edge towards plate. Bottom of

knife even with 'bottom of plate.
Dinner fork - to left of plate bottom, even with bottom of plate.

(Reason:.' cut meat with knife in right; fork in left. First thing

you do when you silt down to eat is cut a piece'of meat.)

Napkin to left of fork.
Glass or cup -'above knife, if both are used'71.tlit cup goes to the

'right the spoon.

Salad late (if needed) - directly above fork on left side.

Don't:

1. Use'/breakable, dishes.
,

The Following
Publications Were Utilized In Preparing. This Unit:

i t.

1. Tablesetting for Everyone, Biddle, Blom, 642 Meal. Management,

0 Kinder, 'Faye.

2. Transparencies, Table Setting 643.

7



I'M HUNGRY

ACTIVITY 3-C

1

Here's Why:

The' student will be able to prepare a luncheon -consisting of a salad,

. sandwich and a beverage: This will include Setting the table,-pre-
paring, serving and eating the lunch and cleaning the kitchen and

. dining area.

-zlere's What You'll Need:

1. Salad:
LettuCe-,
Choose an assortment from following items: amounts will depend on,

,number'bf. different item's chosen. Each group of students will 'use

lettuce plus two'bther ingredients from list. (Amounts are for

group salad, not individual.) Each group may have a different

salad.
a. Radishes- thinly sliced 1/3 per salad
b. Cucumber slices - 1i3 per salad.
c. Chopped onion - 1/8 per salad

d. Cauliflowerets ---3 salad

e. Celery curls - 1 stalk per salad

f. Green or ripe olive - sliced 5-pee-salad'

g. Cooked or canned vegetablet - 1/3 cup per-salad

h. ,Grated cheese - Swiss, Bleu, Cheddar, Permesan - 2 commercial

slices per salad
i. Slices hard-cooked egg -.2 eggs'per salad

j. Pickles - diced - 5 slices per salad
k. Carrots - sliced - 1 medium per salad
1. Tomatoes - 1 medium per, salad

2. Salad dressing:-
Chobse three.salad dressings: try to have at least 2 uncommonones.

3. Sandwiches: (For 24 sindwiches). .

Bread: 3-11/2 lb, loavesiregUlar slices (2 if thinly sliced)

Margarine: 1/2 lb., let'soften at room temperature or use whipped

margarine
Cold'cuts4 2' lbs. or 24 slices; salami, bologna, etc,.

Packaged Ore-sliced cheese: 11/2 lbs. or 24 slices

Lettu4e:, 2 medium heads
Dressing: 1 pint mayonnaise or whipped salad c"essing

4. Kool-Aid: 1 2-quart package per-2-groups

5. 1 place setting for each stuanti--1 dinner plate,1 fork, 1 spoon,
1 knife, 1 glass, 1 napkin

6. For each group consisting of., 3 st'udelits: 1 11/2 quart serving bowl

(for salad),

7. 1 dinner plate for sandwiches, 2paring knives, 1 table knife

7 4



Have You Done' This Yet?

1. Activity 2-A
2. Activity 2 -B

Here's How To Do It:

O

1. Divide class into groups of three.
2. Give each group the makings for 3 sandwiches and 1 group salad to

serve three. Therefore,aach group will need:
___15 slices of bread

3 teaspoons of margarine
3-slices of meat
3 slices of cheese
3 lettuce leaves <,

3 tablespoons salad dressing
head of lettuce

2 salad items from list (e.g., 3 radishes, 1 celery stalk)
3. Demdnstrate the cleaning and cutting of each vegetable purchased

for the salad.
a. Eggs and vegetables should be cooked beforehand.
b. This can be done with individual groups or with the class as

a whole.
4. Demonstrate the cleaning and tearing of lettuce to entire classroom.

5. Combine salad ingredients and toss. Let each student add his own
salad dreisinTat the table.

6. Making sandwiches.
a. Take ? pieces of bread and open them like a book.
b. Lightly butter one and spread the other with mayonnaise.
c. Oil buttered slice place cold cut and cheese, one onrtop of

another. .

d. On mayonnaise slice place lettuce leaf - folding it if need
be to fit the bread.
Put the two slices together. -e.

f. Cut the sandwich into two halves by cutting from corner to
corner diagonally.
May need to put toothpicks in to keep the sandwich. from
toppling.

h. Arrange sandwich halves on plate.
7. Psor sandwich platter and salad bowl on table.

9.

8. udents sit down to dine.
a. Napkin on lap.
b. Hold fork as they would a pencil.

9y- Beverage Kool-aid.
a. According to instructions.
b. Place in pitcher on table or pour into glasses.
c. One student from every 2 groups prepare the Kool-Aid.

O

The Following Publications Were Utilized In Preparing, This Unit:

1. Betty Cro ker, The
York, 1964. p. 140.

2. Seventeen Magazine:
1964, p. 391.

. ,

New Dinner for Two Cookbooks, Golden Preis, New

The Seventeen Cookbook, MacMillan Cd., New York,

5
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SPIC & SPAN

ACTIVITY 4-C .

.

The student will clean the kitchen after he has made lunch.

Here's What You'll Need:

N;1. 1 place setting (see Activity 1-C) for demonstration
2. may want assortment of dishes and actually wash dishe while

watch
dishes.

3.' 2 sinks
4. drain board
5. dish cloth
6. dish towel
7. scouring pad
8. ,soap

Here is_1-6. To DO It:

1. Collecting the dtshes.
2. Running the water.
3." Order' of dishes to be washed.
4. Wiping off.table, counters, range.
5. Washing,. rinsing and drying.

6. Storing the dishes.
7. Sweeping the floor.
8. apty the garbage

Don't:
.

they

1. Let students put entire hand in glass to wash.
2. Soak wood-handled utensils.
3. Plunge hot glassware into cold water or vice versa.
4. Allow heating units in elecfric appliances to becomewet unless

item is "completely 'immersible" (Will be stated On the bottom
of the article.)

.

5. Crowd your sink or dishpan with glaslware or fragile china when
washing dishes. , .

6. Allow leftover food or liquids to get into the dishwatef. ;

Here's Where You Might Find More Information: .

1. Barclay and Champion, Teen Guide to Homemaking, McGraw-Hill Co.,
New York:, 1967, pp. 349-352.

76



ACTIVITY 1-D

Here's Why:

- 60 -

HOW'MUCH DO I NEED.?

The student will be able to property:Measure ingredients In preparing.,_

. a recipe.

Here's What You'll

1. For dry ingredients, sets of cups with:

. a. 1 cup
b. 1/2,cuP
c. 1/3 'cup

d. :4/4 cup
2," Ihdividual 'measuring spoons in sets with:

a 1 tablespoon .

b. 1 teaspoon .

c.' J/2 teaspoon.;
1/4 teaspoon

IL', 1/8 teaspoon (sometimes but not usually) ` . . ',

3. Glass cups with pour spouts, and marked for liculid levels:, .
I

a. a "1 1.-Jap" measure from the-dryleasure'equals'a "1 cup"

measur from the liquid measure. However, it is difficult

to move the dry measure when completely full. But the'

,liquid measure hae,sides that extend apove the '91 cup" l)ne.

He d's.How To Do It:

1. Liquids - place standardglass measuring cup on flat surface.
Place body so that_cup is at'eye level to read.the desired mark.

2. Dry. ingredients - pile lightly into measuring cup with spoim. Do

not shake cup. Level ith straight edge "of spatula°, knife, etc.

3. Measuring spoons,-used fo.small amounts,of,liqUid or dry.foods.

Dip spoon into,dry ingredient-and-level.With straight edge.. to'not,

pour or level.ingredients over a bowl of another ingredient.(to pre-
.

vent spills getting into-mixture). Liquids are poured into measur-

.
ing-spoon until the liquid fills the spoon entirely.

.

,

The Following Puffridations,Were Utilized-in Preparing This Unit:-
.,

1._ Better Homes & Gardens'New Cook Book, Meredith Press, NeWYork,

19 p. 330.

I
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LETkS.FLIP THE GREENS!

ACTIVITY 2=D

Here's Why:

The student will be able to prepare the. vegetables for his salad.

Here's What You'll Need:

Fresh'vegetables that will be used in the salads in Activity

Here's How To Do It:
...

1. All salad ingredients should be washed "and shaked. (This keeps

the salad ingredients crisp and enables the salad dressing to

'cling to their surfaces better.)

2. Whenever passible, use the natural color and shape of the vege-.

tables.
/-Individual salad ingredients.

Thinlyslieed radishes - The radishes should be cleaned by putting in

.:.coliwater and gently removing the dirt wtth-the hands. .Remove bruised

'
spots with a paring knife: Remove the tops at the very base of the

tops. You now should have a red balltwith the endi cut off - shoWing

white ends. Continue slicing radish so that you have white slices with

a rim of red on theioutside bOrdir of the slicd.

Cucumber slices - Clean cucumbers by washing in cold water. Slice

.
widthwise so that you have several round slices. _(Leove the peeling on

to.add additional color to the.salad.) . .

Chopped onion - Remove the brittle, goldfish color skins from the onion,'

Cut out a section andchop or dice the-onion. (Do not, wash the onion

-as .this removesthe flivor.) V OCut fresh green beans -,Wash the beans in 'coliater if freshly-picked; ,'

. ,, If canned.onfrozen, they need to cook and then' over - night: Chop

into size of peas but do .not mutilate bits. .1. ,

'eauliflowerks - Washcauliflower head by. running undei4 water andshaking

the excess water off. Break into floweret9. ghe floweret is each %di-
..

vidual flower in the "bouquet"; .v.'`.. ,

FreshtYshelledsgreen peat - These shbUld.be gently cleaned-in cold water.

Put the peas in the salad-I./hole. If canned or frozen, they'need Wbe
'cooked and then cooled overnight. ,

Pt ,.

Celery curls - Remoye_the'stalks of 'celery from the large stalk. Wash'.

'with, cold water r-and gently ,scrub with vegetable brushjto remove dirt.

To remove bruised spots, use a paring knife. With cettry stalks lying ,

on cutting board, slice celery..

try

Green or ripe olives, --Si -ice olives so that you,* up with small cycles

that are hollow An the middle.. , ,

Shredded bregr Aated cheese -se a grater tp 'grate ehedse.
, /

Julienne strips "of meat or -poulfry - Use cald meat or poultry. Cut in

lengthwie strips abipt-1/2" wide. i , t
,

s .
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Sliced hard-cooked eggs - (Eggs.should-be already Cooked and shelled.

See Activity 4-B) tlice`egg so that you 'have a circle of white with'

the egg yolk in the middle.
Pickles - Can be chopped into bits the size of peas., or you could sliCe-

a 011 pickle to be bread and butter pickles. The method you choose

will depend on the size youwish to have the pickles.

Sliced= carrots - Scrape the peel offethe carrot with a knife. Do not,

peel.. Slice into circlet.

The Following Publications Were Utilized. In Preparing This Unit.:

1. Peckham; Gladys C., ,Foundations of Food Preparation, MacMillan Co.,

New York, 1968, p. 202.
2. Better Homes &,Gardens New Cook Book, Meredith Press, New York,.

1968, p.

so
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LET "S BAKE IT IN-A POT

.
ACTIVITY 3-D

Here's Why:

The student will, be able to properly prepare a casserole that requires

only baking.

Have You Done This Yet?'

1. Activity 1-IP

2. Activity 4-C and 2-C

Here's What You'll Need:

1. the ingredients listed with the recipes

measuring spoons
3. liquid and dry measuring cups

4. 1 place setting per student

5. serving spoons

6. Kool4Aide

-Here's How To Do It:

1. Divide class into seven groups.
2... Assign each recipe to a' group.

3. Give each group theingredients.
4. Assign the time each casserole should be placed in the oven scalT

casseroles are done at'the same time.

5. Arrange a buffet with the casseroles and utensils for eating.

CHOPSTICK TUNE RECIPE

1 104 oz. can cond sed

ildr
2 C. chow mein noodles
.1 64 or 7-oz. *can tune,

C. sliced celery
4 C. toasted cashews
4 C, chopped onion_

,,
cream of-musbnOom soup

-4111;

ai ned anftlaked

Ovn 375°'

Combine soup and ,.cup water.- Add 1 cup of the chow mein noodles, dash pepper

and remaining ingredients-; toss lightly. Turn into 10x6x14 inch baking dish.

Sprinkle remaining noodles atop. Bake,at 375° for 30 minutes. Serves 4 or 5.

SOUTH LOUISIANA RICE'

4 stick margarine
1 C. rice
1 can consomme
1 consomme cat' water'

1 tsp. salt
2 tbsp. chopped parsley

2 tbsp: dicObi celery
2 tbsp. mind! onion
1 C. mushrooms
1/8 tsp. pepper
1/8 tsp. red pepper

80
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Preheat oven to 275°.

at room-temperature.)
ingredients. Bake'for
Yield 6-8 servings.

-.64 -

Melt margarine; add rice. (Merger* can just melt

Place in 12x10Andh baking dish; stir in remaining

50 minutes. Stirr bake for,.10iminutes longer. '

SCALLOPED CLAM CASSEROLE .

1 C.,oracker crumbs
2 C. milk
T' egg, slightly beaten

1 ttp. grated onion
1/8 tsp. pepper
1 can minced clams

a

Combine cracker crumbs and milk; stir in remaining ingredients. 6ace in

greased 11/2 quaet.casserole. Bake for 30 to 40 minutes at 3500. Yields

4-6 servings.

HAM AND EGG SUPPER

1 can whole kernel corn

milk
12'oz. can luncheon meat
2 C. shredded sharp` processed cheese

3 slightly beaten eggs
1 C. fine cracker ctumbt.

.o

Drain corn, reserving liquid. Add gnough milk to corn liquid to make 11/4

cups. Chop lunche6n meat fine; mix all ingredients together well. PlaCe

in greased 10x6x11/2 inch baking dish. Bake at 350 for 40 to 45 minutes or

until set. Yield:' 6 servings.

TUNA AND CHIPS CASSEROLE

2 cans (101/2.oz, each) cream of mushroom soup.

1 C. milk
2 cans (7 oz. each) tuna ,drained and flaked

21/2 C. crushed potato chips'

2 C. (1 lb. can)cooked green peas, drained
/ 4

,Heat oven to 3500 (mod). Empty'soup into 2-qt. baking dish. Add milk and

mix well. Add tuna, 2 cups 'potato chips, and peas; miAplightly. Sprinkle'

remaining potato'chips over top. Bake 25 min. untillieated through.,, Yields

6-8 servings.

FULL O'BOLONEY

11/2 C. cubed raw potatoes (about

11/2 C. cubed bologna (about' 1/2 lb

2 tbsp,' minced green pepper,

1

0 Heat oven o 350° (mod). Mix all ingredients except cheese in 11/2 qt. baking

dish: Bak covered 1 hour 15 minutes. Remove cover; top with cheese. Broil

,
until bubb y and brOwned. Yield:, 4.servings.

,

12 potatoes), 1 can (101i dz.) cream of

.) celery soup, without water
2 large slices cheese, quartered

.

'18
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PRIZE WINNIN( MEAT LOAF'

11/2 lb. ground bad
3/4 C. Quick Quaker Oats, uncooked
1/4 C. chopped onion

11/2 tsp. salt

1/4 tsp. pepper

1-C. tomato juice
1 egg, beaten

65-

J

Combine all ingredients. Pack firmly into-An lingrepsed:81/2x41/2x21/2 inch loaf

'pan. Bake; n a preheated modeatp.oven (3500) 1,houratid 15 minutes. Let

stand -5 minutes before slicing. Make 8 strvings.
e '

The Following Publications Were Utilized i in PreparimMs Unit:

1. Betty Crocker's New Dinner for Two CookbooI5, Golden Press, New
-York, 1964, pp. 56, 74, and 10c (P.B.H.S. Library 641.5-Gen)..

2. Better Homes and Gardens New Cook Book,,Mersdith Press, New York,
1968, p. In.

3. The Home Economics: Teachers Cookbook, Favorite Recipes Press,,
Montgompry, Alabama, 1970, pp. 199, 204, 220.

i '

a
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'ACTIVITY 1-E

Here's Why:

EARLY TO RISE

The Student will be able to prepare a breakfast of eggs and pancakes.'6

Here's What You'll Need:

1. 6 eggs per group of 3 students
2. 2 slicesof bread per s 4 t
3. for each group of thr idRnts:

a. 1/3 C. milk ti

b. h to 1/2 tsp. salt

c. 2 tbsp. margarine
d. I fry pan
e. 2 saucepals.

4. one for two groups of three students:
a. 1 griddle or electric skillet ,

b. 1 small Pillsbury Pancake mix
c.' milk and eggsnecessaryto make 2 pancakes

5. 2,0bes of margarine
8. small bottle of syrup
7. small jar of jam or jelly .

8. 1 slotted spoon per group of 3

Haw You Done This. Yet?..

4 1. Activity 2-C and 4-C
2. Activity 2-E

Here's How To do It:

A. Hard & Soft Cooked Eggs:

\

per student

1. Place eggs in saucepan and cover with cold water, at least 1"
above eggs; rapidly bring to boiling. For soft-cooked eggs:'
COver,pan tightly and remove from heat. Leave eggs in water
.2 to 4 minutes. For more than four eggs,, don't turn off heat,
but cook; covered. just below simmering for 4 to 6 minutes.
Promptly cool in cold water. Crack in alf with knife, spoon
out egg and serve on'toast. For hard-cooked eggs: When' water

boils, reduce heatat once to keep water just below simmering.
Cover and cook eggs for 15 to 20 minutes:oOl immediately
in cold water to prevent yolk darkening. To shell hard-cooked
eggs, crack shell, then roll gently between%palMs of hands to
loosen. Start to peel from large end.

Scrambled Eggs:
3 eggs, 1/6 COmilk; daih salt, 1 tbsp. margarine-or shortening.

.

Beat eggs, milk, salt, and daih pepper in an ar-tight cpver
by shaking. (Mix slightly for eggs with streaks of yell
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and white;,mix well-for a uniform yellow.) Heat-margarine
or shortening in skillet-until just hot enough to make a
drop of water sizzle. Pour in egg mixture. :Turn heat Iow.
Doh't disturb mixture until it starts to set on .bottom and

sides, then lift and fold over with side spatula, so uncooked
.part goes to bottom. Avoid breaking eggs any more than
necessary Continue cooking, 5 to 8 minutes, until eggs are
cooked tHrdyghout, but still glossy and moist. RemOve from.

heat imMed4tely.
C. Poached Eggs: -

Add water to 6 saucepan to depth of 3 to 4 inches; bringb
boil. Stir simmering water to make a swirl, and slip egg
from sauce dish into middle of the swirl.' (Be sure to follow
the.motion of the swirl with sAucedish so egg goes into water
in same direction.). Reduce heat to low and cook egg for 3

tw5-minutes. Remove egg from water with slotted spoon'.

Serve on buttered toast.
D.. Pancakes: ,

Prepare batter according-to instr4ctionp on package. There
should be. enough for each student t2 have two pancakes, 3"
in diameter-.

1. Stir pancake batter quickly until dry ingredients are.
moistened. (Batter will be lumpy.)

2. Dip pancake batter with a- 1/4 cup measure.

3. Test heat of griddle by sprinkling with water. If drops

dance, heat is just right. Use electric skillet or griddle

for perfect heat control.
4. When upperside.of pancakes apt bubbly, a few bubbles have

burst,And edges begin to Appear dry, cakes are ready to
turn. A qu(ck flip with a broad spatula makes the job

0
.

easy. '

- -.

4E. Fried Eggs: (optional for advanced students) ,

In a skillet, melt a small amount of margarine or' shortening..
Crack eggs into small dish and gently pour into pan. Season
with salt and pepped.- When the whites are set-and edges cooked,
add li tsp. water per egg. Cover skillet and cook eggs as de-
sired.... (The water should be added all' at once and covered

quickly to make use of the steam that is formed by the water.)
I.

V

-*
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WHAT MAKES, IT TICK \

ACTIVITY 2-E

Here's, Why:

The.student will be'able to properly operate.th
\

cooking range.

Here's What You'll Need:

[ 1. cooking range

Here's How To Da It:'

1. Controls for burners.\,,,
LF - Left front
LR - Left rear
RF - Right front
RR - Right rear

2. Controls for oven(s).
Sometimes just one for one oven.
Sometimes a second one with preheat; bake, broil,etc.
Preheat - used to heat oven quickly. Usually a light will come on

to indicate the ovenis at the temperature you get
Bake- switch the dial over to bake when you put t eood in the

oven.
Broil - used for direct heat when you cook something about 3"-6"

away from-M-rheat source.
3. Electric vs. gag stoves.

Electric takeg.longer to heat and cool. When turned off it still

could be'hot.
'Gas can be very dangerous because occasionally the gas will not
light, whieb gould lead to an explosion. Therefore, when using a

gas stove, always have an adult present to light the stove. .Unlike

the electric stove, when you turn it off, you immediately turn off

the heat.

o specific because eachistudent will have a different stove

me and you may confuse them.
*

Here's. Where You Might Find More Information:-

1% Check in the operator's Manual of'the stop you are going to tise.

"VA
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ACTIVITY 1-F

Heres Why:

The student will be able to pre foods from other countries.

Here's What You'll Need: V

; sT

-

POTPOURRI

-trir

The ingredients and baking dishes needed are'included in the recipes

that foflow.
C

Have You Done This Yet?

1. Activity 2-C
2. Activity 4-t
3. Activity 1-D
4% Activity 2-E

Here's How To bo It:

Divide:tbe,class into groups of 3. ,

2. Assign a recipe lo,,,each group.

3. Give each group the ingredients needed for the recipe but do not

measure the'ingredients for them. /

4. Give each group the time that their dish should -be placed in tht

.oven to insure that all dishes are 1eady at the same time.

5. While the food is cooking; the students should discuss what they
are making, what cpuntry it represents, and how they made it:

6.' After the dishes have teen removed from the-ovens (by the student
with supervision) they shodld.be placed on a buffet table. Each

student will taste of each. (The recipes should be:given to-all

students.)
The student will set the table in its entirety. except for' the

dinner plate.
8. THe students will clean the kitchens and dining areas..

The Following loublicationi Were Utilized In Preparinghis Unit;

1. FavoriterRecipe of Home Economics Teachers - Foreign Foods Edition,
Favorite Recipes Press, Inc., Montgomery, Alabama, 1967, pp. 41, 20V,
250, 267, 284', 319, 356, 367, 374. ,

fit

ti I

8
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TACOS - Mexico

1 lb. ground beef
1/2 tsp. salt

1 tsp. garlic salt
1/8 tsp. pepper r

. 1/2 C. oil

grated cheese
lettuce, cut fine
chili sauce
4,taco shells

t

II 1

Yield: 4 servings

Brown ground beef in salt; add-garlic salt and 'pepper. After browning,

cook 10 to 1.5 minutes at low heat. Remove from fat; press on paper towel

to absorb excess fat. Serve with grated cheese,-lettuce and chili sauce.

CHOP'811EY - China'

4 C. butter
1 d. finely chopped onion
1 tSp.,salt
`2 C. chopped celery --
41 C. chopped green pepper
dash oflpepper
1 1/2 C. hot water .

l'can Chinese vegetables, drained
2 C. cooked beef, or chicken, cut in strips
2 tbsp:, cold water
2 tbsp. cornstarch
I .tbspt soy sauce
1 Cp.. sugar b

Yield: '4 servings

Orie of the f011owing:
4iirvings of rice for chop suey
4 servings of Chinese noodles'
for chow mein

Melt butter in hot skillet. Add onion and fry 3 minutes. -Add salt, celery,
green peppet^, pepper, and hot water. Cover and cook for 5minutes. -Add

vegetables and,meat. Mix thoroughly and cook 5' minutes. Combine remaining

ingredients and ad'd.to first mixture of vegetables and -meat. Stir an* cook

1 mihute. Serve hot with rice for chop suey or, with fried noodles for chow

. HAWAIIAN SWEET AND SOUR SPARERIBS

2

2

2

-1

.2

1/2

2

2

4

lbs. ribs
large onions,' -cut in quarters

strips of diced bacon
small can chunk pineapple; drained
sticed green peppers,
C. brown sugar
C, vinegar
tbsp soy sayceitow; .

tbsp. 'cornstarch
tbsp. water .

,,ervings'of rice

. .

87
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Y ield: 4 servings,

Brown spareribs, onion and bacon together in large pot. Add juice from pine-

apply; cover. Simmer 40 minutes: Add pineapple chunks, green pepper, brown
sugar, vinegar, soy sauce, tornstarch and water. Cook 20 minutes. Serve over

. STROGANOFF - Russia

1 lb. round steak, cubed
flour
2 tbsp.' fat

C. chopped onion
1 clove garlic, minced (opt.)
1.6-oz. can mushroom bits and-pieces
1 tbsp. Worcestershire sauce ,
6 drips of Tabasco sauce*
tsp. salt

.1. tsp. pepper

1 C. sour cream
s

Yield: 6 servings
About 6 servings or 5-6 cups of one of the following: rice, noodles spaghetti,

mashed potatoes

Dip meat in flour. Brown in fat. Add onion, garlic, mushro s and liquid.

Add remaining ingredients except sour cream. Simmer. 1 hour o until meat is

tender. Add -sour cream. Can b! serve -over rice, noodles, sp ghetti or
m&hed potatoes. Rice or noodles are recommended.

SWEDISH MEATBALLS - Sweden

1 lb. finely ground beef
1/2 C. fine dry bread crumbs

1 egg,
2/3 C. milk
2 tbsp. rated'onion
1 tsp. salt

.1/8 tsp. pepper
1/8.tsp. nutmeg
1/3 C. flour
1 qt. cold water

Yield: 4 servings

0

. Should have mashed potatoes or rice to serve with the meatballs. About 4

servings of either one would be enough.

Mixdll ingredients except flour andwater together lightly and gently form into

. 11/2-inch ball's. Brown in hot fat. Remove meatballsfrom_pari. Brown flour fn

the remaining fat. Add cold water to -browned flour,; Cook until thickened,

stirring *constantlk Add meatballs. Simmer 20 minutes.
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AROZ ESPANOL - ,Spanish Rice

1 lb. ground chuck
1 sm. onion, minced
Dash of Accent.

1 tsp. 'salt

Dash of pepper
2 tbsp. chopped bell pepper
1/2 C. cats4p.

1 can tomato sauce'
h C. water
3/4 C. rice

-72=

r

Yield: 4 servings

Cook.fat out of meat in skillet. Drain, add onion, Accent, salt, pepper

and_bell_pepper. Mix well.. Add catsup, tomato sauce and water. -Add-

rice-and mix. Bring to boil and reduce heat to-iiiinetc Lover and cook for

30 minutes.

KIMA - Pakistan

1 C. chopped onion
1 clove of garlic, minced .

3 tbsp. butter or margarine
1 lb. ground bef

tbsp. curry powder
11/2 tsp. salt

Dash of pepper.

2 tomatoes-,. diced

2 potatoes, diced
1 pkg. frozen peas (small package)

flaked coconut.
Rice (6 servings)

'Yield: 6 servings

Preheat electric fry pan to 360.
tender. Add ground beef and brown
pepper, potatoes and peas: Covers.

with flaked coconut. Serve with fl

SICILIAN SUPPER - Sicily

1' lb. ground beef
1/2 C. chopped onion

1 6-oz. can tomato paste
3/4 C. water
11/2 tsp. salt,

pepper
4 tsp. butter'
3/4 C. milk
8 oz.-cream cheese
1/2,C: grated Parmesan cheese

t, C. chopped green pepper
2 Q. egg noodles, cooked

k.

Cook onion and garlic in butter until=
well. Stir, in curry powder, salt,
Simmer at 2500 for 25 minutes. Sprinkle

uffy rice.
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eld: 6 servings

Brown meat. -Add onion, cook until tender. Add tomato paste, water, salt

and 'pepper; simmer for 5 minutes. Heat milk and cream cheese; blend-well.

Stir in 4 9up Parmesan cheese, green pepper and noodles4 In casserole,

.alternate llyers of noodle and meat sauce. Bake at 350 for 20 minutes.

Sprinkle onremaihing cheese. .

SLOVENIAN GOULASH - SLUE ACKI GULAS - Yugoslavia

- 73 -

1 lb. lean beef
1 lb. lean veal

. 1 large onion, chopped
3 tbsp. fat
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp. paprika

. 1 C. strained tomatoes
8 small potatoes

Yield:, 6 servings

...

Cut meats in cubes and brown with onion in fat, stirring occasionally, to

wown evenly. Add seasonings4ndtomatoes. Simmer for 1,hour; adding

potatoes after 30 minutes of cooking. Add more tomatoes, if necessary.

vf

Ij
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ACTIVITY 1-G .

Here.'s Why:

.-
The student will be able to prepare his meals during,the outdoor

living.course.

Here's What You-9-1 .Need:

.

- 74. -

BAKING_IN THE BREW

ti''

Necessary food and,,,quipment are included with each menu.

Here's How Ts, DC It: :4
t

1. Divide the class into :three groups and give each ,a name ,pr let

them seleci their name. "For simplicity, they will be referred

to as G.roups #1, #2, #3.
Dinner - #1 Cooks

#2 clean up
Breakfast - -#3 Cooks/

#1 clean up

Lunch -42 Cooks
# 3 clean up

Dinner:

Meat loaf
Corn -on- the -cob

Baked pOtato
Milk
Coffee

Fire should a he

torn-on-the cob a
The baked potatoe
Use heav dut fo

wrapped separate

Meat Loaf.- one p
With the one poun
Salt and pepper t

o
Wrageach portion

Breakfast:

French toast (syr

Bacon
. .

'4' 4,

1"

, white coals.

4

d baked potatoes. .

shotqd4be small and have 2 per student.
1 to wrap-the corn and potatoes. They should be

Bury both in hot-coals.

undperithree students and one pound for tWridults.

of ground beef, mix one egg_and 4 cup chopped, onion.

taste. Divide 'his mixture into three equp portiont.

in heavy duty foil and,byy in hot coals.

p and butter)
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Cocoa for students
Coffee for adults
Griddle
Fry-pan
French Toast - allow about,3 slices of"toast per persdn

Use day-o/d bread.
Combine: (enough for 4 to-6 slices of bread)

2 slightly beaten eggs

11`
C. milk

-44,,

li

ii. 4 tsp. salt , / .

Dip bread into mixture to cpat'each side. -Do not soak thibread

.in the mixture. Put on griddle and turn Whin bottom side is

golden brown:, -.
-,-

BACON,

Pla'ce individual slices on griddle. Cook as'desired.

COCOA per person

1 tsp. cocoa
2 tsp. sugar
1 C. milk,or equivalent:

4 C. evaporated milk and 1/2 C. water
or

4 T. milk powder and 1 cup water

A little extra water ,

Mix cocoa mid sugar with water in kettle, and cook, to a smooth paste,

letting it bubble vigorously. Add'milk and stir all thoroughly to-

gether. Heat almost to a boil. Some add a pinch of salt. Beating

with a whip prevents an film from forming.

COFFEE per person

1 C. water per person
1 heeaptng tbsp. coffee (regular grind)

1 ex ra t sp. coffee for every 10 cups (1 lb. makes 45 cups),

Coffee pot
Bag of cheesecloth and string

Coldwater coffee: Put coffee in bag, place bag in the waterin pot,

put on fireand bring to a boil. Boil 3 minutes for ordinary strength,

longer for stronger. Remove bag. keep hot'. The bag makes it easier

to clean.pot. Make certain the kag is large enough to ala w coffee to

expand. A large square of cheesecloth caught up,at the rper does just

.as well as a bag.

LUNCH.:

Hot dogs (on estick)
Potato chips
Celery and carrot sticks
Some-mores for dessert

9 2

.6 1
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HOT DOGS

Weiners and hot dog buns. About 21/2 per person.

Potato chips
Celery and carrot sticks (About 1 whole carrot and). stalk of Celery ,
per student)
Catsup and Mustard ..

Other finger foods as desired, such as pickles, olives, etc.
The cook group will prepare the celery and carrot sticks and butter
the ,hot dog buns.

/
'

Each student roast's his own hot dog by placing-it on a stick or Clothes,
hanger. After doing this, he dishes. his own fobd from the. table.

,SOME-MORES (Serves about 8)

16 marshmallows (about lb.)

32 graham crackers (aboUt 1 large pkg.)
6-5 colt chocolate bars, the flat kind without nuts (break in thirds)
Sticks for toasting - use the same ones used for'hot dogs.

Makee sandwich with a piece of chocolate and two crackers. Toast a
marshmallow golden brown, and well puffed. (SLOWLY over coals does it!)
Pop into the. sandwich; press gently together, and eat.

Don't:

Allow the chaperones' to prepare the meal; or clean. this AlipArt of
camping out.

The Following Publications Were Utilized In Preparing This Unit:

1. Hammett; Catherine T., Your Own Book of 'Camperaft, Pocket Books,
Inc., New York, 1958, pp. 82,,,83, and 88.

1
4' %4'.1
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Activity No.

1-A

2-A

3-A

4-A

5-A

. HAND SEWING AND CLOTHING ARTS

Title . Activity .

Getting to Know the Instructional s)

Sew* Madhine .

Making a. Pack Using the sewing machine'

In the Beginnipg Threading a hand nee\le

Herm4ng Simple cicthes r6Paikte.

Sewing on a Button, Clothes repair

Activity,No. Cost/Student . Grade.

1-A .00 5 .i,.. \
2-A Iasi than 1.00 5

'34 (less jthan. .D*5, .5,*.

4-A . .00 5

,... ,

5 -A , ..00 5

9 5

t

)./



ACTIVITY 1-A

.1,

-

GETTING TO-KNOW THE SEWING MACHINE

If

Here's Why: j I. .
The kudent,twill be a e to operate the basic mechanics of the sewing
machine.

Here's Wht You'll Need:

1. sewing machine

*Here's How to Do It:

i.1. Explain to the students how the electricity gets from Ate outlet
to the motor in the sewing machine.

1/4,2. Explain the foot or knee control and how it acts as 0 control on
the motor.

3. Show the students how to wind a bobbin.
4. Sh64 the students how to thread the machine and to locate the

chart in the-instruction booklet. Encourage the student to have
this booklet-handy so he May use it when he it threading the
machine.

5. ,Point out the following Controls:
Stitch length regulator

b., Seam guide.
.c. Reverse

6. Give each student viete;of scrap material topractice,sewing,a
'straight line. Allow 1/2 hour for the maximum.

Don't:

1. Go into much detail.
t SO*

Here's Where You Mkght Fin e Information: J

Refer to the operatortiPmanual for further-instkiction.
OTE: Sixth,grade was approved for, this project. However, because_
the students will be making a pack. for hiking, their bike, or what-
ever, it will be advantageous to have this mlni-course before- the
Outdoor Living Mini-course. ,

1
A ,

*We suggest a qualified instructor and possibly one student Mde:for each
student. ,

. -
,

I
4
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MAKING A PACK

-ACTIVITY 2-A

6

I

Here's Why:

To acqua nt the student With the sewing machine so he may sew some
of his clothes or mend.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. sturdy material foT a finished pack one foot square
2.. 1/8"-1/4" wide elastic 2 inches long
3. matching thread

.

*Here's How To Do It:

1. For measurements of material, refer to diagram 1.
2. With like sides together, fold (a) over (b) along dotted. line.

'Keep in mind you are folding over 1411 inchesp inch for the
hem).

3. Line up the raw edges ,so that they are even.
4. Fold down 1 inch for the hem. (This will be wrOng des together.)
5. With a row of stitching 4/8" (1/2") from the raw ed e, sew sections

A and B together. (The hem should'be turned down on Part A.) Sew
over hem. Backstitch when starting and finishing a seam.

6. Turn Tack so that the right sides are out.
7. Withone hand inside pack, push-seams out as far as possible to

.insure the seam is not hidden by the folds of the seam.
8: Pin the sides so that the seams are against the outside. (The

seam allowance is in the middle.)-
9. Sew a topstitch 4/8" from the seamed edges. Dcrthis on both sides

of the pack, left and right.
TO. Add another row of topstitching 2/8" (1/4") from 'the seamed edge

to reinforce this seam..
11. On part, C, finish the raw edges along the left and Tight sides.

To do this, fold under 1/4" and sew all the way around part (c)
except where it joins part (B).

12. Fold this 1/4" under another .1/4" and,sew,1/8" from the fold. This
is done on the left and right sides but NOT AT THE TOP OF (C).

13. Top of (C)' will be. a hem of one inch. Fold down one inch and pin.
This hem, as well as the hem on Part A, will be'.hand sewn.

14. After pinning the hem in place, mark the center with a pin.
15. Cut off a piece of elastic two inches long.

.16. Form a loop with the elastic and pin it to thetem on the wrong
side.

17. With the sewing machine, sew back and forth across the elastic.

,/

*We-suggest a qualified instructor and possibly one student, aide for each
student.

°
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Don't:
/.

1. Allowthe_superviiors_to_do_t_he_sewing. Encourage_the_Atudents to
try to-g6 slowly so that they can handle the material. (It's easier
if they watch the edge of the material rather than where the needle
is actually sewing.)

I/
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IN THE BEGINNING

Here's Why:

The.student will be able to properly thread the needle in preparation

for hand sewing.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. thread
2. needle
3. fabric

It

Here's How'to Do It:

1.- Thread the needle.
2. To knot the thread:

a. 'Holding the end of the thread between the thumb and first
finger, wrap the thread around the top of the forefinger,

once. (This loop should overlap the end of the thread.)

-b, Twist the two threads together by sliding. the thumb to the

tip of the finger, all the time beeping the threads between
the thumb- and finger. ,

c. Place the thread between the thuMb and forefinger to the
loop is between the-fthgers,and the end of the-thread.

d. Move the finger and thumb to the end of the thread, making

a knot.
3.. To knot thread afteriseWing an article

a. ,With thread on wrong side-of fabri , rum thread under 'last

stitch and then through loop just ade and then through

that loop.

vl

re'



ACTIVITY 4-A

- 82 -

HOMING

11

A)n71!4*:

To mate simple repairs of his clothing, the student will be able to

do simple hemming.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. needle and thimble -

2. thread from activity 1 -B

3. pack from activity 1-8

Have You Don? This Yet?

,1. Activity 1-B, Raking a Pack

Here's How To Do It:

f. Mold the piece of fabric over the first finger of the left hand, ,

with the fold toward the left. ,

2. Use the end of the thimble to push the needle.

3. ,Working toward yourself, take a small stitch
needle..

3. garment

. / and ihroughthe'folded edge.
4." Pull the thread through and take a second stitch a.short distance

from the first, about 1/2 inch.

The Following PublicatiOns Were Utilized In Preparing This U it:

Barclay, Marion S. & Champion, Frances, Teen -Guide to omemakin

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1967, p.

1001
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ACTIVITY b-A

Here's Why:

- 83 -

'

SEWING ON A BUTTON

To make simple repairs of his clothing, the student will be able to

sew on a button.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. one large button
2. needle and thimble
3. thread

4. pack from Activity 1-B

Have You Done This Yeti".

1. Activity 1-B
2. Activity 1-C

Here's How To Do It:

1. Using double thread, take one small stitch at the place where the

button is to be sewn.

2. Hold the button irulace Ind take several stitches through the

holes and through the fabric.

3. Bring the needle and thread through the fabric to the right side.

4. Wind the thread around under the button 3-4 times.

5. Return the thread to the wrong side of the fabric and fasten it.

(The reason we wind some thread around the stitches just under-

neath the button is to reinforce the thread so that it won't

break as easily from itress.)
For a button with a shank, take several stitches over the shank

and through the fabric. Fasten.

Don't: /

1. Sew the buttons on with the machine.

Here's Where You Might Find More Information:

Barclay, Marion S. & Champion, rances., Teen Guide.to Homemaking,

McGraw-Hill Book Company, New ork, 1967, p. 96.

101
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Activity -No .4 Title

ve,

t,

2-A

3-A

4-A

5-A

1-B

2-B

3-B

4:43

1-C

2-C

4-0

:5-D,-

6-0

,1-E

2-E -

3 -ES

47E.

HORTICULTURE :

Act - 'v

What-They441-Grow-Best-In----,0541preparatio

Making a Tool

Build a Growing Flat

Making Them Grow

Let's Move Them

Let's Go Outside

Fresh Air and Sunshine

They'll Be Back Again
Year

Your bwn Ferttlizer

Plants Behind Glass

Beauty Indoors

,

Food in,a Basket

let's Plant a Tree

Time twDig Up a Tree

Some fOrleacify, Some 'for
Production.

tertile Sun Shine In

Let's Chop It,Up

A'HeTplqHand,

,..Newfrom:Old

Let the :RoOtt Hang Out

All in a Bud's Hand

Cleft

Row marker

Building a flat
a.

Germination

Seedling transplant'

Preparation of a flower
bed

Transplanting outside'

Perennials
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INTRODUCTION

0

I

the actiatities lor.itheunit in Horticulture are not recommended for a 7C

specific grade level; rather, the grade leVels have been recommended on the

basis of /student ability. Many of the ac'itiwities can not be completed i-n

a time block of two days, and many of, them will require a full year for

results. Therefore, each year it 'will be necessary for the counselor to
/

sel activities for a given grade level on the basis of activities they

have completed the previoCis year.

105
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-ACTIVITY 1-A,

Here's. Why:

Each =student Will be able to prepare a batch o otting soil in correct.

proportions, suitablefOr growing potted Olen

'WHAT THEY ,WILL,. GROW= BEST--INL W t4

Here's What You'll Need.:,

1. loam sand, peat moss or other organic natter
.

, 2. ,fertilizer

3. trowel and t ontainers.

Here's How To Do It:'

..1. Standard mix: 2 parts loam, 1 part sand, an part peat moss.

3.

Soak -required amount of, p t moss thorough, efore mixing.
Add alternate amounts of ;t e three ingredtatIts in correct propor- .

ttons. / .

k,4: MIX together thoroughly 'wit use of the -trowel. .

5 Level pile and add liquid fertilizer over the top according to the
directions on the container (5 nitrogen-10 phosphate-5 potash).

l
, 6: Remix again.

7. Wet soil mixture until. in a damp condition so that it will retain
its shape when squeezed.

1. Use a clay loam.

2. Add fertilizer_ unless needed; if in doubt, see your greenhouse

owner:

Sti



ACTIVITY

Here's Why:

Each-student will be able to build his,own row markersIto insure ger-

min4t will be,plaCed at their proper dept and spacing.

Here's What4iou'll Need:
. y

1. tongtie depressor or heavy Cardboard

2. knife

3. 41er and pencil
4. scissors

Here's, How To Do' It:.

1. Cut the tongue depressor 4" 'in length

your milk carton. Ilf you are using a

as long as the flat is wide.,

2. Now measure in 5/:" from each end and

so that it will' fit into '

flat, your marker must be

1/8" from one edge and cut

out this section t both ends of the marker.

3. If a deeper row
deep rather tha

4. Now with pencil
with the marks
1". spacing of tote

carton edge; at t

Lila (.4

is needed, use the other edge and cut it 1/P,,,

1/8".
make two marks acrbss.the.surfact of-the depre4or

from each end. This then will be: used to measure

rows. When using marker, measure in 1" froni

s point place the'marker across carton with

notthed edge against the 'soil; press down firmly until shoulders

.of the marker, are at the soil surface. Now use the 2" lines spac-

ing on.your marker to mark the'nekt row and repeat until.you have

marks across your flat or carton...

P4ski down/
4

PROPER
D eTH

feft PliwriNt

,-esIDE or- Com7,40)11,-

OW/ it ADZ , //if/

rc) 1. , .

1

Soil. LEVI;
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:BUILD A GROWING FLAT

-ACTI ITY-3=A

Here's Why:

Each student will be able to build a germination flat that can be uti-

lized in a.project'for seedling germination:

Here's What You'll Need:

2.

1.

wood stock
hammer, cross cut saw, and tape or rul r

a. 3/4" x 4" x 4'
b. 1/4 lb. of 4d or 6d^ nails

Here's How To Do, It:

1. Take the 3/4" x'4" piece and cut 2 p eces each 23" long,

2. Take the 1/3" x 4" piece and cut 4 eces 23" long and 2 pieces

15 6/8".
3.. Now take the 2 Pieces 3/4" x 4")x 231 (these are the ends), place

the 2 pieces 1/2" x 4" x 15 5/8" insi e the endi at the edges and r

using 3 nails to an edge nail.these t Other. (See diagram.)

4. Now take the i.pieces 1/2" x 4" x 23" long,and.lay them from side
to side spacing them 3/8" apart and na 1 them to the sides and
ends forming a bottom to your flat. ee diagram. .

'N
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ACTIVITY 4,-A

Here's Why:

MAKING THEM GROW.

-

/ - ;-,-

,Each student will understand flower seed germinationeby actually pet-

-forming the tasks involved for use in potting for both' indoor and'-out=

-door gardens; .
I

Here's What You'll Need:

1.' seed flat or milk cartons (cut off 5" deep)

2. mixed soil, vermiculite

3.- shredded peat moss

4. sand
5. markers

F.

6: protectivit fungicide (thiram or ferbidl

, 7. seeds of Arious floweri

Have You Done This Yet?

1. Mad a row marker (See activity-2-A).

2.- But a flat (See activity 3-AI
10

3. Mixed soil. (For this activity you'll need soil with 2 parts a*,
2i parts sand, 1 part peat mops, arld run it through ,a course ,screen.

For procedure, see Activitydl-A.) r =

Here's How-To 'Do It:

1. Take your flat that has been built or the cut.mil k cartons. Be

sure there are cracks or Wes in the bottom tvprovide 'drainage,

2. The mixed soil and tools2,should' be sterilized either by steam -.or

chemical (1800E-for 3 D'' minutes or cdemeretal formelih--40t for- -
-.

maldehyde in 60%- water.)
Cover the cracks or holes, in' the bottom of 'Your flat with moist,'

peat,moss; then fii) the flat ortcarton up to3/4" of the top With

.
the soil mix. "-:. :

. .. ,,
,,

4. Level, and firm soil' with row marker. .

5. Sprinkle soil with water and let excess-draih, away. , ..

//

6. .Add 1/4" of Yefmiculit#,pver spylace of soil ;,to hot pack and sprin«..;

kle lightly 'with watimi
. . ,

.

7. Mark rows in the vermicUlite by use of the rows, marker so that 14key.

are ?" apart and 1/8""deep.

3.

. . _ ,

8. -Treat seeds with the fungicide by adding a pint!) the size Of a match
.

.head to the package of seeds and shake vigorously: If the seed:,hat

been treated before,ift will be marked on the-package and needhnot

' be done again. -

, .

-

-9, 'sow seeds.thinly.and.,Uhiformly into rows made previously.
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O

'10. Cover the seeds with a'thfn layer of vermiculite. The layer should
be no thicker than three times the diameter of the seeds you are

using.
11.. Cover the flat or carton with clear polyethylene (not Saran limp);

place in semi-shade, draft-free location with a temperature of 65°

to 750.F. Remove the cover gradually as seeds start to germinate.

12. Check moisture twice a Oay, and water the flats by setting in,a

pan of water for a few minute, or use a fine spray to keep verMi-

.culite moist.
When. germination is completed, move to a location in the' suOTightl

maintain.650F temperature and not below:55°F.

14. 'Transplant to a pot as soon as plants can be handled by their leaves.

I

9

1
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ACTIVITY 5-A

Here's Why

.
Each student. will be able to properly `t seedlings from ne

to pots for u'e fin _gardens.

O

Here's What You'll Need:

1. seedlings from activity 4-A

2. 4" pots or smaller, depending on plant size

3. peat moss

-4. soil mixture from activity 14
5. labels

Have You'Done This Yet?

1. Made the soil mixture (See activity 14),

2. Completed germination of seeds and-grown them to. seedlings ;(See

activity 4-A).

Here's How To Do.It:

I. 'Use a large table for this attivity so that there is rookfor-

flats, potting soil, pots, and a space-fat,the completed potted,

plants.
2. Place the soil and empty p0ts in the center afthetable

there is 'room on each sideforthe fiats*g.the filled _044 :

3. fill the pot from the Soil. pile sa thatin-Of the lip. Of.1,h0::pat'

is free of soil., CoOress soil the .pot.

4. Make. a hole in.the soil withlOur:fin4er to the depth 0;f-t4t!reOt

of the seedling.
5. Now removea seedling from the growtng_flator'carton handting,,lt-

by its leaVes and not the,stem. Shakerosts lightly taxemOve.,

excess Vermlculite.'
Place seedling in hole and with thethuMbsandforefingeri,af-both,
hands, compress the woll around thi b0 e. thettem.

Now remove pot to growing area atiObe-spre'ta Water thOraugta,

6.

7.

Don't:

1.

2:

.1

Allow seedlings to remain out of'sail for any" ength of time 4$'

the roots will dry out.

Let the soil come up too close to he top- cif thee pot as this,spece

is necessary for good watering.
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ACTIVITY 1-B

Heres Why:

To"haiie student prepare an outside-bed for plants--eitherseeds pottid
plants.

Here's= What'You'll Need:.

1. plot of ground-outside
2... spade
3, rake
4. fertilizer 5,10-5 (1 1/2# per'100,sp. ft.

Here's How To 'Do It

1. Bed preparations are done the fall before Planting but'may be ddhe
let the.spring. -

\ Test soil for water absorbing qualities by digging a hole 10" deep
and ftll.the hole with water. The next day-refill the hole and see::
how long the water remains. If it drains away,. in 8-10 hours, the :

'permeability 'is sufficient for good growth.,
. If draining doesn't take place then soil must be lightened with peat

, moss and sand.
4. Next, spade soil to depths of 8' to 10". Turn soil over completely.

Removejarge stones and trash. Keep moist until winter. Re-grade
just before planting in the spring.

5., Before planting, add fertilizer 5-10-5 at 1 1/2#. per 190 sq. ft.

66. Rake surface smooth and you are rgady for planting.
7. An edging around the bed will help prevent outside growth and gully-

/ ing Wheavy rains. .

.

.

Don't:

1. Forget water in the fall after spading.
.

2. Raise the bed aboVe ground level without taking special precautions
to prevent gullying and water 'kiss, ,

Heee's Where You Might Find More'Information:

Nome &` Garden, Bulletin -Not 91,11. S. Dept. of Agriculture.

Farmers' Bulletin No 1171, U. S. Dept. of 'Agriculture:

-

112
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ACTIVITY 2 -B

Here's "Why:

FRESH AIR AND SUNSHINE' 1.

4

To instruct student how to move-a,potte4 plant fir repottng or ?trans-

'planOng.
/ 4

Here's What You'll Need:

1. potted plants ready for repotting or transplanting Outside

2. trowel ,

Have You Done This,/et?

1.- 'Mixed potting.soil.(Activity,l-A)..

2. Preitired`san outside bed (Activity 1-B).

.Here's How To Do.It:

1. Place one hand on soil surface in the pot to support soil, spread

finger around the plant stem.

2. Turn pot_upsidesdown and tap the edge of the pot withithe,trowel

handle until the ball of soil becomes' oose and sliPs'dowinto

your ,hand (Diagram 1.) ,

3. .Remove pot with other hand andxsit,upright'gently.

4. Preparelarger pot by add,tion of soil or. prepare a,hold in .the

open ground.
!

5. ,Place planttbal'1 of soil int pOt ilOr hole and sail

'around plant ball.
r

. .

____ don't:: ,.0,

_:.
.

.

.

. .. ,

1., Allow-plant ball to sit for extended periods of time out of the -con

tamer as the roots will dry out-.. ..



LItere's Whit:

-THErt-t BE BAdfr. 4GAIWNEXt, YEAR

4, §5
(t

Instruct student in ikeparatiOn 6f an outdoor -garden- : "ferenniait--;.,

Here's 'What You'll -Need: .;

1. bedding 'garden,

2. various perennials

3. trowel

-Have You Done This "Yet ?'

1. Lett .go outdoors, preparation of soil for a garden

Here's Row To Do 1%
r.

1. Soil preparation and preparation of the bed..

2. Select perennials. Be sure that they are selected far enough in

advance ,andiplanted the proper 'times so that'ihey will bloom .for'

you the firSt year.

3. Plant bulbsi corns,,or other pots per Instructions for that parti-

cul'ar.perennial.

activity .3-

Here's Where Ybu-/Might Find More InfOrMattori:

1. -.Home & Gar4n Bulletin No. 114, 11,S.D.A.

2. Home & Garden, Bulletin No. I36,(Butbs),

4. ome & .Gaden Bulletin' No. 25 (RosesY
3. Rome & Garden, Bulletin No. 126 (Peonir,

R r

\,

I
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YOUR OWN,FERTILIZER

ACTIVITY 4-B

Here's Why:

If gardening is to continue, fertility of garden and cost are important;

so a student should learn an inexpensive way of doing this by making a

compost pit.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. shovel

2. old boards to line pit

Here's How To Do It:

1. Dig a pit3 or 4 feet deep and as wide and long as you need.

2. Line the sides with boards.

3. Put in a 6" layer of plant material. Sprinkle this layer with lime

and 5-10-5 fertilizer, 1 cup each to a square yard of litter.

4. Add a thin layer of soil to hold down; wet thoroughly.

5. Repeat as often as plant materials accumulate.'

6. Make center lower than the edget so rain will collect.

7. Cover the pit.with plastic so it won't dry out. (cut a hole in

center of plaiti; to catch rain fall.)

8. Turn the content's of: the pit every three or four months.

9. The material will be ready to use the next spring,.

10. When using the compost in the garden, cover it with hay or-peat

moss.

Don't:

1. Let the *post pits dry out.

5
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ACTIVITY. 1-C

Here's Why

-97-

PLAPS BEHIND: GLASS

Instruct student in groWth.of plants indoors by making; indoor terrarium

in various types. ,of glass containers.

Here's What You 411 Need:

1. terrarium or large glass bowl, jar
-,?. a glass cover for your container
3: charcoal ,

4.

5.

6.

7.

moss
soil (2 parts loam,
gravel
plants suitable for
Baby's tears
Begonia
Fittonia
Miniature ivy
Dutchman's breeches

7.
,

or bottle thatAn be covered

!

2 parts coarse sand, 1 parft leaf mold)

use in a terrarium:
Varieties of mosses African violet

Maranta Mushrooms

Small palms
.fteris
,IDeperamii

Have You Done This. Yet?

1. Potting soil (Activity 1-A).

Here's How To Do It:

Evergreen = seedlings

Dog,tooth violet
Heptica

1. Select an attractive container.

2. -Wash and polish so it will sparkle. .

3. Where is terrarium going to be located or viewed front, as'layer

plants should be in the background and small ones in front.
Place,1/2".to 1" of charcoal in- the botto of the 'container..
On-.top of this add a 1" layer. of gravel.

On! top of this add 1 1/2" to 2" of soil. theimixture'calledifor
abbve is not too rich to create rapid growth so plants outgrod their'

limited space. : ,

7. Arrange the soil in hills and valleys. ' .

8. Place plants so that they contrast, each other ai, to color and text

ture. One way is;to place a plant of interest near the front anti"

center. ,

,

9. .If plants grow too, large, trim or replac with cutngs:or new
small plants. ,

\

10. Place glass cover partially over the terr rium to control humidity

and water. If water condenses on the sid s-and cover, remove cover

for a time.
11. Place in goodlight but not direct sunlig t.,

118
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Don't

I. 'Plate in direct 'sunlight; you will overheat and kill the plants,
2. Over-water so the water 1s ,standing in the ;surface of the soli..-

,

C ovalZ
.;
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ACTIVITY 2,-"C:

.BEA6T-Y_INDOORS:.-

Here's Why:
,. . .

To instruct student In plant grOwth indoors P5, Wing niml majoe and grow

plants in an indoor planter. '- '

.

Here's What You'll Need
I.

1. an indoor pIinter.for construction of several types (tee Bulletin

No. 133, pp. 2-7) - n ; . .

2. soil (1 part loam, l'part sand, 1,part,peat moss) r-

3".. trowel !.

-

4.. plants (for plant selection ;according t9 light requirement, see

-- Bulletin No, 133, pp. 9-10'

5. ,
fertilizer 510-5, 1 teaspoon per sq. ft. of soil

6: sphagnum moss or gravel 1 - 0 e

Here's How To Do

1. Locate a place where day temperature is about 750r.and-65°F at .night.
. .

. ,

2. Plants do best ,in an indoot4jOanter if they` indiVidually *tett'
.- ,

in" clay pots. - .

3. Place potted plants in planter boX. If too,,short, sit-the pot On

top of another. pot turned upside down:

4. NoW add 3" to 4" of coarse gravel around the pots.'

5 Fill in-around pott to fitt'the rest.of the box=with utimilled,sphaR-

num- moss (Diagram .7.1 ). ;

6. Cover top- with pea gravel or marbel' chips.

7. If a light is used over the planter_, even a fluorescent limp' shoUld.-

.
be 4" away; incandescent lamps further than this because of heat.

8. Fertilize every-3 weeki.

9. Metering is most important;first after building water toil and sphag-

num moss until they are saturated but do not flood.

'10. Now water only when teaves first show signs of wilting; then water

agai n. is before.-
.

.

11. Watirleaves with soap .and water and rinse, thoroughly with clear'

wate4, Remove all :yellow:leaves._
.

121 iXaOt Watering: use a small funnel and insert the neck into soil of'

the,Pot.
a. Fill the funnel with water until it empties; then fill'a§afn..-

b. When funnel no longer drains, stick your - finger over the end

,Of the neck of the funnel so no more wil.1)4un out and remoVe'

from the-sOil.(Diagram 2).

v-
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-FOOD. IN A BASK K

, :ACTIVITY 3-C
..

,ip instruct student in plant growth by hawing him^§tow'vegetables in

,
Aricius types of containers indoors.:

- "

-Here's hat You'll Need:

'containers (must be large enough to hold the plant when full

-
grown--clay pots, .dire baskets, wooden box or bushel basket)

2.. -vegetables: /

., . chives - 6" pots

) ........., , - tomatoes'- 10" pots .

radishes/onions - 10" pots
r others .

. , . '3. oil (2-parts.loam, 1 .part San4,
r-1 part.peat moss)

4

ding:elm D ne This_ Yet? ,

/5

t.

1 M x soil (activity 1-A)
2., G w seedlings (.activity 4-A)

s-

Here's How T` -Do It:

I. Co dition your container by using a wood preservative if it is

_MA g of wood.

2. Mae sure there is proper drainage in the bottom of the container;

if not, drill 1/4" holes along side near the bottom of the contain-

' er

3. Ad' 1/2" of coarse gravel to the bottom of each container.

4. Ad soil to container to 1" of the top.

5. Ad. fertilizer 5-10-5, 1 teaspoon per_l sq. ft. every 3 wekks.

6. P1 nt seeds or transplant seedlings into your container.

7. Light: vegetables grow best in full sunlight. ,

8. Plaptirg.scheduVe-- see Bulletin 16$.

9 W ter when woil becomes dry down to the depth of 1/8". If hot and

d y; 3 times a week will be enough. Use a sprinkling can and do
-ht

nit water late in the evening.

Don't:

14 ver-water. It will kill the plants.

2. llow weeds to grow.
,,

Here's Wh re You'll Find More Informatton:

-1. Home & Garden Bulletin No. 163, U.S.D.A.

1,2p



LET'S SLANT A TREE.

ACTIVITY 1-0

Why:

To instruct student in ho to plant a young tree.

Here's'What You'll Need:

1. a balled and burlappecitree

2. one stake 4 to 6 feet long

3. 2 lengths of rope 20". long

4. shovel

5." hammer

Here's How To Do It:

'Vs

1. Dig a hole that has 6" clearance all around the ball and deep is

the'ball is tall.
. *4.

2.- Place 2" or 3" of fertile soil in the bottom of the hole.

3. Now place tree in the hole. .
,

4. 'Cut and open up the burlap.,, folding it down into the hole..

5 Fill the hole with soil about 1/2 full and waterlboroughly.

6. Finish filling the hole but leave a saucer-shaped ,depression

to 6" deep about 2 feet in diameter around the tree trunk.,

7. .
Fill saucer with water.

.8. , Drive stake along side of tree along the southWest side.

9. Place one piece of rope at the top of the stake, the other at the

Tie

of the stake. i . .

10. Tie the tope 'in a figure 8 on the stake and around'the tree, us4ng

hose 'or leatherowherkrope goes -around the tree.

,Don't:

1. Allow roots to dry out.

2. Allow, tree not to be straight up and down.

0'



ACTIVITY. 2-D'

j. Here's .W

c

103 -

. TIME TO DIG UP'A TREE

z.

flave student learn howto make a tree ready for

Here's What You'll Need:

1, spade
2. fertilizer
3. burlap' (opened gunny sa
4. string. (to. the burlap)
5. 'nails -

Here's How To Do It:

ti

ving..

1. . In the fall park a circle. around .the tree with a rad14,1/4 the
height Of the tree (Example: 6 ft. tree = 18" radius)-..... ..

2. Just outside the circle cut with the Spade a circle the depth of
the spade'.s blade.. ., . .. ?-

3. In the spring cut a ball 8 times the thickness of the trunk (I : , .

1/2"-trunk 4 12"ball of soil), . . . .- . '''' , 17.
. 14 1- : -;4. . Dig a circular trench around the tree.and, undercut as far, at, yoy !

can., f / , . - - I ,
5. Fasten a corner of the sack to the tree. trunk.
6. Draw burlap down along _one side to the base. Tuckit into a...,4ght - ': :'

roll . . :. ' . -. ?: , ,. . ... .n1 A , I * : 1. 6 , . .. *. .
7. Now 'work from the other side shoving the: sPade`Under_die tree. :ply.

the ball loose from the bottom.
8. ' Tilt the ball- -away from you; pull .t6% burlap .unier,ifielilllarid

.,,, , ,,pp the other side. .
..

9. Pin,the edges down with nails.
10. Put board under the ball encl.:lift:it out of title hole.

rv
*,,`

. ;
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SOME FOR' BEAUTY*, SOML FOR PRODUCTION

ACTIVITY 3-D

Here's Why:

To instruct the student by haVing him understand the principles of

pruning and how to maintain normal growth and flowertng.

Here's What You'll Need:

1, hand pruning shears

2. full-grown shrubs .

Here's How'To Do IOs

1. Shrubs should in general be pruned after their normal flowering

period.
2. Later summer flowering shrubs should be pruned in early spring.

3. Never remove more,the.1/3 of the old wood in any one year.

4. See Diagrams for'Oruning fl9wering shrubs--Diagram 1-proper way;

a . Lj

Diagram 2-improper method.

41,
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LET THE SUN SHINE IN J,

ACTIVITY' 4-D

,Here's Why: ;

4-10

To instruct the, student by 'having him prune and trim a hedge.

Here's What You'll Need:

1: shears or hedge trimmer

2. full grown hedge
3. rake

'Here's How To Do It:- I

1. Hedge trimming will be done several times during the season.

2. First pruning should be done in early spring before growth starts.

.3. Last clipping 6 weeks before cold "weather. .

4. .Evergreens only one clipping, and this should be done after, growth

has started in the spring. .
.

5. The shape to which it is pruned will determine general appearance .,

see diagrams for proper technique: They are trimmedto allow as

much light to reach lower branches as possible.

\.J ,125
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LET'S. CHOP- IT. UP

ACTIVITY. 5-

-Here's Why:*

'To instruct the.student in developing the skill involved in pruning a

tree by actually doing the puning.

Here's'What You'll Need:

1. pruning shears
2. 'hind,trimming saw

3. wound dressing (a leaded paint), preferably black

4. tree

Here's How To Do It:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

6:

Don't:

1.

Trees should be prunedhin late winter or early spring.
Select large limbs to be trimmed.
Uhdercut 'the limb a foot from the trunk until the saw binds.
The second cut is-made 2" past the first cut. "(This allows the

break and won't hurt the bark.)
The third cut is made parallet to and as close to the trunkas

possible. Diagram 1.
Apply wound dressing to ones larger that 2"
cation each yearlintir it heals.

Leave a stuihp on the

Here's Where You Can Find More

1. Pruning Fruit Trees,

2.. Ptuning Shade Trees,

trunk; it will rot,'

Information:

in diameter.,'An,appli-

Circular 1010, Cooperative
Bulletin No. 83, U.S:D.A.

Extension, MSU.
. A



ACTIVITY. 6-0.

Here's Why: i

To instruct the student in how, to train and brace young trees .give
them the growth desired.

Neres Wha You'll Need.:
-..

. 1.

zo-

:. trees
' wi're bolts, eye bolts
.44Stakes, -old hose or cloth

4 . mire, trell is
5. ,cutters

0
Here skliow To Do It:

"1. See diagrams 1-2-3 for proper -technique in braCinuttee.
2.- Espaliering-is inning a young .plant into grOwing 'in, a definite:

pattern along a wire, trel 1 s,, rail, or. along. a

Bind and tie, Succulent, shobts into 'desired posh ons
4. Now prune away branches that are growing in undesirable positions.

See-Diagrams 4-5-6.
S. The purpose may be for greater fruit produCtiVity; quality,or

beauty. ,

aLO
0:le OR t"LOSi.t

ko not' 7.0 4m.7.44r
TI41 *Ag,r.

;0

k E,E .

rgiE
UAW 11+;
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,ACTIVITY 1-E

-' tll

:.NEWLPROMALD.

,
-Here's:Why,

, .
. ...

To start new plants by haying the.student make cuttifigs of young
Stems and rooting them.

Here's, What You'll Need:.

1. knifes'

2. containers - 4" opts or larger
3. peat moss
4. sand or vermiculit (medium)
5. labels
6. evergreens or softwood plants

Here's How To Do It: \

1. Place 1/2" of at moss in bottom of the container;
2. Fill ;pot, l/2!' from. top with sand or vermiculite.
3. Cut the tops of the plant 3" long' just below a node. .Diagtam 1.
4. Remove all leaves; eatcept.the top three; leave'all petroles.
5. Make a haler deep fn the sand.
6. Place'butting iin the(hOle and pack soil around cutting.
7. Place cutting in indirect sunlight and water. Do WA let it dry

out.
8. Label cuttings.
9. Cuttings should be taken in the spring on decidubus Plants after

they tease to elongate. '\

10. With evergreens, the fill or\iirly winter is theArest-time for
.

cuttings.
11. Plant material Should be testeik by seeing,if -lt*ill break clean

when SnapptiL_If it cuttings

'4\
e

MOPE. En,iaactMEAIT
Tux srem.
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LET THE ROOTS' HANG OUT

ACTIVITY 2-E

Heres Why:

To instruct the student how plants can be propagated vegetatively by
having them air layered to reproduce a new plant..

Here's What You '11 Need:

1. one or two ficus (rubber plant), philodendron, or croton
2. rooting compound (hormodin 2 or cutstart)
3. wet sphagnum moss 100% saturated (soak 24 hours)
4. aluminum foil or black polyethylene
5. sharp knife
6. squeeze bottle
'7. pots

Here's How To 06 It:

1'. Select a plant with a minimum of 7, or 8 leaves.
2. Cut- off one or two middle_ leaVes in the semi -hard wood: or green.

tissue even with the. stem to allow room to work (Diagram 1).
3, Make a 450 to- 600 angle cut upward through- a- node. !Cut should be

3/4" diameter of the stem (Diagram. 2) ..

4. Open cut .slightly;. be careful not to break the stem.
5. Dust rooting: compound- into the cut with the sqUeezebottle.
6. Take a handful of .wet sphagnum mossy. press it Upward; around the

cut. Squeeze obit excess water.- Be sure ft conorttery cotters the
cut.. You should have a: ball now surrounding: the cut.,

7. Now put a double layer of 'aluminum foil around. the-Wet b.:114: 1)f
sphagnum moss. Squeeze tightly around stem- at top' and bottom to
el imi nate 1 ight and water 1 oss (Diagram 31.

8. Maintain plant at -800F to 850.F. At lower temperatures it will
take. longer .

9. in 30 days remove foil and if roots have formed. they will be grow,
ing out in the- sphagnum moss.

10.. If roots are Well formed, ,cut off below- the,foil bundle and pot up('
the new plant. 1

131
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IT'S ALL IN A.BUD'S -HANDS _

ACTIVITY 3-E

Here's Why;

To instruct student in various methods of grafting,4yhaving hiM do
different kinds .of grafting.

4

Here's What You'll Need:

1. -Sharp knife
2. grafting tool
3. several rubber bands
4. grafting wax
5. bud sticks
6. stock.for budding
7. wedge-shaped scions

Here's How To Do It:

1. 'Cut bud sticks from desired variety. Buds
,
Mpst be plump but dor-

mant.
2. Cut leaf off 1/4" from the bud or stem.
3. This leaf stem can now be used for handling and .protects the bud

(Diagram 1)._ /
,

_
4.. With your knife makea T-shaped cut in the bark of the stock.,

Start the cut closest to the ground and cut upward vertically ,l,"
on the stem. Now make the cross cut at the top of the vertical
cut 1/3 of the way around the,stem. Cuts should only'be through.

, the bark and not into thw wood (Diagrams 2 and 3).
5. ; With the point of /your knife, lift the baPk.along both sides of

the vertical cut, (Diagram 4). ..,

6. NOw cut the bud by making a cut 1/4",below the bud. ,Cut only deep
enough to make a thin sliver of wood, then pass under the bud out-
ward until you have 3/4" shield of bark around the bud.(Diagram 1.
and 41.

7. Insert the lower part of the bark shield into T-cut of stock; push
ft down so cut surface of shield is flat "against ,the wood of the',
stock (Diagram 5). ;)

8. The bud shield should be completely enclosed in teh T-cut. If it
protrudes at the top, cut off the, ,shield (Diagram 6).

9. Now wrap the cut with a piece of rubber band taking 3 or 4 turns
below and then above. Do not cover the bud (Diagram 7). ..

10. Three to five weeks .later "remove wrapping.
11, Bud,w111 remain dormant until the next season.
12. Cut off top of stock above bud. This will force it to, sprout (Dia-

,

. gram 8).
.

13. Budding should be done during the growing season when dormant buds
become available.

132'
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CLEFT GRAFTING

-
ACTIVITY 4-E

Here's Why:

Sameas Bud Grafting

Here's What You'll Need:

1. sharp knife
2.---grafting tool
3. tree dressing compound:::

' 4. stock-for cleft grafting 2" to 3" in diameter
5. wedge-shaped scions

--.Here's How To Do It:

1. Cut-or sawroff the stock squarely where yo4 want the graft made.
2, -With the grafting'tool split the end of the stock across the cen-

,ter to the depth of 2" or 3" (Diagram-1).
3. Prepare a scion - take a sharp knife; trim theioutt'of each scion'

to the shape of a wedge. Begin, the cuts on each side Ofthe low-'
est bud. Wedge should be in contact near outside-edge-(Diagram 3).

4. 'Not improper method in Diagrarn 6. .

5. Place wedge tool in-cut,__Now place scions inthe out of stock and
. remove the wedge (Diagram 2).

,

6. Coat the wound-with tree dressing compound (Diagram 7).
7. ,, After first growing season inspect cut off the weakest scion and

cover the stump with tree dressing compound.

r,
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ACTiVITOI-F
. 4

Here's Why:

. To instruct the student in the preparation and establishment of a new
lavp'by seed or 1314\

What You'll Need:

)H

A BLANKET OF GREEN

01.

spade or roto,tiilen
rake

;

3. balanced fertilizer probably 10-8-4 (If soil.test not available).-
4. roller seed applicator

5. 11119tvlawn plugs
+v.

-/#
Here's How To Do It:

.4 Nop

1. Prepare area by first working the Woirby turning it over completely.
2. Now smooth and rake soil and le I it..

3. /Add fertilizer after a soil tes has determined the proper mix and
#20 per 1000 sq. ft. .

4. Fe tilizer should be raked into the soil.
5. sten soil before addition oof seed or plug.,
6. If .eding,-usi applicator and4spread seed according to sq. ft: to-

number of, pounds as *directed on package.
;

7.' If plugs are used 2" square plugs should be planted 6" to 12" apart
so that they ake good contact with the soil.

8. Immediately after planting roll the area to pock soil and firmly set

9.

the plugs.

Grass should be kept moist, water-as often as it stattsto dry out.
When yoU water, soak the soil; don't water-it lightly.

10. Once plugs start to grow, water -only-once every week or 10 days.
11. Mow lawn as soon as there is anything"to mow. Mow_often and regular-

ly. In spring and fall tyice a week is not too often.
Mowto height: . Kenacky Blue. 2"

"Meriqm Blue 1. 1/2" - 2", .

. Delta 'Blue , 2"
;Creeping Bent 1/2" - 3/4"

, Meyer Zoysia 3/4"
12. Keep weeds killed". .

4,
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To show the student tfre differences in -4010tie..t.a
for, them: .

Here's What .You.!11 Need::

KIND MD ;THE .CARPET-

1. plOt area to raise various species, -20'x 30,!:
2, variety of grast seed
3.: -spreader
4. rake, roller burlap-
5. mowers,

'Here's 'How To Do Itt

1'; Prepare area.-ly Working; fertiliztpg tend svOthincras
4

2.

3. ,,

4.
,B. page attached.

tic,areas ,off into ,sfroall square -----
ots Should': be labeled.-

eed plots' with varioirs;species and -vartetie:t77Of -SpeCIes.
A

Here's Where You '..Cari find flor-e- .information:

1. Lawn D1 eases,
Lawns,54-'

& Garden. Bulletin 140;:51,,ill
d Cic 1097, tension -5erViPt,

4

4'



Below are listed'Oecies and Vai:teties of grasses classifiediS north-
'irn!ind southern species which could be used in the turf-demonstration
plots. , ,* .

.. J .
,

a

Northern Species ,. '.touthern Species'
'(Tennessee and NorthAr41_

I

,Bentgrass
1. Arlington
1. Colonial
3. Creeping
4. Penncross

B. Bluegrass; Kentucky
I, Arboretum
2. Common

.

3. Delta 7

4. Geary,
5, Merion
6r. Newport
7. Park - 0,

IL Troy
9. Windsor

C. Bluegras, Routh

D.= Fescue, Red
1. CheWings
2. Creeping Red
3. Ijlahee
4'. Olds
5. Pennlawn
Z. Ranier
7. Tr-i nity

E. , Fescue, Tall.

Alta
2. Goars
3., Kentucky 31

F. Ryegrass
1. Annual

2. Perennial,

'

<4, ;

1-35

-.6% Bahia .

1. Pensacola

1. Bayshore-
2. Bradley
a. Everglades
4.

5.

Ormond
lexturf

)

6. Tiffine 4
7. Tifgreen
8. Tiflawn
9. Sunturf

10. U-3

C. Buffalo
1, Ft.' Collins
2. Hays
3. Nebraska
4. Woodward

D. Carpet

E. Centipede

F. St. Augustine

G. Zoysia ,

1. Meyer
2. Emerald
3'. Fl awn

4. Ruglawn

'1
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Bar toey:

.provide i guide_ for students ta.deVeio

1; graph paper with 1/84.11:4,or 106
.
:Squares.._

- 2. list of landscape Symbols _-

3. list of thruhs, trees, ground,cover.for area
....

office).
..

T - --s-
4.. desk, T-square, pencils, etc..-

Here's How To Do

1. Have student choose a plat` to work on-. '
2. . Draw, a scale layout of plot showing eilitill9...StructureS,psuch as

'houset, doors, windows, dirvetray, Sidewalkg, and,Other ,structUrO:S'.

3. 'Locate :present plants, growing_ there. .

. -Takg- an'inVentory of -

a.- -- faintly iriteretts,
-famiAy likes and

c, physical- 14tee.c-tion of surf, 00 content i ter'
-ti aridienvirorimental factors -._.- -;,L

'5. Start the Landscape plans. On a fresh4-she4.,cf 9ra-liti paper draw
.plot scale. - _

6, Addfall existing things that _will be:part of the 'ori-gfilal, plan.
7., Divide tot into .p1,11514.C, living., and service areai.,
8: Make small cutouts so they can 'be moved from -puce to place-befOre

final Olking Is-4044
9. Prepare table,showing the characteristics; 'growth tiabitq.and mati g-
c).

. Now have other classmates- evaltiatefa; Draw in all and new additions to,your.
12." DevelOp.a timetable 'far planting antV'otanges.,
13. Develop, a, list of materials and approximate cost;

1164'S :Where` You Can ri.nd More Information,: ,..
, . . , ;

1. Landscaping, cird 279, Extension_Serviee,MSD; . -

2. .Selection of Shrubs, 'Home '?4 Garden Oulldtin lip. lift', 0 .S./4.A.
3.. Diagrams are on file in the counselor's,office. Copies are Oa

able. ., . -..0
,, .. ., ..,

-.. _ , 4 , l ,,f , - ,'"

il
I 0, i 4, -
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ACTIVITY 1-6.
4.? .,

Here.'s 'why:

Instruct student in construction of a lathe.icreen for hiot bed to-pre

vent the sun fOomroverheiting theplanti.

Here's_ What You'll Need:

1. wood: tshould be redwood or batten strips)
ends - 2 _pieces 3/4" x 2".x 34 1/2"
sides - 2 pieces 3/4" x 2" x 72"'
strips"- 11 pieces 3/8" x 3 5/8" x 35"

2. assorted nails-

124

GET OUT OF.THt-HFAT

..

Here's How To Do It:

1

1

1. This screen will fit. the top of the hot bed in activity 2-6.
2. 1f-50% shade is desired, place strips the width of the strip apart(

if, 75% shade is desired, place strips 1/2 the width4of the, strip

apart.

3. Cut all pieces to proper size,.
4. Assemble the 2 ends and sides, building a box 2" deep.
5. Nail strips on the 3/4" edge of the box the desired distance apart

(Diagram 1).

Wtoth of: ...m

-. /4
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LET :ME iARItioti,.u0.:
,

Here's Whyl,

Instruct student in - construction of a flirt
for early develowent of 'plants,

.

Here's What4S'outli. Need:

1. 18 cubic, feet of coarse sand
2. 21 cubic, feet of fine sand
3. .66 feet Of electric cablve with control
4. at x 6' section of 14" mesh hardware cloth
5. frame materialt:

side of bojc -22 -pieces 3/4" x 24" x'70 112/r
front of box 1 piece 3/4". x 18" Sc 72"
back of boX - 1 piece 3/4" x 24" x,72°
middle brace -t 1 piece 3/4" x 2" x 70 1/2"
sash - 2 3' x 6' standard sash with- glass
hingesinarrow cabinet - 4-1"

Here's How To Do It;

1. Build the frame by cutting the end pieces, so that-top surface
slants from 24" to 1:8".(Diagram 1).

An.uSe-it

2. Either.. nail or screw' the 2. ends tb the 'front _and back pieces
(Diagram 2).

3. Now install center brac,e; on top of box.
4.. Handles max .be added. to open -them with.
5.. Treat wood with preservative copper naphtalene.

iote,--its fumes kill plants.)
6. ,Remove 12" Of top soil Worn locatiOntf -hOt .150.
7. Place frame so that tt is now in the g0.01.44:,

Now fill in -around:the-outside of the franie4ith Sbil.40,iMake
sOmewhat permanent.,

9. :,,,Irlace coarse sand, in 6" Of the frame.
TO. Place heat cable on top of sand, leaving.3.11,144,ote,the Sides ond.

placinT the loops 7'1 apart
TT,. Now ,p1 ace . of fi he sand .on-,top, of the heating ;cable
12'. Install I/4" =hardware cloth .0n, top. of 'sand.:
13. Place 6" more, sand' on tOpiif hardWar,e,
14. Oasten sashes with 2 hinges, each to back of frail* se, 'that you can

open .from front;

(Don't, tftSe,, cre07

,_

i5., Placelki 'handles Oty the s,ask,for use'l,n; 9001110):
It:, Connect (control ,cable to,beiting
17, potted plants 'now an .be 01:aced:inside for.,growfhg.:.
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Here's Where Yott. Can Find MoriniOrinitiony

1-°. Hotbeds, 'Home &-'Garden 445,-

- .44
crAgrEMbfeAnsee-___,..7

r44 _

.1."
,rosa _sAD

101 -r-r._
,
, /

/
i
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:11V:4.
-.116.... .
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REACH TO -THE .SKY

/

ACTIVITY*3-G

Here.'s W14:

To instruct the student in the use and building of a lattice to 41 pport
cl mbi ng plants.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. luni

uprights - 3 pieces 3/4" x 24 x 8'
slats- 5 pieces 3/8" x 2" x 24"

2. nails
3. hammer

Oi

Here's How To Do It:

1. Lay the 3,uprights parallel to each other 10" apart.
2. Now lay the six slag perpendicular to the uprights so that the

bottom on three *feet from the end of the uprights. Now play
the rest 8" apart up the uprights (Diagram 1).-

3. Nail the slats with two nails at each joint to the uprights.
4. Paint- or seal the, wood and place in ground orkfoot-from vine or

climbing,plant.
5. .If small vines won't cling to the wood, then chicken, wire can be

added over the surface. s.

10"

-r
0'

ro 64004

oSS 4/2/11...e
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ACTIVITY. 1-H .

Here's Why:

-.'41.0WERARRANGING,'

To instruct the student in making fTofal-arrahgeMents.
.

Here's What You'll Need:

' 1. tape recorder
2. tape

3. filmstrip projector
4. filmstrip
5. a low, wide dish
6. frog - either metal'frog or hardwire cloth

7. clay to hold frog

8. flowers of four types:
a., line
b. moss
c. form
d. filler

9., knife

Here's How.To-Do It -:

1 ;: Set up recorder and'OoSector for students-:,_

2. Place film-strip, and tape in recorder.

3. Have materials' on table.

4. Give materials to student and have'hiM follow' instructions.

Here's Where You Can Find. More Inforation:

1. Flower Art anging, California State PolytechhWairege.

IAA At ,
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ACTiVITY. 2,H

Here's Why:

12-9

:CORSAGES

---Tointtituct. the _student making ^a simpl*.tdrsage.-,

NOTE:- This ,preSeritation is designed lor-4, ,C;144.s of t,tUdents,yorking,
individually and each doing same

Here- s Whae *.bwill Need:

1. tape recorder
2 tape

'3. filnistrip .

4. filmstrip projector
,5. carnations - -441 owers

6._ chenille wire 8" long, 2',pieces
7. fine/wiii.S"
8. ribbon'--,several colors No. 3 tingle sic!
'9. scissors
10, wire cutters
11. sharp. knife--

Here's How To Do.. It:o .

1. Set up recorder and. projector-for students..
2. Placejfilmstrip and tape in recorder. ..'\

Have materials on table.
4. Give materials to student and have him follow instructions.

Here's Where You Can Find More Information:

'1. Flowers to Wear, California State Polytechnic College.

/6.
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Activity No.

1-A

2-A ti

LETTERING AND LAYOUT

Title.

Let's Make Gothic Letters
Out of Basic Lines

Wobblies'and Wigglies Are.
A No-No

o.

o

1

Activity

Making Gothic lefter's

from basic lines

Drawing guide lines and
learning use of a T-square

3-.A The Tall and the Short of Drawing guide lines and

It .
k drawing letters with felt

I tip pens
0

4-A Getting It All Together Find examples of different

o "

types of lettering and
v Blueing theM in7"scrap-

book

1 -B Introduction Preparing a poster
, .

2-B 1 Design Yolk Cover ( -Scrapbook. cover

3-B Tell It With A Poster' Designing a Poster

Activity No.

1=A

2-A

.
3-A

-A

1-B

B

3-B'

4

Cost/Student

les.S than .1.0

1.00

.00.

'.15

,- ;00

t

150

S. 1

Grade

4

4

4

4:

4,

4
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TERMINOLOGY'

BALANCE - reflects to the viewer that the dfsplay is irtssymmetrical

p'roPortfons.

2. CIRCLE - round figure.

3. FELT TIP PEN SET - wide'point in assorted colors.
9

4. FULL ARM MOVEMENT - rather than move pencil with fingers .only,.move
pencil with whole'arm.

5. GOTHIC LETTERS the lines forming the' letters are all the same width.

.,.6. 'GRAPH PAPER - suggested kJ" space.
..

ONE-STROKE,- to' complete all in one 'movement.

t.- - egg-shaped circle.

,
-9 .SCRAPBOOK - to 'beassembled during the Instractibn as part of Kctivitej

0 ,.
.

0 .

...I 10.... TrSQUARE. --1,2" plastic /

.

It; 11.. *,,VERTICAL -t.straight up and down,

.4.

)

4J
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INTRODUCTION

e

The instruction for the activities in Lettering and Layout are directed
I

to the students. The presentation consists of 35;mm slides and a tape nar-

ration. The presentation't's designed for a class Of stunts working indi
/

vidually with-eachdoing th0,a0:actil:fity

. .

! ,

c-

,i52 1
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LET'S MAKE _GOTHIC LETTERS OUT.-OP

BASIC LINES

ACTIVITY 1-A,

Here "s Why:
'

Each student' will learn the basic mechanics of lettering by practicing
on the simpler forms.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. lead pencil
.

2. . several sheets of linlined'paper
..'''3. 3' sheets of 1/4".graph paper

4, one'set of assorted colored; water-soluble, non-toxic, wide tip,
felt tip pens ,

,
- ,

6. , 12" plastic T-square , ,,.
,

6. 'heavy paper folder with clips
.

to hold three-hole paper
r A A

i 7. -glue ,
.

8. scissors , -.

I. 11" x 14" piece of tag board

NOTE: Lettering includes four activities. Acttvity 1-A consists of, three
practice' exercises. You may show the entire presentation at the beginning
of the course, or you may stop at intervals after direCtions for each acti-
vity: Included in each activity, is the script from the narrated tape.

Slides 1 through 9 are an "introductionr:
Slide 10starts Activity 1-A.
Slides 11 through 14 give instructions for 'Activity 1-A.

Overhead transparencies have been furnished so that each practice exer-
cisemay be projected for the student to refer to as he works. If no over-
head is available, the slide,pould be projected on the screen. For Activity
1-A, the only tools required are a lead pencil and three sheets of graph
paper for each student. Since these activities are very exacting and tend
to get boring, some hand exercises or move-around breaks should be planned.
Music will help break the monotony and-give rhythm for work. Use of tools
has been varied with each Activity to try to hold the interest of the pupil.

Here's How To,Do

From,the very beginning we are given a means to communicate--first by
lobd cries, Aater with words and sentences. We learn to letter theie words
and entences, and the.% pwrite them for other people toread. Our books
are words that someone has written or printed so that they could communicate
to us hundreds of yearstafterthey are dead. Lettbring plays an important
.part in this communicaSio<--ty lettering a poster, we can tell a large num-
ber of people about an event or an idea we want them to know about. Some-
times a simple message someone "sees" will get their attention quicker and

153'
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,

stay with them longer.* By fettering a book cover,' we can let people know a
little of what the book is about, or make them Interested in reading irto
find out, what it is about. By letteri-ng d greeting card, and printing sev-:
eral copies, we can wish all our friends e Merry Christmas or a 'Happy Birth-
day. These are some of the reasons for learning to letter. And, of course,
the'better our lettering looks, the better we will get our idea across.

While we take a ,look at the few simple tooli' needed for our projects,
let me say this: a lot of people think Viet only artists, or those that are
artistically inclined, do good lettering. This is not true.' Lettering is:
Learned, just as handwriting. is; and the more you practice, 'the,- better you
will become. This is trueof anything, isn't it? ,Let us take a Closer look
at our' tools,. .The penCil, of course, is to start, our practice.' Later it
will be used to outline.letters very, 3ightlY so =that we can go over them-With
a felt tip pen. The'graph Paper has lines for us to follow in making our
lines straight, and our circles ,all the. same size.

This is the first exercise in learning to letter simple bloCk letters.
Figures should be at least 1/2" high, or 3 lines of 1/4" graph paper. With
your pencil and graph paper; draw each of -the -lines of the practice, exercise.
.Leave' spicei'between each line. Hold the pencil firmly' between the first
two fingers and the 'thumb. Firmly.does not mean to choke it with an iron
grip, but rather firmly, enough that you, have good control, Hold the piper
in place. with the left hand. Start the.lines that "stlirxi uo .straight at the
top. Pull down with the whole arm. .Do not work the.fingers only. Make
each stroke:in-One movement. Do not stop or.lift your pencil until you have
completed the-,line. ,'On lines that lay ddwn, Itol*k frail iqft to- right. `Make

,, the entire line.in 'one movement. Movg the whole arm.- Do not move the.fingeri
only..'" Do not tiy.to work too fast. Rest an 1pstant after each 'stroke. You
car? fill a Papery with-lines many times; batif You, do hot work. with care, you
have gained nothing. With a second Piece of 'graph paper, complete the second
sheet of, practice exercises,' MOVE THE WHOLE ARM WITH THE PENCIL. You will
be surpHsed how much straighter your Tines will be. 'Slanted lines that are
rip-anti down should also start at the top .and be one-Movement. The amotint of,
slant ,is up to you4bUt each line should slant .the same. to how the lines
'fit on the graph paper'in the illuStration. Now for our cies. Take a
third. piete of:graph paper and fill it with practice exec e, 'page 3. Make
the-circjes 3 lines high. Skip _two spaces between' each line. o'n the first
ltne of cirele4, the ,starting:stroke is from top,, down and around Top.; down

r. . and around - across the.paper. T.Ilefnext. row of circles' start with a
stroke that goes up., toyer aid down. around and down --all across' the

_ 'Paper. Move,the whole-arm., not 'just the fingers. Perhapt you could get a
rhythm or ask the instrdetor to play some music. After you have completed,.

this page, ybd".ha.ve finished Aotivity'l---A.

.t

a

V
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ACTIVITY 2-A

Here's Why:

- 1.3,5 '7

'WOBBLIES AND WIGGLIES ARE A NO-NO

,

ti

Thestudent will be able to properly form.Gothicletters with the use

of a T-squire and plain paper,

Here's What You'll Need:

I. slideS 18-28

2. paper
3. "ruler

4. pencil
5. T-square

Hem's How To Do It:

/

. ,

order to use,our lettering, we mast learn to draw guide lines for our

letter's. After all, we cannot go on using graph paper for everything. It is

difficult to draw straight lines that are an equal distance apart without some

very careful measuring. Our tisk will be made easier with a' T.- square. This

is a plastic T-:square 12" long. It may be purchased at most -stores that sell

school supplies. The small attachment at the end of the ruler makes the ruler

resemble a "T". It is placed on the ruler so that a "spate: corner is fdrmed.

Thus the name-."T-square". By placing the attachment, which we will call the

"T", so that it is-straight along the!edge of the paper, the ruler will go

across the paper an equal distance from.the top all the way across. ,More

straight lines an equal distance apart can be drawn by simply sliding the T-

square up or down along the edge of the paper. It is easier to do if you have

a tablet or several pieces of paper so that the "1" will have an'edge-to catch

Place the "T," along the left edge of the paper with the.ruler,-near the

top of the page. With your pencil draw a line frog) left toright all: the way

across the paper. ,-D6 not let the T-square slip or-your line will be crooked.

-Hold the _pencil straight up and down while you are drawing. A "Wobbly" pencil'_

makes anwiggley" line. (-There is no room for "wohbliesq and "wigglies" in our

lettering.. Draw one line along the top of the'ruler and one line along 'the

bottom'. When you reMoue the rater you will have two lines abobt an inch apart
(

all the way across the peper. Slide the T-square down a little space ,and draw

two. more Itnes - one along the top of the ruler% and one along the bottom. Do

this until the-page is filled with ;lines. These will Ile the wide lines for

the capital letters in our next practice. The letters'will be as high as the

. twa 1,inefi that-are about an'inch high, or the ones we drew along the top and

bottom of our ruler. There should also be a line going down the middle between.

these two guide lines to act as a guide for the middle of letters such as H,

:E,,F, and.Xt- One of the main rules of lettering is to make all the letters

uniform,: Uniform means "all the same" as much as possible. So for the middle
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line, let's go back to the top of the page. With the 'I" lined up straight

against the edge of the paper, draw a dotted line down the center of each

top and bottom line we drew before.

Now we are ready to start drawing capital lines, using the guide lines

to' make each one as straight and neat as possible. Use a black felt tipped

marker with a wide tip for making these letters. The caps of these markers

are made to fit on the bottom of the marker. It is a good habit to place

the cap there while you-are using the marker.. The cap will not become lost,

and it will be handy to replace so the marker will not dry out. Felt tipped

markers are very handy't-o use. Some are water soluble, which means their

stains may be washed off with water. They draw a nice dark line, and do not

have to be filled. However, they do dry out. The caps,,or lids, should be

replaced as soon as you are through using.them. If they are allowed to dry

out, they may be used again,* soaking the tips in water. But they are never

as. good again as they were before. ALWAYS REPLACE CAPS AS SOON AS YOU GET

THROUGH USING THE MARKER. On the paper filled with guide lines, draw a ,

capital letter of each letter in the alphabet. Use what you learned during

the practice exercises:. make lines with one stroke moving whole arm with

the marker, not with fingers only. Make letters until the page is filled.-

1

156
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THE TALL 'AND THE SHORT OF IT

Here's Why:

The student will be able to form upper and lower case Gothic letters.

Here's What You'll Need: i" .

1. slides 29-36
2. felt tip marker (set of colored).
3. paper
4. pencil
5. T-square

Here's How To' Do It:

Our next practice will be with small letters. Again we draw some guide
lines. Take, an unlined piece of paper, the T-square, and the pencil. PlaCe
the T along the top edge of the paper with the ruler pointing down toward(
the bottom of the page. Starting at the top of the page, place a dot, With
your pencil every 1 inch all the way down the page. Move the T to the left
side of the paper and place it so the top of the ruler is even with the first
dot on the ,page. Draw a line along the top of the ruler.from left to right
across the page. Do this with each dot. The paper is now filled with lines
1" apart.' Now, still using your T-square, go back to the top of the page.
Draw a line from left to right half-way between the first two lines-oh the,
page. Draw a middle line in every other space. That means you will draw a
middle line, then skip two lines, then draw a middle' line again, so that when
you finish, you will have two lines close together, and two lines 1" apart,
then two lines close together again.

With your black felt tip pen make the small letters of t phabet. Make
the letters in the wider space, or the one that is 1" wide. If you draw a
letter such as a "b" or an "h" that has an extension on it, draw the:exten-

.

sion up to the next line above.
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When you draw a. letter which extends below the line, such as the "p" and "q",
draw the main part of the letter in the wider space and draw the extension to

the next line below.

A

CONCLUSION: The saying "Pratticejlekes Perfect" Is certainly true in letter-.

ing. If some Of your letters are leaning backwards or falling on their fates,
practice will straighten them up. This type of exercise tends to get very
boring; therefore; the use of the.graph paper, tit T- square; the pencil and
then the feWtip pen were variations to try to hold the interest of the

-

rr
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ACTIVITY 4-A

Here's Why:

GETTING IT ALL TOGETHER -_ ,.
1,, -l4J-)' -;,-.

."

. The student *wi1 ,cut out defHflite,types of Oint- and ,as#0.§le
,scrapbook for -future refeience: - ;. -:."

Here's. What You'll Need:

1. publications to be cut
2, scissors
3. cardboard folder with'tlips
'4. 12 sheets of. paper, "3-holed
5. glue
6, felt tip pen
7. pencil

Here's How To Do It:
. ,

.*

-r

You have been lettering, capital 'and -small !!,b1Oe10,-letters knoliVas
"Gothic"' litters. There are mew, many types .glf 14ters; r'Some 'have name
and others are Just variations someone made' up to° suit thiir reeds; It wpu-ld

be almost impossible to try ta 'learn them:.al 1 . One solution to this ,

start a' scrapbook. Samples of -lettering are.everyWhere-you i_ook--1-- in news-. '!'
papers, magazines; on food cargani, and 81). and ;.Watch for these
as many 6f them, out:, as- passible. -Paste' ,thet in' a, scilipbook ,Anytime .:you . :
need an idea for lettering, look in the scrapbook and Otlt Wtylg that
suits your heeds. q

.m..

- .
4:, *. . ',

i : -..... .4q6' 4.

s' '''it".),' 4. ..' . .::,7s1
% .- 4,? ,i.. . 'ik.......,- r, ,

r ,,a i,-
. 1,, s'...- ... .4:--- ; ..:

, lri. -..i .....,,,..
"fo:.,..!

I * %. . ,V3: I a.. .. , .

a, .4..

'*

1".1;

I ,4 r`

. - Schapbooks can; be purctiaied-or one car 'be made with very little effort. ''' -*--:

'- ' From, a schodl supply, store,, or' from.teacher, get .aleavypaper folder': '-. °'';a:f--., .._

.....,. .r
I 4

%
that' has a flay on the' iniide: This flap cdfrtiins- three. ho,lie`witti:,ciips .. **,,.;lf

. ' 'through qt)lem. You may use, paper. ttiat has, holes already punched, or you may ,-: '',",,,zi

',USe- a paper, punch' and ,Ans'on :your *rt..; .1f' you;punp4,ydur' own. !mature the, ; 1,,', ,, ' ',,:

.,, . paper with the clips. in the 'scrapbook 'US make sure' you get'the-holes -VI'. the . 1;,

,:cright'ilate , 'lake, .several pi Oes of pap# with the holes punched. 'fen "-.
:-., sheets Make; a' gad Start ..,:;;motte 4.9 be .added as you_nOed thee,. Straighten

the 'copper. 0 ;I p-s..,;% Made the-,c1 ips through the hales .in,;,yaum Pa.Pet-. Bend':

the, cl4ps'downagain, tiOW yoti:are reatty- to Past i'n the samples of lettering
;/.-.... .,-.. . , that :you, Xave c93:1ecte4, :COnttnue adding, tO ,youri Col 1 ection, so you will have ".

-... many- Ideas to dhoOk-from.'.: Tocls-ripecleci fpr. - this.-eg4iciselatie : solil,pbook, . .,:
folder,, 014ned paper- with. 'three' haleS Puncheii. -If student "is to punch the ,-. ,/

holes hi mself,: 0.- papee 000 . wi ll be . needed; 131f.ie.and s6issoes;"o1d= new: - ,

..,- papers i:ifidaitylps,',and-o#0 ,Otting",stpCit are::alSo-lieected ThiS. is an acti r*

::::,

;/..W.. t.N..t ',can he'7"-cofitin4ecr4t -home.,b-y:,44gitrit.;' , , -,,.. . ...: . ..,

. ./...'' ,, . . -,. -,, . ' I.41.
.
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ACTIVITY 1-B .

Heres Why:
1

-.140 --

INTRODUCTION
1

. The student will be introduced to the procedures and tools needed to N'

construct a poster.

Here's,What'You'll Need:,

1. pencil ,t,

2. 'paper' - ' . ; ..

3. T-square , - \ ,

4. A set of.various colored felt tip Pens
_

5. . the item we plan to design-

. Felt tip pens are very kndy to use. They do not leak or break:

They make a'nice dark line. But.THEY DO DRY OUT. Care should. be talcen

to close each pen when you are through using it. Most of the pens have

the base of the pen so designed that the lid'will fit right on there._

Get in the habit of placing the lid on the base and when you are through,

.
replace it on the,pen, ,

/

`i EN, ,

LID

The pencil and paper are for a draft of your layout. kdraft is a

rough. sketch. The finished project should not be started until you have

planned and drawn several rough drafts. Thiiway, you can try out sever-

al ideas and arrangements before deciding on the best one.

Here's How To Do It: c

"Layout" is a term used for the design or arrangement that you decide

to use for a visual. Remember we described a visual as a means of_communi-

cation. We catch a person's eye with a "layout" and cause them to "see" and

'read" what we have to say. This is "visual" communication. Sometimes a

message someone "sees" will get their attention much more, and they will re-

member it longer than one they "hear".

cAlleiReb

Pet/

- -PE fri a 14

Lit) 0"/ :7-4/CS6'

AuLayout" should be designed to get immediate attention. It should be

bold, simple, and yet convey the message .it was designed tlz tell. First,

of course, we should decide what the message is. If it is a bookcover', what

is ,the title? If it is a poster, what information do we want on it? Who

are the people'we want to look at it? If it is a card, how can we make it

attractive and meaningful? Magazines are full of advertisements that highly

paid professionals have designed to get your attention to try to sell you a

product.
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r

It was mentioned before that the design should be bold and simple. It
-should also be attractive.

: Pro*your scrapbook, you. should. be able to choose several different typesof lettering: But let's not limit ourselves to lettering. Shapes and lines
.may be used also. -=1.

Pictures and sketches vay'be us
simple. Color also plays an im

There are'three words tha
interest, and (3) inform. As ou work with your design, keep asking yourself,"Does At attract?" "Is it in,erestin ?" "Does it inform?"

but care should,be taken to,keep them quite
rtant part.

guide us to good layout: (1) attract,.(2)

Take into consideration
attract mare attention than
green, orange, blue and purp
colors are gray, and some sh
it is best not to coldr one
color and dirties the tip of
over another, always place t

he colors you are going to use.' Bright colors
ull or soft colors. Some bright colors areired,
e. Some 'soft colors are yellowlnd pink. Dull
des of brown. When placing these colors on paper,
ver the other. This changes the shade of the
your pen.. If it is necessary to put one color
e darker color over the lighter one.

AN.



ACTIVITY 2-B'
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/ *,

DESIGN YOUR COVER
-.."`"--

Here's Why:

The student will make a layout, rough draft, and a finished design for

the cover of his scrapbook.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. 'pencil
%

2. paper
3. felt tipeTfens-7-

4. scrapbook made in ActiVity 4-A

5. T-square

''Hrets How To .Do It:

For a start, make a layout,.rough drift, and then finished design for

the cover of the scrapbook containing lettering and sketches that you made

as a project in Activity 4-A. You may use the word "lettering", or.your own

name, or just some shapes, or a combination of all.of these.

Usp a T-square to get the items on straight and square tofthe paper un-

less you want them on a curve or at a slant.

1W2

V

r
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TELL IT,WITH A POSTER

ACTIVITY 3-B

Here's Why:

The,student will be able now to design and make epoiter.

,Here's What'You'lltNeed:

1., ,pencil

2. paper
3. scrapbooks from Activity .4 -A

4. felt, tip pens°

Here's How To Do It:

Now let's design and make a poster. There are several contests involv-

ing posters, such as "Keep America Beautiful", Hospital Week, and the local

Fair. Askvourinstructor about these, and perhaps you can enter your ,

-finished product in a contest.

1. Choose thejmessage. For example: There will bea Boy Scout
.meeting next Wednesday, August 2, 1971, in the Youth building

at 7:30 P.M, Parents,are invited to attend.

2, Keep it simple:. Boy Scout meeting, Wednesday,, August 2, 1971,
Youth Building, 7:30 P.M., parents invited.

p., Choice of lettving, colors, and whether or not there should be a

picture included.

,...

Continue:with the plan, making one or more rough drafts and the finished

product': Remember who you will want to attract with your"poster: boys and

their parents. Try to think ea selection that would make them stopand

look. Use our scrapbook onletters for ideas. Draw your design on your

poster firs "very lightly" with a pencil, remembering that most of it will

be erased la er. Most people see a poster as they go by, on the run" so to

speak. You must catch their eye and cause them.to read -the rest of your mes-
sage.,..4ut you must keep it simple, because they will not pause for long.

Rementber\the three words: attract, ii terest, inform. Check for all three

as you work.

1 Gat
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FOR ALL 'OCCASIONS

ACTIVITY 4-B (opiionai)

Here's Why:

The student wi

St.

1 be abl.e'to deSfgnAnd-make,4 greeting card,

Here's What You'll Need i

'

1. ones piece of typing paper.

2. one Set o colored felt tip pens

Here's How To Do-It:

Do this on a piece of plain typing paper. First fold. thejaper.in half

by bringing the top of the sheet downto touch the bottom of the sheet and 4

running your finger along the fold. Then fold the sheet again from left to

right. The left side should go over to the right side* and the fold'Made.

If the sheet has been folded properly, it will open 1.1ke' a book. Put the

design of the card on the cover and the content of the message on the inside:

Fr, Lb

., .. i 771 I 1: 1 fp L'il 7i ,
,

NOTE: This is a prer quisite to teaching ditto printing whic can be taught

in a later grade, or s a revision to this lesson plan.
.p:

s

tr

'`
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*OUTDOOR LIVING

a

Activity No. Title Activity Cost/Student Gradd
bm

1-A Keep Our'Outdoors Camp-ouONC $4.50 6
Beautiful

Id

*Refer to Activity 1-G Of Culinary Arts.

.)3

7

168

D

a.

o'

C
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KEEP OUR OUTDOORS_ BEAUTtPUL

ACTIVITY 1-A

t.

<.

Here's Why:

The student will -experience the - preparing for and participating to an
outdoor living situation.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. The student will need to supply his own outdoor type sleeping bag
unit. In'most cases this will include the sleeping bag, liner,
air mattress and ground cloth.

2. , The student will provide his' own personal gear which can be carried
in a gym bag-, The personal gear will include a minimum of. clothing,
but to include a :warm sweat shirt and.'water 'repellent jacket, cap,

9 one change of clothes, insect repellent, and epair of hiking shoes.,
3.. Toilet gear.includevtower,`wash cloth, soap, tooth paste and brush

and lotions.
4. Other equipment:

2-8 man tents
12-2 man tents 411astiC tube type)
1 (18 x 20)
1 griddle (12 x 24)
2 outdoor privy' units. ..
3 waste units
cooking utensils
eating utensils for 25
6 - 5 gal ion water, contai ners

1 - 8 gallon water cooler
3 - 5gallon water buckets'
1 shovel

1 axe
1 piece-plastic or canvas 10 x:20 (for over 'cook area in Caseof
Taint), ,

14

Have You Done T,bis.Yet?

1. Act:ivity lrG of.'Cultinary Arts. ;

2.. It will,be necessary for the-counselor to- develop a check list for
each student which, can, be posted and completed as each step goes

,along-: for example, parent Permiiston slip), signed and returned)
availability of sleeping bag unit, and any :other items.

1,

*Here's Ffow To Do- It:

A. ,Planning and-Orientation:
Establish home room groups, to be completed early in -SepteMbef.-

.

-

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach, this activity. and also one exper-
ienced student aide for each group of 10 students.

si

1

Ie
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. E.' -

2,. gni week in Advancediscuss= the unit With the students. .

a; Ask for confirm'ation, of sleeping, bag unit. ,

.. , ..

b. Send to the parent a letter of. explanation along, with the
,'parent permission slip., Tiht slip will include any special .

requests.or information. (allergtes-or noted- situations)..
Prilirqinary presentation by counsel& in guidance and-writer of
culinary arts. , ,- -

4. Advise students that theywill.:prOvide or bring no food items. A ..

basic-and balanced menu will be served. Snacks will be provided:
5. First Aid.unit will fie provided.: Orientation"will include a pre7,

,sentation by.County :Health Nurse. . ,-
6. Classroom orientation to -include:

a. Sleeping bag units A ., :

. c. Sanitary facIlities,,- constructfon of piiivy_,

-7117Tw.

b. Tertts

.1

d. Safety, -

e. Group 'Rotation systeth: CaMp Group -,Cooking - 'Na'ture. Divide
class into three groups, select a leader'.

f., Each graoup,A4A3an'and provide" some kind of recreation' (musical,
outdoor games., etc.). .

WoOd for cooking and camp fire anecutting procedures
h. How to build a fire 'and .exylnguish..

Dish 'washing procedures
0j Equipment_ ..

k. Food storage
1. 'Area for -wash facilities
m. Fire protection measures:

Cautions: .

2 InjUry
1,i Cooking

Outdoor Living 'Day
a.. Travel by bus - leave following lunch:

Establish camp on Kirby 'Creek in the Shonliin
Evening, meal "
Breakfast

b.
c.

,e.
f.

:.
Lunch -

Detailed 1 ist of planned learning with time
. ule (these will vary)

g. Following lUnch, break camp and return .7to Fart-'Denton,
closing of school day. --'-- --.7--"--

B. Evaluation card for reach .to comPlite'on retUrri:. No advance
- mation or discussion by the'itudents.-; ' ". ,

At Camp Site: _ . . - '__ ... , 4 k,
I . ' CaMp,Fii.e for cooking over gri,11:,(1efer-tO.bottom of last page)

Mountains:

situations sched-

by

infor-

= Select cooking -iarea.
"

b, a. flee box area.the ,size of ,the grill ,,'one foot deep and
one foot- lonijer than ,t grill (,I8" x 30") .

-(1"ILE DIRT ON-ONE iiDE);:"
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o. :Build a good fire that will provide a set of cooking' coals.
d. As fire dies down,.place,grate over the fire box ; -use the

begs to set and level: Set to a depth of about 3" above the
ground level.. '.

. .

e. Vill,and otber cooking utensils can now be placed. Kettles
, that are to be washed shOuld be coated on the outside with

liquid soap: .

_ f. Wood supply should beno problem.
,

. .,

2. Outdoor privy,)-

. a. Locate one in US/ area and one in girls area away froM camp
__

f site.
.-

.. f.
b.

,

Unit will include a.,stool section, seat, privacy tepee, and
supplies .(toilet tissue and lime for disinfectant.) °

c, Plastic sack linerOn cardboard box for` waste,- All waste will
be packed out.

d.. Individuals sleep by two's. If necessary,:set up 2- person
sleeping-units - otherwise sle'ep under the stars.

Wooden toilet seat Tri-pod
Mounted on 1 gallon tepee with

5 gallon bUcket can lid lap for
can o front

lime tissue

2'.bage

0

Camp Area Boys Girls

1, a

Privy

Cooking
and Eating.

16D
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NOTE: Approximate Cost Breakdown:

1. 4 adults, 3 student aides and 20 students $225.00

2. Rental and permanent purchase 75.00

$300.00

Item will include capital outlay of approximately
$37.50 of.which items will be a start of permanent

,. outdoor unit; approximately $37.50 for rental,
which could include sleeping bag units, 'cooking and
serving units, tents and-camp equipment, water con-

tainer. Furnished by District #1:

Bus , $ 63.00

(70 miles round trip)
.

1 car 6.30

3. Take along:
Water cooler and ice
1/2 gallon water for consumption per individual
Use creek water for washing and fire safety

Don't:

1. Allow students to provide food items (candy, gum, etc.)

2. Leave immediate camp area without permission of group student

aide and never leave alone.

Here's Where You Might Find More Information:

1. County Agent's Office.n

2. Library.
3. County Health Nurse

-Diagram:

Outdoor Living and
Culinary Arts Writer

Counselor and
Home Room Teacher

Student Aide

1

Group Leader
6 - 7 Members

ktudent Aide II 1 Stuabnt'Aide III I

I

I

Group Leader -
6 - 7 Members

Group Leader-
6 - 7 Members

The groups will be rotated from cooking, to amp setup or teardown,.to nature

study in hiking. This would Be a time that student aides work in their

specialty. This would allow the adults to work where they are needed the

most. ,

I

170
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. PERSONAL BANKING

Activity No. Title - , Activity: .

f
,

1-A Money, 'anking & Ya Using the checkbook

2-A , Are You'In The Knovi .

7
Practice

'14 . Budgets Make Life Easier Use of checkbook and
,.;

. budgeting money

Activity No.

1-A

24

1-11.

Cost /Student' 'Grade Level

less than $.25 5

less than $.25 5

less than'$.25 6

r

NOTE: Since this is the first year for implementation, it will be necessary
for the sixth graders to cover fifth grade activities. They will also do
activity 1-B which will be ekpanded,in the 1971-1972 revision.

..172
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110CAULARY1 STUDY 'GUIDE
. ,

COMMERCIAt BANK--i" blisitiessAhat deals.-with money ma'tteti 'and- its main
,(aY'reteiving. deposits- of money, and (b) lending-'

Tioneyto individlaiis or, business finns% .,
,

2. CHECKING. ACCOUNTan- accoUnt with a bank that permits, the ,individual
or business firm to. take out cash by issuing 4,chetk .

L3. SAVINGS ACCOUNT - -a.n account' with a bank`on .which 'a bank paysinterest
to individuals or firms who have placed money with a. bank for' tie
main, purpose of earning`additional money 'by' leavin it..weith the bankfor a period of time. 'y . 1. ' , ..

A ... i
4. SIGNATURE, CARD--a card 'that .you sign wheti' you open an account:,_ tither ,,checking or savings'. Thu must'sign this with.a.written slenatUre us- :,

ing your coMplete name. or the way you usually' sign your narrie (includ--ing intials). ;. , : , ,
. .,-. ''

5. DEPOSITOR - -a pe'rson or firm' put tog money frito,:a siviiris or checkingaccount. . . ., .., . .. .7., : .
.

, .
4. JI .

: .7 Ie-'. .

,4

,

6. MAKING A DEPOSITthe, placing, of cash With i bi,filk.'-"'',,.:,,,...... : -: .' 22 ,
i' 4 4e.;

7. DEPOSIT SaP OR ifICKET:--the form you fily-listing-listing ihe"moriey..you are
placing with the bank to be added-to'.Your Chedking-acoount. ; , I..

..
. ;. ,

z .8. SIGNATURE--your note as you :wr4te ft (not pritited:)'.
1 / ....-. -1., - :i- . ..--. , ..9. BANK TELLER - -a bank employee who receives and pails rliOney - They are at ,..:

... . .

.- .the teller cages :Iodated in°,the main:, part of -'the bank.- .- - % -.4..
, ./

16. SALARY--the money you. receive for wprK or effort put, forf:h for someone.
llt FtEGULAR,SAVINGSplac-ing money with -,_he bank in your savings account at ;regular time each month.' For example, when -yoli TeCeive.your salary,

you would take a certain aMount .of the' salary and place in yoUrsavings
account.. -.If,

4 '4 ''
o' ..12. BUDGETUsinginoney to sage n.d planning to-spend.

A budget a plan of .spending and savingl, it is _a road -'map for .you. Abudget can help you get'the best,thi,ngs for-you and your? family. Ittells you ahead of'-time whether or riptxou Can ,buy what y.ou want.

13: SERVICE, CHARGE A:his is -a small arnOunf 'that-.t,he bank ctiarge .you for,handling your checking account. It appears on your' bank stateMent, eatti
month.

1
d

14. WITHDRAWALS - -a check is a way' of 'withdrawing or taking money out of your'
checking aPpount, You. f.an withdraw mohey'from,(take,money out of) yoursavings accounts too.

1
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,. ...

15.- INTEkEST7-the money,a bank pays.you for using your money that you have
,placed,in''a savings 'account for a period of time. This amounts to

-
, 4

' about 4% pr 5% each year. Example: If you have $100 in a sayings
'account,and leave it' for one year, you. would get $5.00 interesti(the'
rate was 5% far a year:

167. EXPENDITURESamounts of money you spay for anything (includinglood,
rent, clotbing and others). These -items are often called necessities."

"..

-.
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ACTIVITY 1 -A

0

Here's Why:

-153-

MONEY, BANKING AND YOU =

,

The student will learn the proper procedUre for'depositing.money and
whiting cheCks.

Here's What You'll Need:. t
1. filmstrip' with tape .

.

2. simulated signature cards (2 for each student)
.

3. simufated deposit slips 46 'fbi, each student) , ' _.

4' siniulated..checkbook with stabs,(12 for each:sstudent) je'
5. simulated bank statement for problem (1 fbr each studenT14

f L ?
Here's How To 00 -It: i*

p ,
.

1, 'Use ,filmstrip to show the reasons .0e money and what has been used
as money in tiipfpast.

2. Demonstrate ,on overhead .the filling out 'of a'signature card.- Each
stddent wilr then,1111. out one fOrl himself.

3., -.Demonstrate pn overhead the filling out of deposit slip. Eich .

student will, theh,fi)1 out One with checks of $42.00, $38.40, and.
..

$67.56; cash of $37.50; total deposit should be $185.46.
t ' V 4. Demonstrate the vii.fting of a cheOk and filling .out stub on 'over-

, head. Let epch student write a checkfori-$35.00 and, f$11 out stub.
5., Students will 'then do Oractfce exercise of writing checks fill-

.

4 .* 'ing out stubs: '

. , ,

- , .

, .. 4 6.',;" Study the vocabulaiv,g'u4de 'and give one to each ,student:
4.

, ..

:

1
rrt

rt". 44.

' I t
t

Set
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.

t
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I
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ARE YOU IN THE KNOW ABOUT BANKING?

ACTIVITY 2 -A

Here's Why:

Each student will utilize procedures from Activity 1-A.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. --quiz ort vocabulary study guide
2. checking account practice problem
3. simulated check book with stubs (5)
4. simulated deposit slips (2)
5. Activity 1-A

Here's How To Do It:

1. Give matching quiz on study guide:
2. Discuss quiz letting students grade own papers and provide correct

.

answers.
3. Give each student the practice problem.
4. Go over practice problem giving each new balanikAnd final balance.
5. Give summary for bank services. '4

Here's Where You-Might Find More:

1. Using your Money Wisely, American Barikers Association.
2. Know -Your Money, U.-S. Secret Service.
3. Consumer's Primer on Money, A'Dale Tussing.

5 I 4

A
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PRACTICE PROBLEM FOR APIVITY 2-A ioe

1. Fill out a signat re card and make' deposit slip for a deposit of checks
of $240.00, $160.Or, and $38'.00, and cash of -$62.00.

2. Entethe deposit on first' check stub as the opening balance,.

3. Write a check to Monta Power for .the electric bill of $8.57.' (Use
today's date.)

4. Write a check to Mountain' Bell for the phone bill of $12.94.

5. Pay James E. Smith $70.00 for month's rent.

)

.6. Received a check from Henry Davis Co. for week's salary of $65. Make
deposit.

7. Pay Bennett's Grocery $38.76 for food bill.

8. Pay Pioneer Mercantile $26.84,for clothes purchased,

9. Sold-.Myron Scow an old refrigerator for $35.00. Deposit his check in
the bank.

10. Purchased tar insurance from Pioneer Insurance Agency for $110.50.
Write check.

/

11. Paid Farmer's Union for.fuel oil. Bill is $82.00. 'Write chetk.

12. Received a bill from Central Service for repair on automobile for $16.70.
Write check.

13. Purchased a new television set from Gambles for $179.50. Write check.

'14. Sold old TV set to Bill Marten for $35.00. Deposit check in bank.'

15. Bank has charged you' $1.80 f'4 their services. Deduct this chirge from
'the balance on the last check stub.

16. What is your final balance? It should be $87439,

"4

17`

a.
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BUDGETS MAKE LIFE EASIER

ACTIVtrY 1-43

Here's Why:

Each student will learn the proper procedures in writing checks, making,
deposits and preparing a family budget.. ,t

Here's What You'll Need:

1. budget sheets (2 fOr each student) --
2. budget problem

Here's How To 'Do It:

1. Explain a budget.
2. Explain why people use a budget:
3. Assume the family income is,$5,000 per year; expenditures are food

30%, clothing 15%, rent 20%, other 5%, entertainment 10%, savings ,

20%.'

. Give students budget problem eithAdditional budget sheet to be
done on his own.

Here's Where You Might Find More:

1. Same as.1-B.
2. ,Budgets Make Life Easier, Montana Bank, Great Falls, Montana.

O

l
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REVIEW OFPRACTICE PROBLEM 1-B

*ss

-j 1. Assuming there is a $200.00 II ce,in your checking account, write a
check to Coast-to-Coast Sto ot, the amount of $50.00., -Date this
August 20.

" *

2. Write another chick for $15.00o Ploneer Mercantile. Dite this for
September. B. Compute the balance.

3. Assuming you made a deposit Sep 15 for $25.00, enter the amount
under deposit and adjust your .

-4. Write a check fon the amount of $
Compute the balance.

I

.00 to Gambles on September 20.

Answer:

114
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BUDGET PROBLEM

14r. Smith makes $600.00 per month: In ,addition to this, ,he also

ceives $50.00, per month' from An investment. The familrhas expenditures ,.

of 1/5-lorlOod, 1/ for Clothing, 1/5 for rent, 1/20 fOr other expenses,
-.q

and 1/10 for Otertainment. Now much is left at the end of the,year for

sa'ving's? jhere are twelve months in a.year andball expenditures are for

. one year.

Income:

Salary Annual)
Other

Expenditures:

Necessities:
Food 1/5
Clothing 1/5r
Rent 1/5
Other 1/20
Entertainment 1/10

Savings:

0

FAMILY BUDGET

I

4

. 180

Total $

4

Total

L

,

.
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;Banks provide services for the individual, family,

ment. They provide personal loans, safe deposit boxes,

SUMMARY

g

. savings account services,
Ili

business,.and govern-

checking account and

Banki serve thi government by selling U.S. Savings Bonds -and regulating

and distributing currency for.everyday transactions.

They serve farmers, businessmen, and merchants by providing money for

production of goods which provide-lobs.

Banks are involved in 90% of all p

The banking system is necessary for our

1

:.ffr

4

nts made in,the United States.

ountry's prosperity and progress.

L
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Activity NO, Title . Activity,

.

_ Parti and operation of simple ''
camera ,:

_

Tiking pictures with an
instamatic -?-1'

k

'

r

.'.%' ' Working The Dark' ,, Developin a black and white, .

...

,I roll of film

t

4-A °,
i

Frdm Negative to Print , Making'contact prints of each
negative. ,

PHOTOGRAPHY

#1#

1-A

2-A

What 'S It, All About.

Pictures of the Times

5-A- Eitiow It Up Making black and white trans-
parencies ,

/

. 11-B Color Me Pink Using an insIamatic camera in
taking colored slides

2-5' "One Picture is Worth.." Slide story

;,

3-B

4:B

5-B

Activity No.

_ -Stir Carefully

Lopg Negative
44

Large Projections From
Little Pictures

Cost /Student

Mixing color chemicals

Developing.a roll of colored
"slide film

Mounting the slides.

Grade

I -A, .35 5

2-A .60 5

*. 3-A
4-A

.20

.20

5
.

5-A .20 -5

.1-B ,35 A 6
2-B .10 6

3-B .30 6

/44 -.10 6 .4i

5-B .15 6

1,

#

#1

-183



ACTIVITY ,1-A

161

WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT

. ,

Here's Why:'

The student will be able to understand the operation and function
of the various parts of the simple.caMera.

Here's Whit.You411 Need: :

1. an instamatic-type camera for each four students
2. one roll of black and white verichrome, film, size 126 for

each student

*Here's How To Do It:

1. Divide students into five groups of fort% students.
2. Ave group preview Diagram 1 for the basid,damera:
3: Each group of four students take the camera for their group

and.work with it Without film so each will know the function
,of all the parts of the camera shown on Diagram 2.

4. Have the group practice placing film in the camera. Caution:
Don't force film--it should go 'easily into back,of camera.
Note Diagram 3-a. Close camera back.

5. ,. Viewfinder operation.' Compose-and see all the things in the
viewfinder before taking the picture. See Diagram 3-b.

Here's Where You Might, Find More Information:

1. My Hobby is Photography, Don Cinger, Elem. Library, High School
Library.

2. Adventures With Your Camera, Unit 1, 4-H Photography Unit.

f

*All- diagrams are on file in the counselor's office. Copies are available.
This applies to all activities in the photography unit.

I

AO'

p
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ACTIVITY 2-A

Here's Why: ,

..
,

To have students take pictures with aWinstamatic-type ra of these
thret topics: 'scenes, things, persons. ,

..
.

Here's What You'114Need:

'PICTURES OF THE TIMES

r

It

1'. Plain a scenic-type picture. This can have people in it but the
scene should dominate. An example of such a picture would be
over at the courthouie taking a picture of the Courthouse; trees
showing, and maybe Someone coming down the steps. Also the school
grounds could be used: Playground during recess--remember not too
much action or people will be blurred. TAKE FOUR PICTURES.

2. Take a picture of some thing_ or object; This could be a still-
life type picture. Put some fruOt'ot vegetables around a vase
or basket, flowers in a vase, toys set up:in a sand pile, etc.
TAKE FOUR PICTURES.

3. A picture of a person within .4 or5 feet. ietter.yet,,take a pic-
ture of a fellow student at the window, light from outstofe shining
on one side of hii face--don't shoot directly at the outsidbut
in front of him. Diagram 5. TAKE,FOUR SUCH PICTURES.
A picture of an older man or woman with wrinkles face--this shows

.

years of hard work and character. TAKE FOUR SUCH PICTURES.
4. Instamatic camera and one roll black & white film, size 126 veri,-

chrome.-

*Here's How To Do It

v

1. SCENIC PICTURES: Each group select some area to work at, such as
the courthouse, playground,. Old Fort Park, Front Street. Each
student take four scenic pictures of this area (people can be in
the picture but not close-up of them)'. ,PLEASE NOTE: There are.
12 pictures on each roll; therefore, three students will be able,
to take their four pictures on one'roll.

2. PICTURES OF THINGS :' You may use flowers in vases, flowers placed
by or on rough drift wood, fjgureines can be in the picture. 'Plan
to take the picture of thewobject within four feet). Vegetables .

placed around basket, etc.
3. PEOPLE: Take these pictures at about 4 to 6 feet. Example: %pic-',

ture of a person working, sales clerk checking grocery order,,-
mechanic working on motor, picture of an, older man or woman with
wrinkled face that shows years of hard work, child, teacher, etc.
Have only one person in each picture. Take four such pictures.

g

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach thiS'activity. Also, use one exper-
ienced student aide for each.group of four stud

tix
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Hereis Where You'll Find More Information:

(T 1. "Exploring Photography", Unit 3, 4-H Photography, see County Agent
at Courthouse, pp. 23, 27,'29. . ,. ,

2. My Hobby is Photography. Don Langer, Elementary and High School
Library.

3. Fun With Your Camera, Mae and Ira Freeman, Elementary and High
School Library. . -'

s

t1e,
7Y w

I
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41 ACTIVITY 3 -A

Here.'s Why:

To have each student develop,a roll of black'atid-white

.

verichrome film
to produce-a negative of pictures they have taken. ,

Here's What You'll Need:

1. a black changing bag for.handling.the-film in total darknfts
2. a daylight developing tank, reel, stirring rod, lid
3. film developer - the one-time use type where all $ou need 4o is

, place a quantity of the-developer-it-water (10 oz.). ,When'a
roll has been developed the developing.solution is discarded down
the drain. QO NOT KEEP IT FOR FURTHER: USE, 0.

4. enough cold water (30 oz.rto wash film immediately after develop-
ing.and following the fixing solution

5. - fast fixer solution. This can be. the one-time use fixer of the
type that will make a gallon of solution that can ba.usedover
several times.

*Here's How To Do, It:

/

s'

1. Practice steps 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6447 with old cartridge and film.
See Diagram 4.'

Z. Take the roll of film from the camera. NOTE :. With instamatic
film you can take the cartridge out_in_the _daylight.

3. Now take the black light4ight changing' bag, open-the zipper for
, outside bag at zipper on the inside bag.

4. Place the film cartridge, developing tank-, reel, light-tight lid,
in the changing bag. Now clOse both zippers.

5. Place your hands and forearms in thesleeves of the bag. 'fake
the film, break open the cartridge, find the roll of film which !,

ill be wrapped in paper. Pull the film off the paper backing.
* Ta one end of the film and start th'reading it ohto the reel.'

As soon as it is onithe reel, place the reel in the tank, place
, 1.

the lid on and turn the lid so that it will notApome off. CAUTION:4' ,-

CHECK THAT. THE LID I§JIA4TANd-willikoT COME OFF.
Take arms out4of Vie ..,JOenthe z ppers, take .out the tank.

/.
Mix the proper amou :3 sfilm developer with water (10 16z. total
solution) and 700F. ''Pour the solution into the tank through.tile
opening of the lid. Pour rathdl quickly, but do not spill solution.
IMMEDIATELY start turning the reel inside the tank with the stirring
rod. You can -also rock the tank back and forth-On the counter.
This step is called alititton. Do this for about 30 seconds every'
minute. Develop the filMfor- minutes. .

v. s

*We suggest i'quitlified instrucitor teach this activity. Also, use one exper
ieiced student aide for each group of four students.

...r4 18 7 4
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At,thi end,Ofthe deVelopment.time, pour` the solution frouthe tank
out theyopening in the lid. Discdrd,the solution down a-4*n in
a sink or into a pan for 'discarding CAUTION:', DO NOT GET
THIS SOLUTION IN YOUR EYES. OR MOUTH.
1416w immediately pour in the cold water. Leave .4 49 the .tank' for
only one minute: Discard,the-solution,

11. Pour.inthe fixer soTutfon..*Agitate this once, every minute for,
approximately-10 Seconds. Leave in the solution for 10 minutes".

12. Pour off this fiXer. If -it is one-tiMe.fixeri discard'. Otherwise
pour backirA the gallon container.

14, Place cool water in the tank,.agitate once for 10 seconds each
minute. Do this for 10 minutes. If you have running water, Wash
film in the sink. Take onelid off the tank and let the running
,water go over the' reel of film.

14. Take film out of the tank, open reel ends, and take the film out.
With a soft sponge Wipe both 'sides of the film'. CAUTION: Do not

, press hard- -you will make marks, on the film. Remember the filth is
soft and can be scratchedPat this point.

15. Hang up to dry, careful that the film does not come in contact with
anything. To do this, stretch a cord between two points and, with
a clothespin, clip an end to the cord, place a clothespin on the
other end-for a weight.

16. Film will dry in approximately one hour.
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ACTIVITY 4 -A

16

r FROM NEGATIVE TO PRINT

.0
Here's Why:

.

.,

To hive eachstudent make a contact print from his own negatives. ,

... of
ilIlere's What YoullNeed:

,

' ' / '
i

!!"

1., thred plattic pans or trays'. Approximately 5" x 6" in size=
2. one pair of.tongs to'grasp the paper, and move it from one solution

to another
3. room light to make exposure
4. paper developer, cool water, and fixer

.'
5. a printing frame
6. contact paper of Grade 2 or 3, size 4 x 5
7. ,a dark room to work in

?.% a dark room red bulb

.*Here!s Now TolDo It:

1. ' Arrange your work area as.shOwnin Diagram 5.
'2. In the first tray to your lett, place the required amount of paper

developer from the stock solution bottle, mix with the required
water.,'

3. In the second or, middle. tray place cool water.
4. , In the third tray, place an,amount of fixer from,the,fixer bottle.

4 Have enough. liquid to cover .the prints.
5. Now take your printing frame and open it up. See Diagram 6.
6. _Turn off the room!light and turn on the red:dark room light. -

7. Take four negatives, dull side up and place on'the glassof -the
printing frame. Open the package of contact paper, take out one

,sheet, pTace the rest back in the light -tight package, and close
the flaT). Place the contact paper down (glossy side down) on top
of the negatives'. Put the' back on the frame, careful not- to move
theriegatives'or paper and lock the back down'.

8. Now you arelready,to Make an exposure. Turn the printing frame
over with the glass side up, hold it about five feet away from
the room light, turn on the room light for 2 -10 seconds,, turn the
room light off. .

9. Now you can take. the back off*the frame and take out the paper
and get ready to develop the paper..

10. Place the paper in'the developing tray, being sure to get it coVer-
'.ed with the solution immediately. Use the -tongs to do this, but
be careful not to scratch the surface of-the paper. Move-the
paper around with the tongs'until you seethe picture appear. .Keep
'moving until the desired contrast is reached,, -take the, paper out
immediately,, place in- the Water tra' for just about 30 seconds ,arid
then out into the fixer for 10 minutes.

*We suggest a qualified instructor'teath this activity. -Also,.use. one exper-
ienced student aide for,each group of four students*;'

189 ,
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11. Place print in cool running water for 10 minutes.

12. Take odt print. ,

13. Turn on or plug ittd6er. Place wet print (picture side down on
metal.plate)lon dryer, cover, lock cover tight. It will take 5-10

minutes to dry print. When dry, the print will pop off dryer.

14. Proceed with other negatives as soon as you place prints in. fixer.
After a tim, taketout some of the first prtnts from fixer and
place .in water. Do the same for drying in steps 11, 12, 13.

4.414
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BLOW IT UP
. c

ACTIVITY 5-A (Optional Work). 0

0

transparency om a:black And
then be. mount and' projected'

7

Here's Why: . 11

( To have student make a black and wbtte

. white negative. The transparency can
on a screen. ,

Here's What Iou'll Need:

1. select several of your best black and white...negatives

2. a printing frple
3. 'darkroom light ,(red)

4. /a dark room .1

'5. three developing trays
6. paper-developer.
7. source of running cool water
8. tongs

*Here's How To Do It:

1., 'Pick out your best black and white hegatives, selece the glossy
side and have this turned down on the printihg'frame which'is

upside down. ..,,

,:e Be sure room lights are out and only the red da- rkroom tight is on:

. Open can coniain1 64. black and white reversal film. It will be in

a 100 ft. length and can be cueto any length.
,4. Cut off a chunk of the film to accomodate your negative or negatives

if you are going to copy more than one. .

5. Place this film emulsion side (dull) down on the negatives. Dull

sides together in the printing frame.
6. Place the back on the printing frame, lock it,,,and turn'thefrathe

over so the glass side is up.4
7. Turn on the `room ltghts far the.exposure'for seconds.

I and then quickly turn it off.
8: Take-out the strip of reversal firm and develop it in the first'.

tray that contains developer. Watch for the picture to appear and
at the right contrast take iout with the-tongs and place in.
water tray (middle tray) for 30 seconds moving it all the time ,0
then take it out and place in the fixer for 10 minutes.

,

9. .After fixing for 10 minutes place in water for.10 minutes.. Cool
running water. . 4

10. 'Hang film up to dry after 10 minutes irbwater, bath.

wF

, *We suggest a qualified instructor teach this activity, Also, one exper-
ienced student aide for each group of four students /1

:of
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ACTIVITY 1-B

COLOR ME PINK

4 4.

,.
%..

-.:'' ,
.

1.

Here's Why: .

,
.

To have studentg work with an instamatic-type camera for taking colored
..,

slides.

_ ,

Here's .What You:11' Neel: if ' 1,-,-.."..,

,

-.. .

1. an instamatic-type camera such as *.odakli Instamatic X-15
..,

2. one cartridge colored slide film-Ektachrome 20 exp9sure,,da light
film ,

3. one package 9f thee blue flashcubes ..

Here's How To Do It:

1.7 Take. the instamatic camera and practice using all the parts as
shoWn on Diagram 1.

2. PractiCe.inserting cartridge of film. 'DON'T rod CARTRIDGE.
3. For taking colored flash pictures use the blue-flashcubes. This

flash should be used,for indoor picturesor outdoor at.night. A
blue flash is necestary: for color, daylight film.

. , ., ..,
, . Here's Where You Will Find More Information:

.'
.

e4 1. 4-H manual i - No. 2, 3, 4. See at County Agent's office in Court-. .

-

house.
2. My Hobby is Photography, Don Lahger.

4 \
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ACTIVITY.2-B

- 170,-

"oNE PICTUREilS WORTH

Here's Why:

To have students develop a set of slides telling a picture story of an

occupation, i.e., a stenographer's job showing duties, etc. Use school

secretary for.this. A printer and use the River Press for this. The

slide story should be self-explanatory-as to a given oecupation in the

world of.ewirk.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. In December have the class divided into five groups'of four students.

2. Have the group select an.occupation in which they are interested.

Make an outline or story board showing what they plan to have on

each slide. (Give a brief explanation of what slide should tell.) /

The slide story could consist of at least 15 to 20 slidei. /.

3. Have the group visit their occupation and plan for taking the

pictures at a specific date in'January or February when this mini-

course unit is used. J.

-IHave- each Student in the group know what slides he or she will be

taking. Assign this.

Here's How To Do It:

1. In December have groups formed and have them select an occupation

that interests them in the world of work. Plan kgory board using

4 x 5 cards. On each card write a brief descriptfdn of what that
particular slide will be showing.. Do this for about 20 slides.
These should tell a cOmplete'story of an occupation and Should do

so without oral communication. In other words a person should be

able to look at the slide story and see what an occupation is about.

2. Here is an example of what we want to do:
OCCUPATION -- secretary
STORY BOARD -- see Diagram No. 2

OCCUPATION - SECRETARY

1. Picture. of Title

1. ,,,,Use chalk board

2. Mae a poster
3. Cutout Letters

"By" "Your
Name"

[-Taking notes from
principal

STORY BOARD

Use 3x5 cards

2. Picture of.
principal's
secretary
working at
typewriter

6. Taking
message to
classroom

"193

3. Secretary,

answering
phone

-

7. Typing a
letter

'4% Waiting on
student,



.

. Receiving
money

- 171 -

10. Running ditto 11. Handling
incoming
mail

12. Out-gain

mail

13. Coffee
eak

DIAGRAM 2

1 94i
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STIR CAREFULLY
Y.,

Here's Why:

To have students mix chemicals fore color development of slide film.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. each group will need the following:
a. 10 amber colored glass pint bottles with stoppers
b. one slide development kit
c. a mixing vessel that will hold 16 to 18ounces
d. mixing rod
e. thermometer, Centigrade or Fahrenheit
f. hot and cold water for mixing the chemicals

*Here's How To Do It:

The mixing:directions for preparation for one pint of each soluton
must be followed carefully. ,

1. Prehardener: To 12 fluid ounces (355 ml) of water, at 900 to 1000
F (ew to 38C), ad$ the contents of one packet of Part A slowly,
while stirring. Chtinue stirring and add the liquid from one
bottle of Part B. Add sufficient water to make 1 U.S. pint (473 ml);
stir until all chemicals are-completely dissolved and a uniform
solution is obtained.

2. Neutralizer: To 12 fluid ounces (355 ml) ofwater, at 90 to 100 F
(32 to 38 C), add the liquid from one bottle of Part A while stirring.
Cohtinue 'stirring and add the contents of one packet of Part B. Add
sufficient water to make 1 U,S. pint (473 ml); stir until all chemi-
cals are completely dissolved and a uniform soldtion is obtained.

3. First Developer: To 14 fluid ounces 1414 ml) of water, at 90 F 132 C)
add the contents of one packet of Part A slowly and stir until the
chemicals are dissolved. Add the liquid contents of one bottle of
Part C, and rinse the bottle thoroughly with water. Add the rinse
waiter and sufficient additional water to make 1 U.S. pint (473 ml)..
Stir until the solution is uniform.

1 4. First Stop Bath: To 191 fluid ounces (458 m ) of Water, at 70 to
80 F (21 to 27 C), add the contents of one o the bottles of solution.
Stir until a uniform solution is obtained.

5. Color Developer: To 12 fluid ounces (355'ml of water, at 70 to 80
F -(21 to 27 C), add the liquid contents of o e bottle, Part A. Rinse
the bottle thoroughly with water and add th rinse water to the mix-
ing vessel to make sure that the entire con 'nts are transferred to
,the solution. Stir until solution is unifo . Carefully open one
bottle, Paft B. to its dry contents, slowi add water at 120 to'130
F (49to.54 C) until jhe bottle is about 3/ full. Cap the bottle
tightly and shak it until the chemicals are dissolved, Add the solution

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach this activit . Also, one experienced
student aide for each,grOup of fourstudents .

o
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to the mixing vessel. Rinse the bottle once with warm wept' and
add the rinse water to the Ming vessel. Add the contepts 'of .

one packet of Part,C and stir until. completely- dissolved; Add-
the -eontehts---of-one---pacicet-of--Pert-0--and -stir until di sbulved
completely. Add sufficient water to make 1 U.S. Ont (473 ml)
and stir until the solution is uniform. NOTE:. When mixed, the
solution will appear somewhat cloudy; this effect is normal.

6. Second Stop Bath: To 191 fluid outices (458 ml ),of water, at 70
to 80 F (21 to 27. C) add the contents of one of the bottles of
solution. Stir until uniform solution is obtained.

7. Bleach: To 12 fuild ounces (355 ml) of water, at 90 to 100 F-
(32 to 38 C), add the liquid from one bottle of Part A, while'
stirring; continue stirring and add the contents of one packet of
Part B. Add sufficient water to make 1 U.S. pint (473 ml); stir
until all chemicals are dissolved completely. CAUTION: This
bath corrodes most metals and therefore should not be, left in
contact with metal equipment any longer than necessary. Howiver,
it can be stored in red brass, polyethylene, porcelain: rubber or
glass receptacles, or in enamelware having surfaces that are free
from cracks and chips, . .

8. Fixer: To 12 fluid ounces (355'm1) of water, -at.-70 to 801F (21
to 27 C), add slowly the contents of one packet with rapid and
continuous stirring. When chemicals are dissolved completely,
add water to make 1 U.S. pint .(473 m1). Stir until uniforM. If
mixed'at temperatures much above 80 F (27 C) the solution may
turn milky, but will usually clear on standing.

9. Stabilizer: To 16 fluid ounces (473 ml) of water, at 73 to 77 F
(23 to 25 C), add the.contents of one Of the ,bottles of solution,
Stir until a uniform solution is obtained.

SUMMARY OF CHEMICAL WARNINO NOTICES
Keep out of the reach of children.

Part A of the Prehardener cortains succinaldehyde. Cautions May
cause skin irritation. May be, harmful if sWallowed. Avoid con-
fact with skin or eyes. Do not take internally. In case of
contact, flush skin or eyes with plenty of Water. If swalloied,
induce vomiting.

2. Part B of the Prehardener and the Stabilizer contain; formaldehyde --
and methanol-.,N

1

_DANGER! Strong sentizer; causes irritation of skin, eyes
throat. Avoid prolonged or repeated Contact. In'cage-of
flush skin or eyes With'plenty of water. Vapor harmful.
adequate ventilation,. 'May be fatal or cause blindness if
Cannot be made non= poisonous. Induce Vomiting.

.Part B of the Neutralizer contains.hydroxylamine sulfat
. WARNING!

Harmful if swallowed. Causes skin and eye irritation. Avoid contact
with skin or eyes. Avoid breathing dust. In caseNpf 'ontact, flush
skin or eyes with plenty of water. If swallowed, ir, e vomiting.

POISON

r'

se and
tact,

e with -

wallowed. i
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Part A of the First Developer contains p-methylaminophenol sulfate and
hydroquinone.

.

Part C of-the-Color -Developer-co ntens-trtodtft-DbaThtte.

Part C contains 4- amino -N- ethyl' (beta-methane sulfonamidoetho-
toluidine sesquisulfate monohydrate.
-CA1TION: Repeated contact may cause skin irritation. May be harmful
if swallowed. Induce vomiting.

The Stop.Bath contains acetic acid.

=

DANGER! Causes severe burns,. Do not get liquid or vapor in eyes, on
skin or on-clothing. In case of contact, flush skin or eyes with
plenty of,water for at least 15 minutes. }armful if' swallowed - DO NOT
INDUCE VOMITING- -give milk or water.

POISON

Part A df the ColOr Developer contains sodiuM hydroxide, ethylene dia-
mine, ethylene glytol, and benzyl

POISON fr

DANGER! Causes severe burns. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or on
clothing. When handling, wear goggles or a-face shield. In case of
contact, immediately flush skin or eyes with plenty of water for at
least 15 minutes; for eyes, get medical attention. Harmful or fatal if
swallowed-do not induce vomiting; give milk or water.

. Part B of-the Color Developer contains tertia0butylamine borane (TBAB).

POISON

QANGER! Harmful,or fatal if swallowed. If swallowed, induce vomiting.
Wa h thoroughly after handling.

Part A of the Bleach contains.sodium thiocyanate.

Part B contains potassium ferricyanide, potassium bromide, and disodium
phosphate. CAUTION! May be harmful if swallowed-induce,vomiting;, ,

IF ANY OF THESE CHEMICALS ARE SWALLOWED, CALL A PHYSICIAN AT ONCE.
Eastman Kodak Company will !not be responsible for any skin ailment
caused by these products.,

197
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A LONG NEGAT .

ACTIVITY-4=a

Here's Why:

To have student develop a roll of slide film.

Herers What You'll Need:

1. the chemicals mixed in activity 2-C
2. daylight developing tank, reel, turning rod, light-tight lid
3. the cartridge of film
4. black changing bag
5. running water for washing film

*Here's How To Do It:
414

1. Place the film, developing ink, reel, turning rod, liOt-Itight
lid in the changing bag. There are two parts to the bag with a
zipper for dach.,/Be sure that you haVe placed all the above items
in the inside bag, close the zipper, and also close the.zipper to
the outside bag.

2, Place your hands and forearmt into the sleeves of the bag, break
open the film,teparate the paper,backing frdm the,film, take one
end of the filth mid insert and thread onto the reel.. When film
is all the way on,-the reel, place the, reel inside the tank:,place
the light-tight laid on and turn to lock.

,

CAUTION:. BE SURE THAT THE_LID IS TIGHT AND WON'T COME OFF.
3. Now you are ready for developing,the-film. Follow these steps.

very carefully.

Agitation: See
fully, Timing:
each processing

'SUMMARY OF STEPS FOR
KODAK PROCESS E-4

(For 1-Pint Processing Tanks)

instructions for equipment:used and folloW them Care-
Include time required to drain tank in total time for

step.

Solution of
Procedure Remarks

Temperature
F C

1. Prehardener iFirs t 4 steps 85+ 1 29.S+ 1/2

NeutrAlizer, _Lin total dark- 83:87 28=.31*:

3. First ness. 85+ 1/2 29:5+14'
Developer

-3111. Firsh t Stop Don't use Stop 83-87128
Bat Bath here)

Remaining steps can be done, n

Time in
Minutet

3

7*

'Total Min. at .

End of Step

'4
31

2 ,13

normal room light.

*We suggest a qualified instructor teach. this activity. Aftat'one experienced,

student aide for each group of four students.
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Pelg12Pgr

L___Secom:L_Stop_

9. Bleach

.10, Fixer.

11. _Wash
12. Stabijizer

13. Dry

4'
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Running ter. 80-90 27n/a 4

See-ohenitalA3-87-28-3-1______ 15 32

.wnina notice
Don't- Use- 2141 .3

Bath here!

35

Running water 80-90 27-32 __a _

See chemical 83-87 28-31 5 43

warning_ notice
83-87 28-31 6 49 ,

Running water 8090 27-32 L 16_
See chemical 83-87 28-31 1 56

warning notice- .

Dry film off Not over Not over
the reel 110 43

CAUTION: Observe chemical caution,notices given on the containers and in the

.instructions.

(



ACTIVITY 3Z-8-
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LARGE PROJECTIONS FROM LITTLE PICTURES :

Here's Why:

To have students mount the colored slides for projection'.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. slide mounts for instamatic size film
2. a tacking iron or regular home iron CAUTION: BE CAREFUL NOT TO

BURN YOURSELF
3. a hard surface to work on and one that will not hurt if you get a

burn on it. A piece of board 8" x 8" would do well. -J

Here's How To Do It:

1. Cut your slide pictures apart. Be careful to cut in the middle
of the black area that separates each picture. Trimming might
be necessary later when you are putting them in the mount.

2. Take the mount, place the slide filhi in the ahea of the mount
that has a recess for the slide film. Trim if necessary.

3. Bend the top half down over the slide. Note the mounts have been
creased so be sure to fold at this crease.

4. Now take the iron (hot) and iron the cardboard area of the mount.
CAUTION: DO NOT TOUCH THE FILM WITH THE IRON-ALSO DON'T TOUCH
YOURSELF.

5. Let cool and go to the next slide that neeO mounting.

20u
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Activity

PRACTICAL HOME REPAIRS

--Activi ty

1 -A Sharp, and Shi-ny- Tool_mintenance.,_,

2-A Where's The Trouble -Making a test lamp

1-B Simple Tools fiir Simple Jobs Operating basic tools

2-B Keep.the Line "Hot" Making electrical supply
Repairs

3-B IIV-e Been Framed Making a picture frame

Activity It. ,Cost/Student Grade

1-A less than .10

2-A
,

1.00

1-B '1.50

2-B less than .25

3-B ..75

202
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ACTIVITY

- 179 -

SHARP AND_SHINt___

,Here's Wy:
:10 ,

The student will be a le to properly maintain basic hand'

Here's What You'll Need:

1. any small tool requiring some maintenance or repair

2. clean cloths
3. cleaning abrasives

4. other shop equipment such as grinder, polishers, etc.

Here's How. To Do It:

1. Cleaning
a. Tools that start to rust should be cleaned promptly.

Powdered pumice stone on a damp cloth makes a good mild

abrasive.
b. Another good mild abrasive.is the rubbirlg compound made for

finishing automotive paint.
,--c. If tools are badly rusted, use fine-grit emery cloth or. sand-

, paper, or a wire buffing wheel. Finish with pumice or rubbing

compound.

2. Protection from Rust

a. Moisture is an enemy of tools. Keep in a dry place, an0 co4t

with a protective film of vaseline, heavy oil, or light'gre4se.

b. One of the best protections is special rust inhibiting grea$e.

It has certain properties which prevent rust under most Condi-

tions.

t. Wrenches and other hand tools which get greasy in use should

simply be wiped clean. A thin film of grease will remain and

prevent rust..

3. Protecting from Damage

a. &Joie tools must be handled and stored with cafe. Never throw-

wood chisels in a drawer with other tools. The edges will

get nicked.
b. Keep files on a rack so the cutting edges do.not become dulled

by contact with other files or tools.

c. Always lay a plane on its side when not in use. If put down

in working position, the cutting edge will get damaged.

d. In the shop, keep saws hung up. When transporting saws, protect

the teeth from other tools.

4. Keeping in Safe Condition

a. Grind burrs from chisels and punches as soon as they start to

"Mushroom". Otherwise, the fragments may break off and strike

you.
b. Keep the striking surfaces of.hammers free from grease. Grease

call cause a glancing blow that may injure your hand'badly.

A
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c. Usp a. screw driver that fits the screw slot. Screwdrivers

that don't fit may slip and,mar the screw head or work, jr

injure the worker.

d. A screwdriver should be very blunt, with the sides ractically

parallel or slightly concave, and not knife-

shaped.
5. Tightening and Replacing Handles

a. To ti hten a hammer handle, drive it into the head by eitner

str ing the end of the handle-with a mallet or striking the
e of the ,handle on wood surface.

b. With the handle tight, drive a wedge in securely to prevent

further loosening.
c. To replace a broken ax handle, first saw it off flush with

the head using a hacksaw.
d. Drill several holes through the wood in the head. Then drive

out the pieces of wood with a blunt punch.
e. Work the new handle down to size with a wood rasp. Check fre-

quently. The handle should enter the head-with a snug fit.
When properly fitted, the handle should sit squarely in the

head.

g. If a wooden wedgeis to be used, next "rip" the handle to a
point which will be about halfway through the head.

h. Drive the handle tightly into place.
i. Drive in the wedge. Then saw off the end flush with the ax

'head.
j. if a steel wedge is used, do not "rip" the handle. Drive the

handle into place, and saw off the end. Then drive in the wedge.

k. To replace a shovel-handle, first cut or grind off the rivet
heads and drive ouethe rivets.

1. Fit the new handle and drill holes for rivets. Insert rivets

-and peen accurately.
m. Most fork handles can be replaced by, drigint the fork

pqt of the damaged, handle and driving it,lnto a new one.

n. If any handle is rough at the grip points, sand smooth. Rough

handles 'raise blisterS.

4
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ACTIVITY 1-B

- 181 -

SIMPLE TOOLS FOR SIMPLE JOBS

/

Here's Why''

The student will be able to opel'ate basic tools.

Here's4-What lbu'll Need: (Available from Vocational Education Department)

1., 1 14" electric drill
2. 1 orbital sander
3. mitre box and saw

Here's How To Do It:

1. Diagrams and instructions on?file in the counselor's office: Copies
are available.

r °

fl
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ACTIVITY 2-A

Here's Why:

The student will-be able to construct and use an electrical test lamp

in locating sources of ielectrical difficulties.

*Here's What You'll Need:

1. pliers
2. pocket knife
3. soldering iron
4. a 230-250 volt, low wattage bulb, rough service, if available

5. at least two feet of No. 14 rubber-covered wire

6. a roll of plastic tape or a roll each of rubber and friction tape

7. a non-metallic, weatherproof lamp socket
8. solder and flux

,

WHERE'S THE TROUBLE

Here's How To Do It:

1. Cut the wire into two equal4lengths. Strip two inches of insulation

from one end of each piece and one inch from the opposite end.

2. Strip two inches of insulation from the wire leads of_the weather-

proof socket. Scrape the exposed wire. ends clean.

3. Using a common wire splice, join a length of wire to each of the
socket leads, leaving the one-inch stripped end free.

4. Solder and tape each joint. if you used rubber tape, cover withtah

outer laimi of the friction tape.

5. Bring the wire leads up against the sides of the base of socket, one

on each side and.tape securely. Cover any metal with tape.

6. Bend wires around the light bulb as shown.

7. Wrap at least two layers of tape arsund widest part of bulb and over

the end.

*Diagrams and instructions are on file in the counselor's office. Copies are

available. This applies to all activities in the Practical Home Repairs unit,

206
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KEEP THE LINES "NOT"

ACTIVITY 2 -8

Here's Why:

The student will be able to make home electricity supply repairs.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. sharp knife
2. wire cutters'
3. soldering iron 0
4. solder and flux
5. screw driver
6. rubber tape
7. short lengths o electrical wire
8. 5 wall switchet

Here's How To Do It:

1. Splicing Electric Wir ,es
a. Remove the insulation from the wires and clean them. Use a-,

knife or crush the insulation with pliers and strip, it off.
b. Scrape the'ends clean with the back of a knife or some blunt

edged tool. This is necessary to make a good electrical con-
tact. .

c. Where there is no mechanical.strain on the joint--for example,
in an outlet box--twist the wires together to form a rattail
splice. Then solder and tape.

d. If you use one of the approved solderless connectors, simply
screw on the wires to be spliced. No taping is necessary.

e. Where there is a strain on joint, remove the insulation
for about four inches on each wire. Place the wires across
each and, form a Western Union Splice. Cut the ends off short
and smooth them down with pliers.

f. Apply a noncorrosive soldering flux, and solder the splice.
Be sure the solder penetrates in and around the wraps of the
splice.

g. Wrap the-splice with rubber tape, starting at one end and
'working back and forth spirally. Cover with.at least two
layers of friction tape.

2. Attaching Wire to Terminals
a. Remove the insulation from the end of theWire and 'bend in a

hoot-. Avoid too much exposed wtre.
b. Plate the hook so that when you tighten the screw, if will

close the hook rather than open it.
3. Repairing Electric Cords

a. To attach a plug, swnrate the two wires of the-cord and push
them through the plug.

b. Remove the insulation and clean the ends of the wires back
just enough to hook around the terminal screws.
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c. Tie a holding knot (also called Underwriters' Knot) in the
ends of the wire. This will take the strain if people pull
on the cord.

d. Wrap the ends of the wires around behind the prongs. Then
they will be even better to withstand pulls on the cord.

e. Place the ends of the wires uhder the screwheads, and tighten
them. Be careful to avoid fraying. Make sure the two wires
do not touch.

f. Draw the knot into the plug. If such a: knot is too bulky, it
can be omitted. Be sure to wrap the wires around the prongs.

g. To attach a lamp socket to a cord, first remove the cap from
the socket.

h. Put end of.cord through the cap and tie the holding knot,
'Remove insulation from ends of the wire and attach to ter-
minal screws.

i. If the socket has a cl'amp such as will hold the cord and take.
the pull,on the cord, a holding knot is not necessary.

4. To replace a wall switch
a. First cut off the current. Disconnect the terminals and re-

move the old switch.
b. When installing a single-pole switch (only two connecting

screws), connect one wire to each screw.
c. In a three-way switch, attach the black wire to the brass

screw. Attach red and white wires to either white screw.
d. You can easily replace a convenience outlet. Remove and

disconnect the wires.
e. Install the new one, making sure to connect the white wire

to th, white screw, and the black wire to the brass screw.

.Don't:

1. Forget to cut off the current before you start a repair.
2. -Forget to either pull the master switch,or disconnect the cord.

'from the outlet.
3. Touch a switch or any electrical appliance with wet hands or when

standing on wet footing.
4. Drive tacks through any electrical cords..
5. Forget to always Use the proper fuse. Don't use over-size fuses

and don't put tin-foil or pennies behind blown fuses..
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I'VE,BEEN FRAMED

ACTIVIII 378'

Here's WV:.'

The student will be able to construct a wooden pi ture frame with
mitred corners.(

Here's What You'll Need

1. 2 -10" lengths of framing material
2. 2 -12" lengths of framing material
3. brads
4. hammer
5. glue f

6. mitre saw/
7. clamp
8.

9. wood finisher
snarl paper :

10. wood st7in

,Herel,t How To Do it:

1. Cut irling materialsto delsired lengths with 45 degree mitred ends.
2. Sand each length.
3. Glue, nail and clamp each corner.
4. Re-sand especially at mitred edges.
5. Finish or stain.
6. Mount the picture.'

4
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WOOD WORKING

Activity No.

1-A

Title Activity

Bird House Constructing a bird house
with craft sticks ,

2 -A Hot Pad COnstructing a hot pad
with craft sticks

3-A , Decoupage Antiquing pictures on wood

1-B Transferring the Design Tracing design on wood

2-B Cutting the Design Cutting the design with a
. coping saw

I

3-B Sanding and 'Finishing Smoothing edges and apply-
ing finishes

ActivityNo. Cost/Student , Grade Levey.,

1-A .50 3

2-A .45 3

3-A .60
,

3

1-B .50 4

2-B , .15 4

3-B I .30

'00
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BIRD HOUSE

ACTIVITY 1-A

Here's Why: (---
l

A
The student will be able to-construct a bird house with craft sticks
and plywood.

.
-

Here's What You'll Need:
.

1. 78 craft sticks
2. 1/4" plywood 6" x12"
3. 18 gauge wire 12" long

. 4. white glue
5, colored latex paint
6. paint brushes 1"
7. rags
8. water
9. brace with 1 1/2" bit '

10. hand saw
11. pattern and pencil
12. newspaper

.:.

Here's How To Do It: R

1. Trace two patterns onto 1/4" plywood, one with a 1 1/2" hole
,

(front), one without a hole (back).,

I
a. Cut on the line with a hand saw.
b. Drill hole with a brace and bit.

2. Lay ten sticks in a row and glue eight sticks across them as shown
in Diagram 1. ,

a. Glue the plywood ends of the house on as shown in Diagram
1. ..,.,

3. Glue the sticks from front to back all the way around the house
leaving a slight gap at the peak of the roof.

4. Cut a stick to length so that it will fit, into the house,length-
wise. Notch this stick, secure the wire at notches, place
assembly inside the house and thread wire through the gap left
at peak of the roof. This is to hang the house.

5. Glue the remaining 24 sticks that form the roof. Diagram 2.
6. Paint the entire house one color.

a. Be sure glue is dry before applying paint or moving structure.
b. Be sure all surfaces and edges are covered with paint.

7. When dry, paint any of the surfaces desired a different color.
8. Clean paint brush with water.

I
Instructional Materials: /

Harman, Roberta, Fun With Craft Sticks, Hazel Pearson, Handicraft,
'\ Rosemead, California, 1966, p. 23.

-,\
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HOT PAD

ACTIVITY 2-A.

Here's Why:

The student will be'able to construct a'hot pad ONO craft sticks
,capable of supporting heavy objects (pan, dishes, etc.).

( Here's What You'll Need:

1. 33 craft sticks
2. 33 10 mm. wooden beads
3. 1 yd. of elastic for threading beads and sticks or string 1/16"
4. 1/32" or 1/8" drill bit
5. hand drill
6. pencil

7. straight edge
8. colored latex paint

Here's How To Do It:

NOTE: If painting is desired, paint pieces before assembly.
1. "Drill 661/32" or 1/r,holks in the 33 craft sticks,'2 holes in

each.

a. One hole 1/4," from the end and in the middle of the stick.
b. The other 2 1/2" from the same end and in the middle.

2. Thread the string or elastic through the hole in the sticks. Tie
loosely.

3. Thread the string or elastic through the center hole in the sticks
adding a be4d between each pair of sticks to spread the hot pad
to shape.

4. Tighten strings or elastics.'?

Instructional Material:

Same as 1-D

NOTE: If time permits, student can create his own craft stick projects.
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AgiviTt 3-A

. Here-'s Why:

The student will be able.to correctly apply a picture to a wooden sur-
face using decoupage finish.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. 1/2" hard wood 3" x 6"
2. decoupage finish
3. brushes 1"
4. water
5, cloth or paper towels
6. water base paint (colored)
7. pin

8. hand saw
9. sand paper 220 grit

10. coping saw
11. ink brayer
12. newspaper
13. scissors

s.
1 91

DECOUPAGE

Here's How To Do It:

1. Select a picture.
a, Cut or tear edges to desired size.

2: Cut 1/2" hardwood to desired shape leaving approximately a 1 inch
margin around picture.

3., Sand. surface and edges of wood with fine' 220 grit paper.
4. Brush .water base-paint on edges and top Surface.

at Let dry 30 minutes.- (NOTE: If natural wood is to be ex-
posed, eliminate this step.)

5. e Apply one coat of decoupage to background brushing both horizon-
tal and vertically. It will dry in 30 minutes.

6: 'Apiply a'second coat ofdecOupage to.background and a coat to the
back of the print."

, .

a. Place print onto background, cover with a damp cloth and roll
out air pockets. t

b. Stubborn'bubbles may be pinched with a pin to release air.
c. .Remove cloth and let dry.

7. Apply a finish coat of decoupage for added texture.
a. Heaviercosts may be applied.
b. Follow the designs on the print for a more precise oil pairtt

look.
c. -Clean out brushes with water.

Instructional Materials:

George, Joyce and Hermes, Janet,, Decoupage Start to Finish, Craft Course
.Publishers, Inc., Temple City, California, 1968, p.

216
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WOOD WORKING (Wall Plaques)

ACTIVITY 1-8

Here's Why: ..

The student will be able to correctly transfer a,dettgn. onto plywood.

Here's What You'll Need:

1. designs, (patterns)

2. carbon paper
i9

3. pencil
4. 1/4" hardwood ply 8" x 11" and 9" x 14"

Here's How.To Do It: .

1(. Choose pattern and trace itonto the back side,of the plywood.

a. Mark an "x" on the surfaces that are to be cut out.

Instructional Material:

Morris, Floyd, 198 Easy Wood Projects, The Goodhpart-Willcox Co.,
Inc., Publishers, South Holland, Illinois, 1970, p. 96.
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CUTTING THE DESIGN

ACTIVITY 2-B

Here's Why:

The student will-be able to cut

Here's What You'll Need:

1. coping saw
2. pattern traced on hardwood
3. wood working vise
4. hand drill with l/4 bit

erg's HbW To Do It:

1. Cutting border lines.
a. Place wood in vise with pattern towards you. .

b., Be sure blade teeth are facing.toward'the handle.
-o4--Cut,4411,border

1. 'Change blade angle when necessary.
2. Keep the cutting as close to the Ase_edge as posgbl, .

to minimize vibration. The wood may,have to be re-
positioned in the vise several times.'

3. Make smooth even strokes using the entire length of
the blade--cutting takes plate on the pull stroke.
NOTE: The more strokes, the, smoother the finished
cut. Apply very little pressure.

2. Making internal cuts.
-a. Making an internal cutout without making an entering cut

is done by first drilling a hole large enough to take the
saw blade through the waste stock which is to be sawed

\ off.'

b. Drill the hole, place the blade through it and connect to
saw.

c. Saw the entire'cutout and remove the blade.
d. Repeat for all internal cutouts.

on the line using coping saw.

Instructional Materials: .

Same as 1-B.
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ACTIVITY 3-8:

Here's Why:

-194-

SANDING & FINISHING

. A

The student will be able to smooth* aAd rough spots a ly

an even coat of paint. ..,-;:--,-,7

-- ---_<,;--;-,

.--:,'-

_

Here's What You'll-Need-_:--

1. we-40010120 grit
'141.41*,,:brtf-shes 1" and 2"

-"2-1fiellac

stain (dark).

'5. rags
6. newspaper
7, hand drill and 1/8" bit

8. alcohol
9. turpentine

Here's How To Do It:

1. After sawing, use medium and then fine grit sandpaper to smooth
the edges and rough spots and .correct minor inaccuracies in saw-

ing. .

2. Stain the etges, being careful not ta'get stain on the top sur-

face.

3. When stain is dry, apply an .even coat of shellac over entire

plaque.
a. Apply a second coat when dry.

4. Drill a small hole 1/8' deep at the top center (balance point)

in the back of the plaque.
NOTE: Any combination of stains may be used. (Example: The

student could stain both the top and the sides one.color, stain
the top'brown and the sides black, etc.) Make as many plaques

as time-permits.

Instructional Materials:

Same as 1-B.

ao



REVISION INSTRUMENT

Our entire effort has been to create a learning process to fit our

goals which will be subject to Constant revision as the need dictates. As

time, teachers, methods and materials change it is only logical t siume _

that this project will have to change to meet these demands. The following

/

instrument is the recommendation of this group for the continua) revision of-
,

this Mini-course curricula. This instrument is to be completed by each

instructor involved with the mini-course immediately upon its completion.

The following definiations are stated to assist you in interpreting

th statemen

ALS - see page
2. THEME - refers to the grade level

3. CONCEPT - refers to the mini-course (ex. Horticulture)

.4. SUBCONCEPT - refs, to the activity involved ini'concept (ex.

Activity lrA Horticulture,)

5. BEHAVIORALANSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE - refers to the "HERE'S WHY"

stated at the beginning of each activity

EVALUATIVE INSTRUMENV.,,i..-

1.- ,Does this concept correspond to the interests of the students?

Yes No

2. Is this concept suited. to theDmaturity level and_abilities of

the students? Yes No

3. Are you able t correlate the material in.-this mini-cou6e curri-

culum area? es No

4. Js the behpioral objective "Here's Why" helpfu.1 in devefoping the

subconcepts`? Yes No

5. Could the content of the activity be covered in the allotted time?
-Yes , . No 't ,- .

, .

'6. The home room teacher's attitude was: Positive Negative

220
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7. Were the materials readily available? Yes ' No

8. Were you able to follow the instructions easily? Yes

9. s there a provision for the child who wishes to go beyond the

Class instructional activity? Yes No

10. . Should the content of the activity be cut-back or expanded?

Cut-back Expanded

11. Is the developed mini-course helping to meet the goals of the

"World of Work" Project? Yes No

12.> Was the counselor's role adequate in orientation,presentation agg.

evaluation? Yes No

Jr

4.

:

4
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PREPARATION AND COUNSELING FOR THE WORLD OF WORK
ESEA Title III Project No, 734026

Student Instrument A

ro); ( ) Kindergarten (Mark an "X" on the picture
)Girl ( ) First Grade that best shows how you fq#1)

lf

1. DID YOU FINISH YOUR WORK?

SOME

YOU LIKE DOING THIS WORK?

Poor

3. MY WORK WAS:

Poor

ALL MOST

Fair

Fair

222

ALL OF IT 1

Good

Good
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PREOARiTION- ANO COUNSELING FOR THE (WORLD OF WORK
ESA Title III Project No. 73-3026
i Student -Thstrument B

) Boy :()Girl Grade: 2 3 4 5 6

1. 'HOW WELL DID YOU COMPLETE THE PROJECT?

1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8. 9

Poor -Pair Very Good

2. THE TIME ALLOWED FOR THIS PROJECT WAS:

Circle one number for
each answer.

1 . 2'' 3 4 5 6 7" 8 . 9

Not enough About right Too Much

3. THIS PROJECT IS:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7q 8 9

Uninteresting Somewhat interesting Very interesting

4'. IF I HAD A CHOICE, I WOULD:

1 2 3 4 5 4,6 7 8 9

Not Do Maybe Would Like To Do

This ,
A Similar Project

Project

5. IN THIS PROJECT THE COUNSELOR HELPED ME TO LEARN ABOUT JOBS:

1 2 ,3 5 6 7 8 9

None Veny Much
41.
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PREPARATION AND COUNSELING FOR THE WORLD OF WORK
ESEA Title III Curriculum Writer's Instrument No. 1026C

1. I was involved in the project lab,
I was the writer.
a. ( ) At an instructor. ( ) Full Time

( ) Hours spent teaching. .

b. ( ) As a consultant (Advisor).
c. ( ) As a resource person (Provided materials).
d. (-) Other:

df which

( ) Part time

2. Time spent outside of my regular classroom on this project:

( ) Hours

3. Time spent outside of school hours on this project:
( ) Hours\

\

4. I observed a project lab in operation. ( ) Yes ( ) NO

5. From my observations, the project appears:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7,

Unsatisfactory Successful

6. 'General Comments.and Suggestions:

-"Jr'
Signed -z

224
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t

PREPARATION AND COUNSELING FOR THE WORLD OF WORK
Instructor's Instrument No. 1026D,

( ). Yes (' ' No A',..) Grade Level

v/
1. I was involved in the project lab(s) as a home-room teacher.

2. My time was used:
( ) Fp11 time in teaching a project concept.
( ) Assisting another teacher in teaching a project concept.

3. ( ) Hours spent during school time'in preparation for teaching a
1project concept.

4. ( ) Hours spent outside of school time in preparation for teaching
a prerject concept.

,

5. I observed a project lab(s) in operation.
( ) Yes . -.( ) No

.6. From my observations the project appears to be;
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Unsatisfactory Satisfactury Very successful
7. General comments:

22 5-

Signed
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FORT BENTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Project #73-3026

September .1, 1973

"Preparation and Counseling for the World of Work"

Evaluation Survey

Listed below are several.statements regarding your class's attitude and

knowledge about the world of work. You are asked to indicate with an (X)

how you view these statements!. Place your (X) on the line according to the

degree which best described your class's attitude or knowledge. Comment is

optionil.

Grade 4 5 6

1. My class's knowledge of a varietyjaf occupations is:

1 2 3
Non-existent
comments:

5

limited
7 8 9

thorough

2. My class knows how different jobs affect an
and the living pattern of his way of life.

1 2 3

Knows little
comments:

individual

No opinion

No opinion
4. 5 6 7 8 9

understands completely

3. My class has a respect for all types of, occupations.

1 2 .

dUagree
,Comments:

3 5 6 7 8 9

agree

. My-Class's interest in considering a v cation has been

No opinion
1 2

little
comments:

3 s4 5'`
Aome

7/ 8 9

great

226
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z

5, :-',. cils,s*, int&est in ei,Lering the occupation p his
paient h:.-.: tten:

1-----2-7T 4 6 -1 7 9
little wine great
comments:

1

No opinion_

.15. My class's understanding of his parents' occupations is :'

No opinion
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8--4'4
little some great
comments:

227
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FORT BENTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Project #73-3026,

September 1, 1973

"Preparation and Counseling for the World of Work"

Evaluation Survey'

Listed below are several statements regarding your child's attitude and

knowledge about the world of work. You are asked to indicate with an (x)i

how you view these statements. Place your (x) on the line according,to the

degree which best describes your child'=s attitude or knowledge. Comdent is

optional.

.Mother Grade 4

Father 5

Joint response 6

My _child's knowledge of a variety of occupations is:

1 2 3

non-existent'
comments:

4 5 6 7 8 9
limited thorough

2. 'My child knows
and the living

1 2 3

knows little
comments:

No opinion

how different jobs affect an individual
pattern of his way of life.

No opinion
4 '5 6 7 8 9

understands completely

, 3. My child has a respect for all types of occupations:

No opinion
1 2 3

disagree
comments:

4 5 6 7 8 9

4agree

228
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4. My child's interest in considering a vocation has been:

No opinion
1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9.

little great
comments:

5. My child's interest in entering the occupation of his
parents has been:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
little some great
comments:

No opinion

6. My child's understanding of his parents' occupation is:

No opinion
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Comments:

229
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Listed below are several statements regarding the vocational information

-
in elementary schools. You are asked to indicate with an (x) hoW you view

these statements. Comments are optional.

Possibly, I would have chosen a different occupation
11-1-would have hdd a greater knowledge of the world
of work in elementary school.

1 2 1, 4 5 6 8 9

No opinion

disagree agree
comments:

2. Occupational information should be part of the upper
elementary (grade four through grade six) junior
high, and, high school only.

1 2 ,3 4 5 6 7 9

disagree agree
comments:

',No opinion

OcCupational information should be taught as apart of
the eegular elementary program at all grade levels,
kindergarten through-high school.

No opinion
1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 8 9
disagree agree
comments:

4. Elementary children should learn to respect all types
of occupations.

No opinion
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
disagree agree
comments:

5. Elementary children should learn how different jobs
affect an individual and his way of life.

1 2 3 4 t- 6 7 8 9
comments: 4

ti

2301

No opinion
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6. One of the responsibilities of the Otric schools is
to assist the student in eventually making a wise
vocational choice.

No opinion . .
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
disagree agree

.:.

comments-:'

7. The basic reason for considering an occupation should -.

be or the financial return. 444
./'

' No opinion
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -D
disagree agree
comments:

8. The basic reason fclr considering an occup tion should
be for self-satisfaction.

No opinion
1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9
disagree agree
comments:

9. The World of Work Program should effectively motivate
children in making their choice of a vocation. . ,3

T-- 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 -8 9
No opinion

disagree agree
comments:

10. Elementary children should learn that they must attend
college in order to obtaina.satisfying occupation.

T-- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. 9
disagree agree
comments:

No opinion

11. Parents are the most influential of all contributing.
factors in their child's choice of avocation,

1 2. 3 -.4 5 6 7 8' 9
disagree agree
comments:

-se

No opinion
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12. Childrents friends are t most influential
contribut,ing facto s in

to
child's choic

vocation. 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 .406 8 9

No opinio4L.__

. disagree agree
domments:. .

13. Teacher/counselors are the most influential of all
contributing factors in their child's ch of a
vocation.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 9
disagree agree
comments:

14. I prefer that my.child follow my occupation.

1 . 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 ,9

gree ., agree
com nts:

No opimion

V.
No opinion.

.

t.

"
e 3 0..

jrypo
1'4.

I .
. R

k 1 . . ,.
, . %. ...

II ° 1,5c
00 :

1 ,

eN- '
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